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-•  ?  
Garland (r) confers with John Bender at hearing. 
—Texan Staff Photo byJMIk* Smith 
- College of Humanities department 
"chairmen Monday were given two weeks 
•in which to come up with "well-reasoned 
Responses" to an administration 
proposal that the college Cut its budget 
tor the upcoming^iennlum by up to 1,0 
percent, _ , .. v/^^" - \ •*,v-' -
m^ngfmeettaftetoe^ 
Dean' Sanley: .WeiiMtr^ atttf his eight 
departhient cWlrmen, "wilTgtve !t8e 
chairmen time-to study retrospectively 
and prospectivelyhow any proposed cut 
would: affect their departments/' Wep-
bow said. 
: - Tbe budget cut was originally proposed 
University President Ad Interim 
wie Rogers during a meeting last 
week with .Weriww and Stanley Ross, 
University vice-president and provost 
- The' cut. Rogers said' earlier, is part of 
an effort to explore wgys to shift funds to 
academic areas where; tiiiey are badly 
needed because of growing enrollment. 
The College of Humanities has ex­
perienced a downturn in enrollment over 
the last several'years. 
; Werbow. said Rogers bad never set a 
deadline of 21 hours for budget proposals 
io be submittetf-to the deanr butinstead 
had only requested a set of preliminary 
'Statements on howdepartmental 
budgets could be cut 
•;%i A Thursday letter to Werbow signed by 
Ml the humanities chairman had asked 
the dean to give them at least two weeks 
•to study the request. 
- WERBOW SAID the two-week period 
would-put the departments in the posi­
tion of, having to study ways in which 
>;theuY expenditures could be reduced: 
**; "Rogers isn't cradcing a; whip over 
anyone's head," Werbow said. "She and 
'.the provost have said they don't Want the 
.quality of course offerings impaired by 
any possiblecuts." 
1 He said cuts which might tend to 
diminish • the .academic- strength of a 
jlepartment would not be considered 
v"The president, I feel,:is operating dis-
"passionately, with a view towards the 
University as a whole," he said. 1 
^Rodolfo Cardona, chairman j6f the 
Spanish-Portuguese'department, dis­
agreed, howeverr saying, the proposed 
cuts, could have a possible damaging im­
pact on several of the highly rated 
Response Extension 
programs .within the College of 
Humanities, including Germanic 
languages,; - Spanish-Portuguese atid 
classics 
. , CARDONA SAID though his, depart­
ment had been the least affected by .'fall--
* ing enrollment of:any in |he college and 
-f^FSs-ssaaKfifi 
< - tw»wNfc nteflBiDn would 
allow, thedepartment time to "make 
realistic projections" about what future 
needs; might be. •-i,-
- "Our appropriated budget has always 
represented only one fraction of the 
money . we actually spend," Cardona 
, said. "Somehow, we areal ways able to 
scrounge around and, with the help of the 
dean, find the dollars we need to fund all 
our programs." 
: .a Cardona said the handling of the entire 
situation by the administration "would 
have been different if Humanities was 
still a part.-of the College of Arts and 
Sciences."" 
THAT- COLLEGE was split into jhe 
College? of Humanities, Social and 
"Behavioridl; Sciences and Natural 
- Sciences bythe University System Board • 
of Regents In 1970 i 
*.v:..jThe chairmansaid he felt anobligation ' 
to continue providing faculty:members 
- to teach in the Plan II honors program 
"as long as I can afford to" but said if he 
was "pushed to the wall" on the budget 
; cut matter, he would be ''forced to make 
an elther/oF deci^ion to choose programs; 
Within my own department over those of 
another academic area " - ' 
Plan' II, an interdisciplinary honors . 
program Which, has no faculty salary:, 
budgetof Its own, offers a large number 
of. courses, which: are~; taught - by 
Humanities faculty members 
"Ope thing the administration sfeems 
to be overlooking is the fact Spanish-
Portuguese cpurses "provide service far 
beyond., the- needs of: just: ;ourv own •> 
, students,'*'Cardona said ' '• 
1 
t HE SAID •>- statistics from fall, 1974, 
: show 65 percent of .the. students enrolled i 
in Spani^h-Pprtuguese courses have ma-
l -jors-outslde the department and 4S per-
cent of that figure are from outside the 
CoJIege of Humanities. . « . 
Cardona said 30 percent of the students • 
- taking-graduate offerings of the depart­
ment are -train other/academic areas, 
• and 25:percent of that'figure were from 
outside the college. ' 
- ','It is clear the department is present­
ly serving a rather jirge proportion pf 
nonmajors y?ith^ii^^ii^eSi;-:M 
The>jchair^n said the' proj^^ciit 
• Would make it even more difficult'foir the 
department to recruit '"the good;new 
; people in the field." " \'r 
Cdrdona added though the freeie bri 
faculty hiring in the coliege. put into 
effect by, Rogers early. lastj.weekrWas 
lifted Friday afternoon, he had still lost 
one new recruit in the interim. 
"The administration seems to be coun­
ting on a job scarcity for new PliDSi but 
that just isn't the case. The. top. can­
didates , are- getting two or three offers 
e a c h . h e  s a i d . •  
Publicity , on the proposed budget .cut-
batk would "cause people to getiieety'' 
about.accepting offers at the University, 
especially in the field of humanities,.Car­
dona added. • 
he called the 10 percent' figure "one 
' taken from a hat" and said the but could 
: if implemented, "give a bad name to the 
University ".jp academic circles 
~ -BS 
; By BILL SCOTT 
•, Texan Staff Writer 
The three-member Alpha Phi Omega 
Election Commission Monday night 
• unanimously disqualified Texan editor-
elect Bill Garland for "willful" 
••- violations of the Texas-Student 
;( Publications election code during the 
two-week campaign. 
The decision, which came after three 
hours of closed deliberations, left the 
j,l selection process for Daily Texan editor 
; . in temporary limbo awaiting a possible 
appeal. 
Garland said early Tuesday he 
certainly intends "to appeal the Election 
j - Commission ruling to the Student Court. 
t?.. "THE STUDENTS at this University 
<• selected me to be the editor of The Daily 
- Texan, and I hope the court will reverse 
l&i the;'commission's action.so that the 
§S"-- students' voices in the election will 
" * prevail," he said. 
The hearing was held to investigate a 
complaint by the commission itself 
against Garland alleging he violated both 
election code and dormitory rules during 
the campaign by soliciting votes door-to-
door in a number of University-owned 
dormitories. 
The complaint stemmed in part froma 
letter published in The Daily Texan 
Eriday -in-which-ihe head resident oL 
Simkins Hall charged that Garland 
continued to campaign in the dorm Feb. 2 
after being told by a resident assistant 
that such practices were prohibited. 
THE LETTER said Simkins' RA Jim 
Owens showed Garland the staff 
program manual in which the policy 
prohibiting "...solicitation, political 
campaigning or any other business 
activity in residence halls," was spelled 
out. 
Garland told the commission he was 
"not certain" if he had actually read the 
section, which Owens testified he had 
handed to Garland,- but said he "may 
have glanced at it." 
Garland said Michael E^kin, a former . 
Daily, Texan editor who was 
accompanying him in the door-to-door 
effort, had said "meeting peopj$ in the 
dorms Was tbe onfy Way to Wiii'the race. 
"MICHAEL SAID you have to start at 
the'lo^r end and work your way up to tbe 
more expensive dorms," Garlahd said. 
"It was, the only way to gain one-to-one 
contact;with students." 
Owen explained that after he initially 
told the two that campaigning-was 
against official policy, he went back into 
his room and1waited a few minutes 
before checking upstairs. He said he 
found them still canvassing; and then 
proceeded to go back and get-his. staff 
manual and read outloud to. them the 
section : prohibiting solicitation. Owen 
said they then left the dorm. -
Garland told the commission he Was 
"uncertain" if he had read the manual 
and said he and Eakin "were going to 
leave anyway.", 
He' said he didn't think campaigning 
inside a dorm violated TSP election 
rules. 
:-MAS FAR AS I was: concemedMfs 
thought I was doing nothing wrong — 
nothing other candidates hadn't done in 
the past," Garland said. 
He told the panel that although he 
"read over the TSP rules before the 
election," he must have "read right over 
the clause about campaigning in dorms.'' 
The clause, contained in Chapter V of 
the election rules, states: "All 
campaigning in both University and non-
University-owned dormitories shall 
conform to- rules established by the 
management or directors of that 
particular dormitory." 
Garland said he "wouldn't have been 
there (inside Simkins) if "I thought I 
was breaking the rules." 
-THE COMMISSION also heard 
testimony o&ncerning another 
campaigning^ incident in Jester 
Dormitory Feb. 11, which resulted in 
Garland's being enjoined from 
campaigning on the runoff day 
Wednesday. 
That incident resulted in the filing of a 
complaint by residents of the sixth floor 
men's wing of Jester which charged the 
candidate with canvassing door-to-door 
in violation of dorm policy. 
Garland- told the commission his 
punishment Was "adequate" because he 
was "stiick, with 3,500 campaign 
leaflets" in the trunkBf his car which he 
had planned to distribute on campus the 
day of the ruiioff. ' 
He said he had spoken with residents of 
"about 30 rooms" on jester's sixth floor 
but felt this personal, contact "was not a 
big factor" in his win. 
Garland said he felt "no need to pay 
attention to a blanket restriction on 
dorm campaigning" because he thought 
the restriction was a different matter at 
each dorm. 
"1 FIGURED each place had a 
different rule and I didn't consider 
myself a solicitor," he said. "Door-to-
door campaigning is the way to 
campaign as far as I'm concerned." 
In its written decision, the commission 
said "under no circumstances shall 
ignorance be a defense in a hearing"..." 
and added "if (Garland) had been 
campaigning in a good faith manner ... 
he would have ta-ken the time to inform 
himself and he certainly would not liave . 
been apprehended twice in the same 
dormitory (Simkins)." 
The decision also said Garland 
"willfully withheld information relating 
to his various dormitory campaijgn 
activities" by not divulging anymore-, 
information regarding the Jester -• 
incident or related matters. 
Tagliarino said the commission 
"looked into the charges with a high : 
degree-of fairness. ~ ' 
"ALTHOUGH I CAN'T judge how: 
much effect Bill's campaigning in dorms' 
had on the election, I feel it gave him • 
somewhat of an advantage," he said. 
TSP Board President Lee Grace said,; 
the board„will have-to await Uie decision 
of the Student Court, if an appeal is; filed' 
by Garland, before deciding whether to • 
hold another contest. 
"The board will check for precedents 
to this situation, but I doubt we'll need to 
call for a new election," he said. ; 
Bid for Presidency 
HOUSTON (AP) — Sen. Lloyd M. 
Bentsen, D-Tex., easily recognizeable to 
most Texans, announced for the second 
time. Monday that he'll ,seek the 
Democratic, presidential nomination and 
hopfs.sqMi^^tbie recognized by the rest of 
.  t h e  n a t i o n . ; -  -
BENTSEN. WHO -has been criss­
crossing the.-country for . more than a 
year to. gauge , support concerning'the 
1976 election, announced for the offi :e at 
a news conference in Washington Mon­
day morning. 
(Related Story, Page 2.) 
Bentsen then flew here for a news con­
ference and reception at the Rice Hotel. 
Bentsen :told; the Houston news con­
ference his first' obligation was to the 
people of Texas and lie Would do most of 
his campaigning on the floor of the 
Senate and .in caucus rooms. 
UNDER TEXAS law. Bentsen can run 
simultaneously for the presidency and 
for re-election.to ihe Senate and Bentsen 
said he did intend to run for both offices. 
Bentsen,* declined to say Which 
: primaries he; would enter. He said he 
would enter several primaries in various: 
parts of the country. 
Bentsen. 54. has been in the U.S:' •' 
Senate since 1971. He was cobnty judge ^ 
of Hidalgo County at age 25 and won elec-." 
tiort to the House of Representatives • 
when lie was ,27; After-three terms, hfh 
resigned to enter busine^'in Houston??* 
Bent&rt got immoiiate support from 
Texas Gov: ddibh Briscoe and Lt. Gov. 
Bill- Hobby, both Democrats,-just star­
ting new four-year terms in their offices. 
Texas Supreme CourlfRefuses 
Intervention in Bell Rate Suit 
. By United Press International • 
The Texas Supreme Court Monday 
refused to intervene in Atty: Gen. John 
Lr Hill's suit to block a . proposed $45 
. .million- increase in* Intrastate long .dis­
tance-rates by Southwestern 'Bell 
Telephone Co > , 
kisBell asked.the Supreme Court to order 
•Dist. Judge Tom Blackwell; to dismiss 
, Hill's: suit and stop all investigation of 
the; telephone company rate making hy 
the attorney general - - •> 
THE TELEPHONE COMPANY *lso 
asked the court to instruct BlaCkWell to 
'dissolve a temporary restramfng order 
preventing implementation: of; the^rate 
' increases and cancel a'hearing-Tuesday 
on Hill's motion for a temporary injunc-
C 
tion. < 
Bell also asked the high court to pre­
vent Hill from going any further with his 
investigations of • the company's rate 
making processes. 
The court refused to give Bell permis-
sion to bring the case into the Supreme 
Court. 
Blackwell, who has already isSued a 
temporary restraining order against Bell 
prohibiting the company from raising 
long distance rhtes, has scheduled a 
heating for 2 p.m.^ Tuesday on Hill's mo--
tlon for a temporary injunction. 
THE DISTRICT JUDGE ruled last 
week he has: the authority to determine 
whether the proposed rate increases are 
unreasonable as Hill contends 
He said the case points up the absolute 
need for a state- utility commission to 
regulate telephone rates statewide. 
• "This is not a Suit to fix the rates of the 
telephone company. It's simply to deter­
mine if the rates are reasonable nr nnt " 
Blackwell sauf 
Hill said Bell's attempts to get the 
case, thrown , out. are ridiculous and un-
supportable. 
Hill filed the suit after Bell officials 
rejected his demand,for a public hearing 
on the proposed higher rates. 
The Texas , House last week passed a 
resolution:; supporting- Hill's action and 
authorizing him to represent Texas con­
sumers in the suit against the telephone 
company. 
HOUSTON (AP) — A prison warden-
testified, Monday he. ordered immediate 
destruction of the blackboard shield used 
'by three inmates for protective cover 
during the HuntsWlle shootout that left 
four persons dead last August. 
Warden Hal Husbands also said ' the 
civilian clothing-worn by the inmates-
was cut off and destroyed. -
Husbands testified during a pretrial 
hearing on motions filed in the capital 
murder case of Ignacio Cueves, 44, the 
lone survivor among the three inmates. 
whose 11-day escape attempt ended un­
successfully the night of Aug. 3. ' , -
The shootout developed as the in­
mates. surrounded by hostages and the 
shield built of law books &nd 
blackboards, moved down a prison 
library ramp. 
Two hostages. Mrs. Julia Stanley;-a 
prison librarian, and Mrs. Elizabeth 
Beseda. a prison teacher were killed.-
Dist. Atty. Jerry Sandel of HuntsviUe 
called Husbands to testify after Will 
Gray, a court-appointed defense lawyer, 
told State Dist. Judge Miron Love the 
shield was material evidence and that he 
understood parts of it had been 
destroyed. 
liKS 
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Student Goverriment ... 
Filing deadline is Wednesday for the 43 places in 
Student Government for the March 5 ejection. 
Applications jnay be picked up at Union South (Story, 
Page 9). ; , 
(Co-Op Voting A. 
oting for Places^ 1, and 2 on the University Co-dp 
$fioar,d continue from 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Tuesday at 
isn •>" * >%, - .1 I h.A^^l:P4ir ^ * J o„n ; 
«D. 
PKs®§?: www1®? 
jpfiill mmmlm asofg&^ix 
UT CounalOpposes 
Polygraph$ 7 estingW 
,_p 
_ By GAIL BURRIS * 
Texan Staff Writer -~ 
>;- .A motion opposing the use 
«f polygraph tests in Umversi-
•-ty matters passed the Univer-
i sity Council Monday, but 
• another proposal to. eliminate,: 
'r letter grades from advanced 
r placement exams, failed in a 
» close vote. 
Z The polygraph resolution, 
* submitted by Mathematics 
" Prof. John Durbin, opposed 
Z- any requirement or request 
; for a polygraph test as a con-
l dition for University employ-
•. ment, student admission or 
» receipts of scholarships or 
financial aid. 
THE MOTION was propos­
ed after last December's deci-
sion'by the Southwest Athletic 
^ Conference (SWC) to require 
^ coaches, student athletes and 
IT-other athletic-connected per-
sons charged 'with violations 
' to submit to polygraph tests. 
J. Neils Thompson, presi-
r den t  o f  t he  Sou thwes t  
Conference" and Chairman of 
-..the Athletics Council, spoke 
} against the proposal and in 
v defense of-the S\VC. 
'The .polygraph is a fact­
finding tool, Because the SWC: , 
gisjf'flacks the authority of,courts. 
e W5)»# . "* 
we must somehow maintain 
the integrity of the student," -
Thompson said. 
He explained no one would 
be forced to take the 
polygraph test, but it they 
refused they would not be 
allowed to coach, recruit or 
. participate in athletics. 
Diirbin's motion also said" 
• the council opposed the rules 
adopted by the SWC. The mo­
tion recommended that Presi-1 
derit Ad Interim torene j 
Rogers instruct the Univer- ' 
sity's representatives to this 
conference to "take all possir 
ble steps to bring about the;. 
repeal" of the polygraph rule. 
SPEAKING IN FAVOR of 
the proposal, - English Prof. 
James Sledd said. "This 
University has winked at 
devious practices in the past 
—.why should we now protect 
the integrity of athletes?" 
Sledd cites cases of 
p l ag ia r i sm and  o the r  
violations by athletes in con­
nection <with their special 
tutors.. 
In  o the r  ac t ion ,  the  
Educational Policy Com­
mi t t ee  r ecommended  a l l  
credit by; examination be . 
awarded with the credit-only 
•<CR) symbol. It failed 22-26.''-
- Currently .students may 
either accept the letter grade 
received on the placement 
exam or the symbol CR. CR 
does not .affect, a student's 
grade-point average, but 
letter•• grades are counted 
toward the GPA. 
•\» The number of courses that 
can be taken on a pass-fail 
basis is not affected by a CR. 
score on the examination. 
•THE COMMITTEE criticiz­
ed  p resen t ,  examina t ion  
grading: They said the work -
given credit for is not carried 
out under the direction and 
observation of a University 
faculty member, and grades 
received from credit by ex­
amination are" less accurate. 
The group also said foreign 
students may gain boosts to 
their GPA by taking place­
ment ' tests in their native 
language. 
In other action, thfe council 
referred a motion to include 
librarians in the council's 
membership to a committee 
and postponed discussion of 
t he  f acu l ty  g r i evance  
procedure passed last week by 
Faculty. Senate, unlil thenext 
meeting. ' : \ s 
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a Students cast their ballots in the Co-Op: election^ 
¥ r <• 
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FEBRUARY 
4 Mj |  
[Show youF Valeritine 
k, you have a heart— 
^ buy her a pizza. 
GOOD THIS MOtnp. ONLY WITH COUPON 
<1 Off AMY Ijtfflt w«r» 
2100-A Guadalupe 
474-2321 *v 
Despite dSnfihtiliig student 
complaints.aboiit the policies 
of the .'University Co-Op, 
voting for twp.student Co-Op 
Board places'was light Mon­
day. board member Neile 
Wolfe said. 
By 4:30 p m. .Monday, 350 
students had voted. More peo­
ple need to be awaresbf:.the 





they are unsatisfied, then they 
should vote for changes, Wolfe 
emphasized. More.than4,000 
students voted last year, 
Wolfe said. : 
Voting, will continue from 
8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. through 
Tuesday in • the Co-Op.? All 
students are. eligible - to - vote • 
tunity to run," Wfi e added.' 
Before 1972 .students were 
appointed to the,board by the 
student body president. Since 
then student:board members 
have been elected by students. 
Until this- year,' the Co-Op 
Board election was conducted 
with the Student Government 
1 
HSRrovr? 
and must present a University ̂ - election. Tbeboardcbanged 
ID. '"..j?®* this combined electipn 
arrangement because the Co-
{Our PENNY SAVER SPECIAL! 
'ALL BOND COPIES 3C 
j Hurryl Our special ends, n, 
I Friday, February 21st. •* *' 
S THE COPY SHOP n:weVe at 
J 2200 Guadalupe, Icnyer level. 
CANDIDATES FOR Place 1' 
are Armand Lanier, Kevin 
O'Hanlon, Paul Taparauskas 
and Lynn Northway. Place 2' 
candidates are -Mike .-Smith 
and Bob Ware. , 
Wolfe predicted Monday. 
onlyl,000^students .would vote 
in the two-day election. 
ControliaxampaigningfoT" 
the two places was introduced 
this year;. students were: not 
allowed to print any campaign 
advertisements.- The Co-Op 
paid for all the election adver­
tising — a full-page advertise­
ment in the Friday and Mon­
day editions of The Daily Tex­
an,'Wolfe said. 
THIS METHOD of adver­
tising "definitely gives people 
who haven't enough money to 
run a full campaign the oppor-
Op is not a campus organiza­
tion, he said.. 
THE NINE Co-Op board 
members .— four student 
members,' four - faculty-
members and a chairman 
elected' by-the other eight 
r-TOembers^rdectde tire gover- • 
r .ning policies of the Ctt-Oo. 
- Election results will be 
available Weinesday night or 
; Thursday, Wrffe_ said. The 
election is being'audited by 
Touche-Ross, certified public 
accountants.̂ 1* 
There has been mnch con­
troversy concerning Co-Op 
policies, such as rebate reduc­
tions. Further instability sur-: 
rounds the Co-Op with the 
resignation, of; Sterling Swift, 
vice-president, of. operations, 
effective Feb.'28. •••••<" 
By TOM HALLIBURTON 
—While-Sen. Lloyri Bentsen 
announced his presidential 
candidacy Monday, the Texas 
House Eelections Committee 
approved a "Bentsen bill." 
which would create a state ; 
presidential preference 
primary. 
- ,The committee voted 6-to-4 
with one abstention to send 
Fort- Worth Rep; Tom 
.Shieffer^s bill-to the House-
floor. He prtqxKal caUs.fora 
primary election yote'on can-
 ̂ didates for presidential 
nomination. It apiw'rtions 
three-fourths of the delegates 
to the Democratic or 
Republican. candidates who 
receive the most votes in the 
31 state senatorial districts. 
Opposing speakers called:-
his" proposal a '-Bentsai hill," 
because they believe it .would s 
unfairly .represent the entire 
state's voting results. Three-
. fourths^of the. delegates to the 
: national Democratic conven­
tion would be committed to 
the state primary winner 
-regardless of the sentiment at 
the party's state convention. 
The: present system allows 
.delegates to attend the 
national donventioos without 
being committed to any can­
didate. 
Shieffer said he expects the 
.state-to have a. primary elec-
tion in 1976. He co-sponsored 
•?the measure with 73 other 
Tejtas representatives. 
However, he was surprised at 
the opposition - his bill at-
tracte<H&lhe-Electio«» Com­
mittee meeting. 
"I'm startled at the number 
of speeches against our 
primary system. I can ihint of 
no more democratic 
process,!! Shieffer said. 
He said he believes 
.average voter "feds a : 
of frustration" in presid 
politics because many ofl 
candidates are .namele 
. without primaries.' 
-. However, his tall wasl 
ed an unfair 
all" proposal by nu 
speakers. Vocal oppositi 
built decile Shie^r's staiS 
' belief that Teras "needs|| 
keep candidates <rff a j 
bal lot  i t  tbey are  not  i  
national candidates." 
State Reg. Jim Mattm^g 
Dallas voirad an;" ' 
against the proposal. -"I d 
care' whether it's Bent: 
bill or anyone else's. We i 
maintain some lorni-
proportional: legislation! 





s .504 W. 24th l r, ' _47fc79lte^ 
Mon-Fri 10-4 Sat..10-12" 
This semester we will be offering notes 
iri over 70 courses. Typing, copying, cmd 
printing also avaUablei 
C o m p l e t e  
s e l e c t i o n  o f  w a t e r ,  
b e d s  &  a c c e s s o r i e s .  
6407 Bun iff 











:UNION SOUTH INFORMATION Cfe.NXER • 
BAND ON THE RUN and RAM 
by Paul McCartney 
HMI! 
n DON'T  MISSr f J ' n iH  HISTQl^ \OFVr i I lvBEATI ,KS 
Record Shop 
One hour f ree parking .with purchase of  2.00 or more. BankAmericar 
Mastcr.Chqrge welcome. Open WED. and THUR. night t i l l  9:30 
^age 2^Toesday; 'Februai 
Look oct, Mothdr.JMat 
your long-kept. secrete mi$ 
soonbeuncoveredS 
researchers are at itagdii 
; In their quest to develop i 
working model̂ of tbe effe 
of insects on plant growtlC i 
group .of Engineers / and 
biologists at Texas ' Ai 
recently completed the c 
Tihd con^teriaUontrf^l 
and that of an insect to at! 
the "mathematical plant." 
The National Science Fa 
dation has awarded A&M 
$500,000 grant to build a tot 
plant system to attadi to I 
leaf. 
When the plant syst 
: becomes operational, 
lists will be able to < 
extensive research oa i 
and grain sorghum- plants 
minutes; Under current i 
and laboratory 
such studies often take 
several years; to complete. 
According to . Dr. Gene 
Demichale. one of twJ 
engineers assigned to A&lTq 
Biological Systems ] 
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fruitful' Talks Include Arms Race, Mideast 
LONDON (AP) — Secretary of State 
Henry A. Kissinger presented new,- un­
disclosed proposals on nuclear weapons 
controls • and trade to Soviet Foreign 
Minister Andrei A. Gromyko in Geneva 
on Monday and ran into some sharp 
differences on his step-by-step Mideast 
strategy. " 
Kissinger thai flew to London and 
talks with Prune Minister Harold Wilson 
and Foreign Minister James Callaghan, 
who earlier- in the day signed a series of 
cooperative agreements with the Soviets 
in Moscow. 
Kissinger returns to Switzerland for 
hinch Tuesday with Shah Mohammed 
'Reza Pahlevi of Iran. 
U.S. officials saidKissingerwent into 
considerable details, with Gromyko on 
ways to* wrap up the nuclear, weapons 
treaty while making counterproposals to 
the Soviet positions in the lagging talks. 
THE 10-YEAR pact establishing mis­
sile ceilings could be ready, for Soviet 
leader Leonid I. Brezhnev and President 
. Ford, to sign at a late June summit in 
Washington, newsmen were told. 
However, the "sparring'' between the 
two sides: could delay the Brezhnev visit 
until September, U.S. officials said. 
In a joint statement issued after more 
than nine hours of talks, Kissinger and 
Gromyko pledged "to continue energetic 
efforts to work out an appropriate long-
term agreement this year." 
Both men used the same, diplomatic 
cliche "fruitful" — to describe their 
meeting. _ - * 
^ It was teamed that Kissinger took up 
with the Soviet: foreign minister 
prospects'for negotiating a new trade 
agreement to replace the 1972 accord 
that Moscow .repudiated last month. 
.'.-U.S. strategy again callsfor relating 
tariff and credit concessions to .an in­
crease in Jewish emigration. However, 
as -Kissinger originally wanted it, the 
Soviets would not be required to make 
public commitments.— — 
The Ford administration contends 
Congress is at fault for cancellation of 
the old agreement by demanding a public 
commitment on emigration from 
Moscow and also setting a low ceiling on 
bank credits. 
GROMYKO TOLD reporters as he 
emerged from Kissinger's Geneva hotel 
suite that "our positions, are close or 
coincide" on many of the issues they dis­
cussed. But, he went on, "it. is no secret, 
and I am sure the secretary of state will 
agree with me, there were some 
questions on which our positions did not 
exactly coincide." 
Newsmen aboard Kissinger's plane 
were told Gromyko was referring to the 
Prospective iurors enter court Monclay for Brooks trial ooenina.' 
Tilephoto 
3K 
NEW YORK (UPI) — Former-Presi­
dent Nixon says he was partially to 
blame for the events culminating in his 
i resignation because "I was so busy I just 
didn't -take the time to watch 
everybody," The National Enquirer 
reported Monday. 
Nixon's comments were contained in 
an article written by what the paper said 
was "an old friend" of the ex-President 
and his family, who paid a two-bourvisit 
to Nixon last Jan. 24 at Nixon's home in 
San Clemente, Calif. The Enquirer said 
; the friend "requested that his identity be 
withheld " 
The story quotes Nixon concerning 
President Ford, life at the oceanside es­
tate where he sometimes has to answer 
the telephone because of a reduction in 
staff. Ins legal expenses and the years in 
. the/presidency. 
About his August resignation, Nixon 
was quoted as saying, "I did the best I 
could. Some of it was'my fault; 
"I was so busy that I just didn't take 
the; time to watch everybody. I never 
thougit much about being loved. I just 
'did the best I could." he said. 
"vF 
w 
Wilson Calls 35-Nation Summit 
MOSCOW (UPI) — Prime Minister Harold Wilson of Britain called 
Monday for an early summit meeting to wind up the European Security 
Conference but indicated tins still depends on Soviet concessions. 
; At a news conference ending his four-day visit to the Soviet Union, 
Wilson said he hopes the 35-nation summit will take place this summer. 
DebtCeiling May . force Money Squeeze 
- WASHINGTON (UPI) The U.S. government, blessed with a quarter 
trillion dollar budget, is facing one of its periodic cash squeezes. 
Uhless Congress acts quickly to boost the ceiling on the national debt, 
the Treasury will be hard-pressed to pay its bills—which include govern­
ment payrolls, Social Security checks and unemployment benefits. -A 
The prbblem occurs roughly once a year, and this time, zero-hour is 
Tuesday. That's when the ever-expanding national debt will surpass $495 
biHion,the"teniporary''limit set by Congress last year 
Motorcyd  ̂totalities Hit New Peak" : ' 
DENVER (UPI) — Two Denver Research Institute scientists believe 
motorcycles are having the same devastating effect on America's young 
men as war. '5 , ' 
> "The death statistitsof iriotorcycle accidents show us that the big peak 
involves. 19- and 20-year-old men," said Dr. Harry Peterson. "It's like a 
:war,: wiping otat a promising group of young .people."' 
Peterson and Dr: R. EdwardRnight have been studying motorcycle ac­
cidents for six years under a Department of Transportation grant, usine 
r4ms, model and-,<»mputers.|^| '  "i,'  ̂  / "if" (  , v(  f  
Meany Urges Bigger Tax Cut " " 
MIAMI BEACH (AP) — AFLrCIO President George Medny called Mian--
; day for a $30-billfoii tax cut^ saying the $20-billion program swiftly gaining 
ground jnj^gress will not be enough to turn the economy around. / — • 
A month ago, a $U-billion tax cut "looked like a pretty good t&x 
program, but the size of the the problem and the Enormity of our dilerjima 
has increased since then, and I think we'reigoing to need njuch More," -
Meany said. 1 -
North Texas Town Divided Over Beer 
.AZLE (AP),— Buddies' Supermarket isiocks beer on one side of-the • 
store formore reasons than meremerchandising.effee tin this North Ceii-
•-"Gral TSastoWi".^ ^ 
\ HalfoJ the store is in a .wet bounty while the other" side isa"dry-couhty „ 
yrher£beer »les" are" prohibited/,, ' ^ -i ' ' 
MMNitAnlci'lHIini AnntAMil Utllk' J • V -
OF HIS SUCCESSOR, President Ford. 
The Enquirer reported that Nixon said. 
"I picked him because I felt'he was the 
best man and because he had the support 
of the Congress." • 
' The ex-President said that his legal 
fees for non-Watergate related matters 
have run to almost $500,000. 
. Commenting that he sometimes has to 
answer one of three phone lines at what 
was once known as the WesternWhite 
House, Nixon said, "Expenses have been 
cut to'the bone?" He said, though', that he 
believes most Americans mistakenly 
think he continues to live "in splendor." 
Despite his. resignation. Nixon saidhe 
has received more than a million pieces 
of mail,' 'overwhelmingly in my support. 
"I've been unable to reply personally 
;to each and every letter berause my 
staff is so small and overworked," he 
said. 
ABOUT HIS RETURN to private life, 
two years after his landslide victory, 
Nixon was quoted by the newspaper as 
saying. "I have no feelings of . bitterness. 
I'd rather look at the good things we ac­
complished during those yeare." 
_ The article also, quoted Nixon as saying 
that his difficulties have brought him and 
his wife Pat closer together. 
"I get strength from her," he was 
: quoted. "She's at peace with herself. I 
don't know what history will say about 
me, but I know it will say that Pat was 
truly a wonderful woman/ There couldn't 
. have been a greater First Lqdy." •• 
The article alsoquoted PatNixon as 
saying that she spends most of her time 
"working with my flowers;? 
Concerning Nixon's '-physical 
appearance, the article said, • "Nixon's 
face is thinner n6w, his hair greyer. His 
eyes aren't as bright and battling as they 
once were, but they're still piercing His 
old self-assured walk has been replaced 
by a noticeable limp." "• "• 
' 'mxwm 
Middle East and to the European securi­
ty conference, which the Soviets want to 
wind up quickly with recognition of 
Moscow's hegemony in eastern Europe. 
On the Mideast, Gromyko reiterated to 
Kissinger the Soviets' interest in an ear­
ly resumption of the Geneva peace con­
ference and a place at the table for the 
Palestine Liberation Organization. The 
United States opposes a quick return to 
Geneva because of the dispute over 
Palestinian participation, to which 
Israel is firmly opposed. 
Kissinger prefers to continue his 
policy o( gradual steps toward Mideast 
peace on the basis of bilateral con-
Cessions by Israel and various Arab 
states. He came to Europe from a week 
of exploratory talks in Jerusalem and 
Cairo in an attempt to obtain another 
. Israeli withdrawal in the Sinai in return 
for tangible moves by Egypt toward^ 
acceptance of Israel's existence. He" 
plans to return to the Mideast about 
March 10 for further negotiations. 
Jury Selection 
Commences 
In Brooks Trial 
HOUSTON (API — Jury selection 
started Monday in the trial of David 
Owen Brooks. 20, charged in connection 
with the Houston mass murders. 
Brooks is charged with the slaying of 
William R. Lawrence. 15, one of 27 young 
men whose bodies were recovered from 
graves in the Houston area in 1973. 
Dist. Judge William Hatton. in instruc­
tions to prospective jurors said that the 
trial will last about two weeks and that 
the jury will be sequestered. 
BROOKS, A THIN lanky man wearing 
- a blue suit and striped tie and gold fram­
ed glasses. steadily announced "'not 
guilty" when asked by Hatton how he 
would plead in the case. 
The defendant sat quietly and atten­
tively throughout the long morning of 
jury selection. 
He is represented by attorney Jim 
Skelton. 
Brooks is charged with three counts, of 
murder but is on trial only in the death of 
Lawrence, a youth who according to the 
indictment was strangled with a cord. 
The death was one of 27 connected to a 
sex-drug-torture ring allegedly headed 
by a 33-year-old Houston man. Dean Ar­
nold Corll. 
CORLL WAS SHOT to death Aug. 8. 
1973. by Elmer Wayne Henley, 18, but the 
slaying was later ruled self-defense. But 
it was during investigation of that death 
that police discovered the grisly series of 
slayings. 
Henley has been convicted and 
sentenced to six 99-year prison terms in 
six of the murders. 
Defense attorney Skelton noted during 
questioning of jurors that Brooks would 
not be called to testify in own defense. 
The jurors were carefully quizzed and 
instructed as to their understanding of 
the principle of law that states ac­
complices bear an equal burden of guilt 





Cezanne's ^Thieves and Donkey' (top), and Renoir's 
'Seaside Promenade' were stolen from Milan's museum." 
Thieves Lift 
ressionist Art 
MILAN, Italy (APi — Art thieves 
broke into Milan's municipal museum 
before dawn Monday and carried off 28 
impressionist paintings -estimated to be 
worth $1.5 miljion to $3 million. It was 
the second major art theft in Italy in two 
weeks. 
Police said the thieves entered the 
downtown museum by breaking a win­
dow and then disconnecting the alarm 
system. They made their way to the 
modern wing while six watchmen were 
in other galleries. 
The stolen paintings included works by 
Van Gogh. Cezanne. Renoir. Corot and 
other French, Dutch and Italian artists. 
"THEY WERE real experts. They 
picked the best works." said a police 
spokesman. "They were fast and 
precise, leaving no trace behind except 
for the broken window." 
"The theft leaves me speechless, and 
after the one in Urbino. with profound 
grief." said Palma Bucarelli, directorof 
the National Gallery of Modern Art-in 
Rome 
Three priceless Renaissance paintings 
by Raphael and Piero della Francesca 
stolen two weeks ago from the DuCal 
Palace in Urbino are still missing. The 
two thefts bore certain similarities.': In 
both cases, the thieves struck before 
dawn while guards were patroling other 
galleries, and removed the ! paintings -
from their frames. 4: 
The thefts brought new calls for £he 
government to provide money to protect 
Italy's art patrimony. More than 10:000 
works were stolen in 1974. double 'Ihe 
1972 number. Most were taken .from 
churches, museums and art galleries Un­
protected by guards or alarm systems. 
ART THEFTS are growing simply 
because it is easy to steal paintings from' 
museums, the director of a Milan gallery 
asserted -
Old Oil' 
Ford Will Decontrol Prices 
ress 
WASHINGTON <UPI> - President 
; Ford will decontrol the price of "old oil" 
even if Congress does not impose an ex-
cess.profits tax to keep, oil companies 
from getting rich by the action, his 
energy, administrator said Monday. 
Decontrol would almost surely mean 
higher prices. The action could be vetoed 
by Congress. 
Erank G. Zarb. federal energy ad­
ministrator, told a House energy sub­
committee -that decontrol of old 
domestic crude oil on April 1 was an in­
tegral part of Mr. Ford's plan to make 
the United States independent of Arab oil 
producing nations. 
"Accordingly." Zarb said, 
"congressional enactment of the wind­
fall profits tax by that time is urgently 
required to prevent excess profits ac­
cruing to the industry. ' 
'Old oil" is production on or before 
May 15, 1972, when it became subject to 
price controls. Any oil from the same 
wells ui excess of. the mid-May, 1972. 
level of production is considered "new 
oil' and is exempt, from controls. 
TREASURY SECRETARY William 
E Simon told the hearing that removing 
controls from."old oil" would cost con­
sumers 59 billion a.year in higher prices. 
to be offset bythe President's planned 
tax rebates and tax cuts. 
Congressional \ leaders doubt that 
Congress will act on excess profits tax 
• before this summer. 
Rep. H. John Heinz III. R-Pa., asked 
Zarb whether-"the President will go 
ahead and decontrol without an excess 
profits tax by April 1?" 
"Yes,"" Zarb replied, adding that 
although Mr. Ford can decontrol the 
price , of 'bit administratively, either 
house can veto the action withm"five 
days. 
ZARB, ALAN GREENSPAN, chair­
man of the Council of Economic Ad­
visors. and Thomas O. Enders, assistant 
secretary of state for economic and 
business affairs, argued against the 
several alternative proposals to deal 
with energy shortages. . 
One alternative has been an import 
quota for oil instead of causing an in­
crease in oil prices by levying import 
fees and taxes. • 
Senate Allots Funds 
For Junior Colleges 
Speed Limit Bill Returned 
To Legislative Comm'itee 
By SHERIDA HUGHES 
.T^xan StaffS,Writer 
The House Monday returned to its 
Transportation Committee a bill to ex­
tend the temporary 55 mph speed limit 
now in effect to April l.-*W77. 
The measure will be considered later 
without an amendment which would 
have set the maximum fine at $6 for driv­
ing between the 55 mph limit and the old' 
. 70 mphlimitThe amendment also would 
strictly limited scope of the bill. 
The entire Travis County House 
delegation voted to recommit the bill to 
committee . .f _ 1 
The spdfft limit bill, sponsored by Rep, 
Jon Newton of Beevillej would .amend • 
present law which, expires April. 1 and 
would eliminate'! the nejces'sity of the: 
:„State ,. Highway ; Commission holdings 
;'regularmeetingsto resetthespeed limit 
~ *4 ce mhU £ _ 
By The Associated Press 
The State Senate voted 28-0 Monday to 
spend an extra $18 million on public 
junior, colleges but were less enthusiastic 
about adults returning to the classroom 
to get a high.school education. 
The $18 million emergency appropria­
tion includes $12 million for vocational 
programs and $6 million in state aid for 
general academic courses. . 
It will become law when the governor 
signs it. 
Although the Senate tentatively ap­
proved an $840,000 appropriation to pay 
for adult basic education programs 
through Aug. 31, seven conservative 
senators — five Democrats and two 
Republicans — blocked final passage 
THE SPONSOR; Sen. Chet Brooks D-
Pasadena. said the money was needed to 
cover the expense.of higher enrollments 
and the loss of.$300,000 m federal funds 
" which was expected to come in,-
Brooks, said- 110.000- Texans have 
^enrolled in the adult .program'-since it 
,was started-in 1973 , _ 
A motion to suspend.tbe-rules'for final 
. , - - , at 55 mph. The commission'meets etiery / passage carriedT. 22-7; but this was short 
,ln* <four months at a cdst of $15,000 for eaph' ^'of the four-fifth^ majority needed 
Moreover;, residents must contend withjU....... 
four-telephone dir&tories. ., 
insurance preriiiums, W' fmeetiii&i 
such viola! 
4 The j? mend molt 
aral'mijst.ibc'cbn: 
v tjbill .beos(use;»it1 
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Grant Jones of Abilene. A.M. Aikin Jrlof 
Paris and Peyton McKnight of Tyler-
The Senate passed. 29-0. and sent to the 
House a bill allowing public schools and 
cities to obtain surplus or used state 
equipment that the state no longer needs. 
Formerlv. only counties purchase such 
equipment. 
THE HOUSE tentatively approved, on 
voice vote, bills to allow any city to issue 
bonds for airport construction and to 
give retired state employes a 12 percent 
pension increase-costing $21.8 million. 
Senators also have approved the pen­
sion increase bill, which takes effect 
onlv if voters pass a constitutional 
amendment April 22 enabling the state to 
pav more money into the retirement 
fund. • 
House members voted. 95-45. to send 
back to the Transportation Committed a 
bill extending until April, .1977. the Texas 
Highway Commission's, authority to 
reduce the maximum speed limit to*55 
miles per hour 
A group of conservative members said 
they would introduce} a new bill, which 
presumably w&uld go tothat committee;' 
limiting the fine for driving between^S 
l and 70 miles per hourtotMt also>wjoa1d 
t. prohibit' insurance penalty points for 
( , traffu tickets for speeding withm t^iat 
irlmrm n >n 1 wW ~ 
m 
Tom Creighljm '6(, 
MooAaoEpBr^ta. 
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A classics example ^ " 
Just last week, we published an editorial that told of a rating o£ 
professional schools across the country. More than 1,000 deans subjectively, 
listed the top five schools in their individual professions. As we pointed out, ; 
the University System didn't do too well; the UT-Houston dentistry school 
was the only school to place, and it: was rated ninth. 
At the time, we vaguelyexplained the reasons for such a poor rating. The 
UT System — now the richest educational system in the United States—has 
priorities that are warped. It spends its money on construction, not 
academics. 
A clear example of such academic abuse occurred recently. President Ad 
AiiclHfeltaelfe&IM 
cut their respective budgets. No consultation was giver, and the reports 
were due within 24 hours. -
Department of Classics Chairman Karl Galinsky calls the move "a 
shotgun approach aimed at the heads of the humanities faculty" and said his 
own department "could definitely deteriorate" as a result of budget cutting. 
We laud Galinsky for speaking out so actively. Such action is one way of 
alerting tjie campus of injury to the academics, and such campus politics is 
vital fb/individual departments to maintain or improve. The School of Law, 
for instance, has done well for'itself academically, mainly'because of the 
aggressive leadership of former Dean Page Keeton. 
• Gaiinsky's other comments were revealing. A further budget cut would 
mean "interdisciplinary courses, such as Plan II, would be the first to go," 
and it would mean the elimination of a number of different programs. The 
present freeze on faculty hiringlh the College of Humanities is disastrous, 
and that jt;was another instance of the administration failing to listen to 
y "strong and reasoned objections". 
 ̂And finally, Galinsky said, "It's impossible to reason mth this administra-
,-tion. They seem to ignore data favorable to us and interpret the figures to 
suit their own preconceiv  ̂notions."1 
' We think Galinsky is right. Here is a department — once rated one of the 
best in the country and still considered a good one — being cut back finan­
cially in its faculty and programs.. And here is a university — rated the 
- richestin the nation — spendingitsmoney on a ?2.5 million baseball stadium 
while aUowing academics to decline;-; 
West Texans have known for more than 30 years that the water they were 
pumping out of the ground in such prodigious quantities would not last. 
Engineers warned the High Plains farmers and ranchers to conserve their 
water. They didn't. They indulged in an economic boom which brought more 
and more people into the area. Then they began to cry for help. 
The Texas Water Plan is an engineer's dream. Thousands of miles of 
concrete-lined canals would carry water from the Mississippi River to the 
High Plains and beyond, making rivers flow backward and water flow uphill 
Another part of the plan is a canal to carry the "surplus" water from East 
Texas to the lower Rio Grande Valley, crossing all of Texas' major rivers 
. except the Rio Grande. 
- ' In 1969, Texas voters, after a bitterly contested campaign, rejected a $3.5 
K; billion bond issue to finance a portion of the project, then estimated to cost a 
total of $9«r 10 billion. In 1973, the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation reported that 
the project, which, had.a newly revised price of $20 billion, was simply not 
economically feasible. The cost to farmers and other users of water pumped 
uphill over such enormous distances would be astronomical. Energy re­
quired to power the pumping stations along thecanals, -assumed to be 
nuclear, would be phenomenal.. - :• 
Nevertheless, the Texal Water Plan remains the policy of the state. The 
• Texas Water Development Board has kept itseif busy damming rivers in 
preparation for the canals. Now Gov. Dolph Briscoe has produced a con­
stitutional amendment to double the size of the Texas Water Development 
Fund, as the first of several steps toward negotiation of imported water. 
Negotiation means our neighbors have not yet given us permission to dig 
canals across their state, nor to siphon off 12 million acre-feet of their water 
annually. 
i 
a :^The environmental impact of the project would.be more than simply mov-
! < tag water. Dams that reduce the amount of water flowing into a bay can 
reduce the shrimp harvest in the Gulf. A reduction of silt flowing down the 
Mississippi might cause the delta to erode — or Galveston Island could bp 
washed away. In arid regions, like the High Plains, irrigation can snmrtimog 
load the soil with toxic salts which are never washed away by rains, eyen-
tjially leaving a sterile desert. The world is not just round; it is complicated. 
/JfTexas does need a Texas Water Plan. In the High Plains, water must be 
.gWctljfcconserved. In Houston, -which is in Uie "surplus" water region, ex­
cess pumping'of groundwater is causing the land to sink below sea level. 
Thai cannot go on. Genuine planning for the whole state's land and water use 
-would eliminate much of the waste and destruction we suffer today. Genuine 
:planning would rid the state of the sort of boom-oriented projects that this 
'canal system epitomizes. ' -
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To the Editor: 
Consumers in the University -area 
should be aware of the ruthlessness with' 
which Kash-Karry stores execute their, 
policy toward employes who meet with 
their disfavor. Last week, faceless, 
white-shirted functionaries fired Chris 
Shirley, the manager of the store at 
Guadalupe and 30th Streets] giving him 
neither warning nor recourse. 
(Severance; pay? Ha!) Subsequently, 
several other employes there were sum­
marily dumped. Reason: "Failure to 
provide aKash-Karry-atmospherc" a 
real catch-all. 
It strikes me as unjust if not altogether 
immoral .that a store like K-K should 
have the power to carry out sush a purge 
with impunity. With jobs so scarce that 
PhDs pump gas and bag boys are better 
educated than store owners, no one's 
livelihood should be so Hi-protected as to 
be threatened by the aesthetic pre­
judices of those who run' Kash-Karry. 
Why is it that grocery store employes, 
who must number in. the thousands In 
this state, have no rights whatsoever? 
Do you hear me outthere,union people? 
Chris was our friend. His was truly a 
neighborhood store. ;He. shunned the 
sterile white shirt, boW tie and 
styrofoam ; grin that the K-K . would 
enshrine. Yes, be would occasionally 
desert his post to -cany groceries to the 
cars or cabs of the many elderly people 
who shopped at his,store. Yes, he did per­
mit, no, encourage his employes to hie 
human beings aridjoke with the 
customers. . -
Enough. I'm finished with the K-K 
clan. I suffered their, higher prices only 
because Chris had created, an. at­
mosphere ' precisely,: unlike the one 
"they" must have, wanted.. If grocery 
workers have novriRftts,: we grocery 
Saudi Arabians to shoot? 
' Americans? Morons? 
Danny Malone 
.Social and Behavioral Sciences: 
The other hand 
To the Editor: 
The controversy surrounding the Stu­
dent Health Center should be aimed at 
helping all students receive quality 
health care. I have been interested in 
reading the letters-outlining both.-the bad 
and the good aspects of our present 
.medical pare. V_'. 
I have seen and heard of numerous 
cases in' which the student has been 
treated poorly. In some of those cases, 
incompetence is the only conclusion 
which can be drawn. . 1; ; 
On the other hand, my brother; who 
has a long-term serious illness, has 
received constant treatment and special 
attention from the health' center staff.' 
He counts as very valuable; Ids warm 
relationship with Dr. Trickett. 
Obviously, the health center can and 
does provide, necessary services on a 
,humane basis. We, as University*^ 
students, should join with the health-
'y center personnel to lobby for increased a 
" appropriations so that the doctors could ? 
see students for a longer time, so that 
n the Facilities could be modernized and so 
« thatbetter doctors and more equipment 
• Could be made available. 
Kristine Everett 
^ Soccer support 
" To the editor: - ... 
We are in complete sympathy with and 
— fully Sllppnrl tho aww tram its pf. 
forts to establish a. more extensive 
soccerprdgram at UT*. 
Wsk 
itmr 




- Thou owest us reasons! 
/iti • ^'.Chancellor: 'Tis not due yet; I would 
,rbut loathe to explain it before my day. 
M ..What need I be so forward with you that 
, votes not for me? Well, 'tis no matter; 
duty pricks me on. Yea, but how if 
^students knock me off when I coma 
• How then? Can students<, kno| 
.-problems? No. Or Unions? No. i 
-suading unruly teachers? No. ,Stu 
hath no. skill in chancel'ry then?! 
What are students? A group.Whatf 
•that group ''students?.".--Whatf 
students?^ Noise. All grim : nu 
Who are they? They who write to pad 
Do I hear them? No. Do I see them? 
'Tis insensible then? Yea( when ije 
But will I ii'ot rule as I have ruled? 
Why?. Disruption will not botherjS 
-Therefore I'll all of it: StudentsTat£f&/* 
•mere babbling. 'Arid"~s6~ends 
catechism! '-si 
Steven J. Stemaiiy 
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On one ,hand ,  
To the editor: ; 
I'm a little confused. President'Ford, 
on one hand, -announced. Tuesday in 
Topeka, Kans., that .ihere.'are serious 
prospects, for, another Mideast war. On 
the other hand, Secretary of' Defense 
Schlesmge> revealed on the_sarne_day 
.that presently - there- are ov^r 800 
Americans in Saudi Anfbia and-bah — 
and a^ request for a thousand 
training their troops how to use weapons • 
supplied to them by the United States. 
* Let us fantaske .for a moment. Slup- ff 
pose that President Ford's prospects are £ 
reahzed; and another Mideast war does 
erupt; and suppose that -the United 
States supports Israel; .as she has done 
traditionally, and .finally 'suppose that, 
. because of an;oiljembargo; the United 
States is forced,tocdmmit herself direct? 
Iy to the war - " >» / 
: Just -suppose: all these'suppositions' 
were to be affirmed; .Who then would we 
have, been training the Iranians and the 
i 
Death wish 
To the editor: 
' An open letter, to anyone:pl 
commit suicide; 
If you are thinking of jumping off 
tall structure here in Austin, there 
three options open to you now [that 
Tower's observation deck has bieen 
down. The top of Manorial Stadi 
Dobie, or the uppermost part of 
Capitol's rotunda are now pri 
! prospects to replace this Tower as an 
tractive location to end it all. 
Please utilize one of -these n 
locations soon so that officials may 
their attention to shutting that one 
(And maybe someone can slip,one.by 
regents and re-open our Tower.) ' ^ 
, Then maybe those of us who wisl' 
use the Tower's observation de<& 
other pastimes can look forward to 
right to do so. 
Henry 
• ' Joi 
Bike talk 
tell him EVERYTHING, you damn fobl.'. 
To the editor: 
The recent articles and Firing? 
letters in the Texan concerning bic 
safety oh Austin streets seem to havej 
nored the major problem: Traf 
regulations, (state and local), i 
- motorized vehicles and PPVs'asVeq 
. and require them to operate alike !w 
. traveling together on roads ahd stre 
. Unfortunately, wheii a collision oc<; 
between a 3000-pound monster and'dl 
iiiL pound person-bike, the ^^t is alw; 
; > many more times damaging to the|i 
A£s»;-protected human body regardless 
causes the accident .s 
;r.:. ,Bicycles represent, the,/Brosl 
economical, ecological and^'ttie 
; healthiest form of intraurban trans 
tion known today. If "bicycle, 
routes were in existence througho 
y. cityv we would see thousands of^j 
•" utilizing them."We mustdemiuid t 
governing powers recognize the ii 
inequity between cars aiid b|ke^; :A 
needs safety for its npn^liit&ng^ 
' JAtnes I 
'- Sophbmore.l 
NOW. 
Mo Bell brings back the party line 
r By CHARLES E. WATKINS hjf 
TRYING NOT TO ACT LIKE IT. Tht 
Bell Telephone System 'presently 
...employs 665 security agents to intercept 
,and record the private callsv of its 
customers. Claiming 
the right to listen in 
on calls to check for, r 
possible fraudulent' •. 
use oi equipment," ! 
Ma's boys eavesdrc^)  ̂
willy nilly without 
^regard.to customers'^ ^ 
right to privacy or to.'j 
p r d b a b l e ' c a u s e  




As part df the'nbW'media~campaigii'^to 
improve v its public jmage. the phone 
^"Company has, replaced "We,may bfe'the 
t only phone company in town , ]' with a 
, more appropriate'. jlt»gan:,^We hears 
r v O i r i - ' '  '  f  / j r o i r  * ' , , s  
witMtajjpers.and 
computer overhears all overseas convert 
sations, listening for words such as 
..... '"marijuana,", "cocaine" or 
• "revolution." These, key words activate 
•. / tape.- recorders, • and the. results - are 
forwarded to the appropriate enforce­
ment agency ? 
W.Y;.,. Before granting Southwestern.Bell the 
v fight to raise rates by 26 percent, the 
City Council would do^weil to probe the-
r'. internal finances of the phone company. 
> • Bell officials plead rising euipme^. and 
^ salary costs necessitate the increase 
< But Howmnch of thoseequ^merit-coSts 
go to pad the profits of Western Electric, 
another ^T&T subsidiary7 And how 
» much to political contributions and 
, ./.-publicity campaigns?; And, who gets the 
salary increases,' unions Members" or 
, management? i ' S 
5®g^It )s common practice^,for'the phone 
"^--company io provide free home service 
and "reasonable" amounts o{ free lo^g 
• Society,vDr.: Richard Hammerschlag of- . 
the City of Hope National Medical 
: Center warned of the military's growing 
v~ interest in genetic warfare—germs aim­
ed at specific ethnic and racial groups by 
; exploiting natural genetic blood 
• .differences between population types 
: -He mentioned a red cell enzyme that 
- would hit a thud of the mile population 
of Thailand, Greece, and Italy, and up to 
60 percent of non-Ashkenazi. Jewish 
" males of Israel Inabilities of certain . 
. groups to digest . lactose or- to. smell 
cyanide have been investigated under the • 
Pentagon's "Project Agile " Other con­
tracts include investigation of'specialu^/| 
t ed strains of malana, tuberculosis and:: 
j diarrhea - * J 
-.  ̂,1A'' 
nually. 4 
Thanks and my bottle of Sontlne 
James Gruetzner and Joseph' Moli| 
for their assurances-thatr it's perfd 
allright for nuclear subs to go crasf 
into one another under the high seasi| 
suppose the Russkies were to; take' < 
ol' bomb and dress it up like a.nuc 
si>b 
agents 
1*- t, ^ 
A biology teacher iq Tiarwin?  ̂
AuStralia.iinadvertantly released jS 
killer  ̂toads last year. > The ̂ eight-hich 
REMEMBER- THE..;' After the-: 
of Georgia went to all the expense o| 
vitmg Arab investors' to the' Sout; 
means of a full pagead on thebafckx 
of Forbes magazine, Texas Gov. . 
Briscoe seeijns .to have 'missed a go| 
opportunity .One of the investors;^| 
to San Antonio' and ibdicated that he] 
interested negotiating for a certafl 
Spanish mission to take back home!-
seen the sights and w^is impressed! 
the old monument. *4 » . , • • - f 
t / 1  .  .  ,  .  .  s ' t o a d s  s q u i r t  a  p o j s o n  d e a d l y ,  t o ' c a t e f  d o g s .  ^ U n f o r t u n a t e l y  t h e  " A l a m o  w a s  n d j  
distance calls to management employes ' ^nd pigS. OrdinaHl^ they'eat ilow nieSf ^sflle^Howeverrhad the goVernor1-11 
emertt :f<:and^dfscotintstoAenioriion:, „ 
were i Workers. AT&T nr6ss relatfiinsmanager 
»«,Jed>c92?JI estipiahfs a''Rational losg.of 
ght i / - llOO nrimon Jn revenifes for^uch con*' 
sessions'How much do Austimtes pay 
or^j^^reebiesr'-ipSi^flM  ̂
bis tdeSr he mighthaverturtiedltM^ 
:pli« 
bStithese^'sug^c^etoads'twi^also)' 
J^at'anything from cigarette biitts to/ payers a tidy profit with the fep1 
plng^ong'b^lls and hav .̂been referred", jUniversalrQty thatWas.used to real 
i to as "walking vacQum cleanersFor- tnovje ;'Tnp AlamoOrhad-he 





B^FENS. recaptured Unfbrwmalely  ̂ «MW..U MMT *HJIIV NEIRE IN IOWN. AT 
four of the liveware feipajes and^j»tild ' * Dudley' Drive'. we/fWe rihe A 
m iXi 
By JACK ANDERSON 
.'•• •,, * with 
•LES WMTTEN 
c1975, United Feature 
Syndicate 
WASHINGTON—In these 
vioienL UmeSjJ the know 
nothings are apt to vent their: 
frustration with explosives. 
Since 1971, 62 bombs have 
been found in federal 
buiidjngs across the country. • 
Only, last month, a bomb 
was sneaked into a women's 
room at the State Depart­
ment. It caved in walls, 
shattered windows and left a 
grotesque tangle of pipes. The 
damage extended to 20 rooms 
on three floors. . 
We sent reporter Carl Man­
ning into the granite and 
sandstone compounds of 
government, therefore, to see 
how many bombs he could 
plant. 
. HE CARRIED an attache 
case containing four books 
and a portable radio. Demoli­
tion experts assured us that 
enough C4 plastic explosives 
could have been concealed in-
- side the portable. radio to 
equal 10 sUcks of dynamite. 
Almost everywhere, the 
guards gave the radio no more 
than a cursory glance. There 
were, no visible bomb-
detecting devices in any of the 
federal buildings. 
y)' Manning was required to 
register at the State Depart­
ment, but the guards merely 
peeked inside the attache 
case, thereafter, he was free 
to wander around the building 
and could have hidden another 
bomb in some strategic cor­
ner. 
He found the security even 
'worse at the Justice I>epart%Tgenerals, having their parcels 
ment building, which is also '^thoroughly.checked by the' 
the home of the FBI. He walk- guards. • '• * • i 
ed past a door guard, the at- At the Central Intelligence 
tache case in-.full view;-v-Agency complex, he couldn't 
: without being stopped.' A '- even get past the gate. 
•guard at another .checkpoint He encountered his most 
inside' the building" merely thorough chedt at the Israeli 
; looked up from a magazine asembassy, where a security 
Manning passed the desk. ... v guard conducted the search as 
With equal ease,' Manning if he hoped to find something. 
-walked into the Internal FIRST MANNING was ask-
Revenue Service building, ed to empty his pockets. Then 
passed-an unmanned guard the ;guard swept a metal 
desk, .strode by a guard in the detector over virtually every 
hallway and quickly found a square inch of his body. Man-
secorid-floor restroom. where ning was even ask'ed to 
he could have placed ' the demonstrate that his cigarette 
theoretical bomb. V lighter was instructed only 
"' IN THE Capitol building, for lighting cigarettes. Final-
which was.rocked by a bomb ly, he was ushered into a 
blast in May. 1971, Manning-; waiting room where he was 
walked past a guard .who was ~ kept under surveillance by 
busy inspecting; another at-another guard seated behind a 
tache case. Our reporter bulletproof glass enclosure. 
- stopped several guards to ask In contrast, Manning found 
for directions. Not one showed no security guards at the 
the least curiosity'about the 
attache case. 
In a House office building, a 
guard quickly checked the afe 
.tache case with the air of one 
who was more interested in 
taking a lunch break than in 
finding a bomb. ' 
Security was tighter at the 
Treasury. Department 
building, where the guards 
asked for his identification 
Egyptian embassy. He asked 
the receptionist for directions 
to the restroom and was led to 
the staff ^restroom. 
The Soviet embassy, finally, 
had an iron-curtain at­
mosphere. The building is 
ringed by a high metal fence, 
with a guard in front and two 
mpre in the rear. Manning 
was admitted to an anteroom, 
with early Cossack decor. He 
' scare 
as the •: Folklife Festival, 
Inaugural Ball and .the open­
ing of the Hirshhorn museum. 
His claims added up to a 
startling total of more than 
600 hours — that's X5 weeks — 
of accumulated overtime. 
At least one official 
challenged Johnson's four-
month vacation. "In view of 
Mr. Johnson's pleas of insuf­
ficient ; staff," wrote: this of­
ficial. "I find it difficult to un­
derstand why he is requesting 
an extended leave of absence 
at the height of the special 
events season." ' ; 
As far backasNov.22,1972, 
Johnson's boss, Carl Larsen, 
wrote him sternly: "I would 
like to request that we make 
an attempt to bring the alloca­
tion of compensatory" time'in 
your shop under some controls 
in this period' of economic 
austerity for the Institution." 
Johnson, still on vacation, 
couldn't be reached for com­
ment. ,r. 
£ 
'Don' t  ask me—he claims it has something to do with national security!' 
guest viewpoint 
a took at what we have 
arid inspected the attache- found himself confronted by 
case. He was .required to sign 
in and wait for a visitor's pass 
before he could enter the 
building. w; 
The Pentagon, which had a 
bombing 'in: May, 1972, 
wouldn't let Manning inside 
without an escort to his 
destination.: Manning noticed 
severat TSfncers, including^ 
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closed-circuit television 
cameras, a wall of mirrors 
and a short hallway leading to 
a small, deadend room where 
an embassy official, sat. 
Meanwhile, the expels ex­
pect more bombing incidents 
as the violent radicals 
celebrate the Bicentennial in 
their own revolutionary way. 
WATCH ON WASTE: 
.Meredith Johnson, a senior 
Smithsonian Institution of­
ficial. is away on a four-
month, taxpayer-paid vaca­
tion. 
His payroll file, which we 
have obtained, is loaded with 
claims for compensatory 
time. A typical memo, dated 
April 15, 1973, claims 46 extra 
hours "worked at home as a 
necessity to keep up with the' 
demands of my understaffed 
office." He also applied for 
, time off for working long 
hours at special events such 
By BRIAN PETftAITIS 
(Editor's note: Petraitis is 
a student in the LBJ School of 
Public Affairs.) ^ 
Rep. Gonzalo. Barrientos' 
proposal to create a study 
group on the University, of 
Texas System deserves 
everyone's serious considera­
tion. Ordinarily, friends of the 
University should react 
strongly against , a proposal 
that would permit legislative 
interference in the academic 
community" But.when the 
University administration and 
governance structure cannot 
effectively ^ieal-'with—the 
problems with whichi it is con­
fronted. who can do the job? 
Would legislative' involve­
ment, given the track record 
of the present administration, 
really be interference? -
The issues that were raised 
in the wake of the Spurr fir­
ing, the financial record­
keeping and expenditures of 
UT Permian Basin and the 
continued influence of Frank 
Erwin in University matters 
have been gnawing at the 
morale of the students and 
faculty as well as presenting a 
threat to the continuing 
struggle for academic ex­
cellence. These "problem" 
areas in themselves are not a 
" serious challenge to "the" 
University; most great in­
stitutions continue to grow by 
-gffpf tiuply 1-PCfil 
troubles. What will undermine, 
the strengths of this institu-' 
tion wi)l be the lade of good 
explanations and solutions 
when these and similar issues 
arise. "The governance system 
of UT is not working, and the 
implications of that fact are 
being felt in every corner of 
the University. 
It is obvious that the 
chancellor has no intention of 
stopping his tap-dancing 
around the many pervasive 
questions that are being asked 
of his office. It is equally ob­
vious that the regents have no 
intention of calling him to task 
on his poor performance. 
Also, it is unfortunate^ Jiote 
that neither the faculty nor 
the student governance 
mechanisms have the tradi­
tion or the. ability to do 
anything of significance in 
directing UT back on course. 
Rep. Barrientos' concern 
for the academic excellence 
of UT is a genuine one. 
Traditionally, the regents 
serve as both guardians 
against political assaults into 
the University and as 
representatives of the public 
interest in internal matters. 
Again, there is little, if any. 
public confidence that the 
regents can do justice to their 
trusteeship. It would seem 
that the governor passed up 
his opportunity to help make 
the regents more responsive 
to the broader public issues 
when he recently appointed 
two older, white, wealthy 
males to the vacant positions 
on that board. 
The UT System does, in­
deed. "need to take a good 
look at what it has." and it 
seems that no person or group 
that is internally associated 
with the System can perform 
that task for one reason or 
another. Rep. Barrientos 
assured us that such a 
legislative study group would 
consult closely with con­
stituent groups. 
The bad publicity that the 
firing of Dr. Spurr brought to 
I'T reached far beyond the 
Texas borders. If we expect to 
attract first-rate candidates 
for that vacancy, hopefully to 
be filled by a person that will 
bring some of the lost pride 
and leadership back to the 
Austin campus, there mtistbe 
some  r i go rous  s e l f -
examination and change first 
l>»  \ \ l  I  V  
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Dance and Theatre 
Music 
Sun Valley Center 
/for the Arts 
and Humanities 
SPRING QUARTER: 
MARCH 31 - MAY 23 
SUMMER SESSIONS: JUNE 16 
to JULY 18 & JULY 21 to AUG. 22 
College Credit. 
Write for catalogue: 
Sun Valley Center 
Box 656 
Sun Valley. Idaho 83353 
M I N O R I T Y  S T U D E N T S  
and ott>er interested students 
DEAN WI L L I AM B.  CANNON 
will discuss the graduate program of the 
LBJ SCHOOL OF PUBLIC AFFAIRS 
Thursday February 20, 2:00-4:00 p.m. 
Speech Building, Room 104 
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10% off kefir & yogurt with this ad. 
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Osceola Spruce Root Beer 
Yard eggs - 95e dozen 
Bujk Honey - 75c lb. 
(bring your own jar) 






Thousands of Topics. 
$2.75 per page 
Send for your up-ti^date. 16Api(Si 
miil order catalog. €nclose $1.00 
to cover postage (delivery time is 
1 to 2 days). 
RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC. 
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Swinging Nostalgia .. 
Steal the spring scene in our soft, 
breezy two-piece dress in Deco^ 
prints of yesteryear ... very 1975 
looking for, \today's junior. 100% 
4. triacetate. Sizes 5 to 13. 38.00. . ^ 
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cona C10CK. "'v.'-''" ';•'•• 
"I think they'll probably slow it down when they get the ] 
ance," Black said. "If they get ahead they'll try to control the I 
" m ^ffZpcF • r ,* . ,>.Tf S, 'jfu 
: Basketball Team Seeks 4th SWC Win 
By BILL TROTT ^ i' not through this season We wdnt the work so that we can gel* 
Texan Staff Writer ^,s" everybody as good as possible We're not writing off 'the 
Texas defeated.Rice 60-59 exactly a week ago in Gregory schedule" 
Gym. Since then Texas Coach Leon Black has seen steady im- Rice was written off a long time ago, and in a short 
provement in the Longhorns; but Rice — well, Rice is still the paragraph^ too. When people want to start talking about how -
worst team in the Southwest Conference. bad SWC basketball is, Rice is a good place to start 
The Longhorns, tied for fourth in the SWC with a 3-5 record, First year Rice Coach Bob Polk seems to be carrying on the 
travel to Autrey Court to meet the downtrodden Owls, who have impotence of Don Knodel's defunct program:' 
won only one SWC game. Not only Is Rice basketball bad, it's boring; Polk is one of the 
•"WE'RE STARTING to come; around a little now," said SWC's proponents of the slowdown offense, something a lot Of i 
Black, "but we're not 'there' by any means." coaches having been turning to since the.demise of the 30-
Black has to admit, however, that 'there' is a lot closer than it se d clock. 
was after the Longhorns' first five SWC games. 
Texas has put three consistent games back-to-back, and there ch ,' 
has been a noticable drop-off in turnovers, mental mistakes and tempo." 
' The" Texas-MTC InVkVtbidl'g^ein the Q^vls* Antrey Court Rice usei ^slowdown to cover up one of its major inade- | 
^ 1,6 "recast on KLBJ-AM (590) ""'TOIR MAWR^eaLess is they doh't have much depth," 
the general tomfoolery it takes to lose five straight g^es. Black said. "By slowing down the game they i^t the peopte oh , i 
Black attributes it all to the fact that his young, inexperienced the floor a little,, and it keeps them out of foul trouble so they | 
team is coming of age. . don't have to go to their bench." - - ' \ : • | 
"We're still working to improve each game, and that's what But Rice isn't totally devoid of baskeibailjplayers. Jtinior :4 
we U be doing against Rice," Black said. "We need to get our guard Charlie Daniels is averaging almost 20 points a game and' 
young players as much playing time as possible." led the conference in scoring iii the earlyrgoing, until he had a 
The maturity and poise which have evolved this season won't bad night against Texas last week, hitting only four of 17 shots 
win the Longhorns another SWC championship. With six games from the field. t';-' 
Forward Tim Moriarty has been the Owls' most consistent 
player over the last three years and is averaging 16 points a . I 
game and Danny Carroll (6-7, 205) is '4 capable rebounder. 
Black's major problem now is getting his team together so it; 
can learn for next year. Lately injuries have made that difficult 
to do. .fe' V 
Sophomore forward Tommy Weilert,.who was beginning to ;v| 
show some development, will miss the next two games with a 
torn cornea. And freshman forfvard Mike Lein is out for the 
season with a broken hand. . * ... 
"WE RKAfil.Y need to have all of them so jye can work for . I 
next season," Black said "but injuries haven't aUOwed us to dd ^ F 
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remaining on the schedule, Texas trails SWC leader Texas A&M 
by four games. 
"OBVIOUSLY with all the people we have returning, next 
year is somethingjtojiejlease^ Black said, "but we're 
SUMMER CAMP JOBS 
Camp Waldemar for Girls Hunt, Texas 78024 
20 at the . Liberal Arts Placement Office, 
Room Jester Center 
\ Jobs for women, 2nd semester sophomores or ; 
above, with special skills in individual sports. 
art, music, drama, contract bridge, jour­
nalism, carnpcraft or office work. Also jobs in 
all-girl stage band (freshmen eligible). See 
detailed list of activities in Placement Office 
and sign for interview. 
Camp Dates; 







&?. By The AssociatedJfresi 
Bijylor is an also-ran. in'th—^™ 
year's Southwest- Conferem 
basketball race.) but thj fe 
doesn't mean the Bears doiipi 
^.have anupset uptheirsleev 
The Bears join Texas, T 
Christian and Souther$f 
Methodist with Ave losses 
conference play, but one 
•• •Baylor's three triumphs ca 
v against Arkansas'Feb. .1'. 
.*'*• Without that loss, Arkans. 
'' would be tied for the SWC lea 
at 7-1 with Texas A&M, whicttgRi? 
happens to represent Baylotf§pM 
opposition Tuesday night ' " 
' 'Waco. "s 
I* tu t 
j-'.; "The Aggies beat us pretj 
>..bad in College Station. In i „ 
ig?12.yean in the conference'! 
:u. have never seen a better teat 
for fine game," said Bayl| 
1 Coach Carroll Dawson. "I 
if we happen to be 'on' like.^ 
-were against Arkansas, \ 
could beat them. .But <we 
have. to. play perfect 
Other Tuesday night'gam^f 
.' have Arkansas at ho 
against TCU and Texas T< 
atSMTJ. Tech is the only o 
Dan Krueger,.; 
Rich Parson ... 
' —^etf-JotmsonvjTT 
Mike Murphy .v 
Tom Delatour.^ 
i. 
ab0"t^hatever Black Pnfa®" 016 flw. league contender, Joini®^ 
probably be enough. - : '' '' W- Artansas at 6-2 behind t™ 
Starting Lineups Rich Parson grabs a rebound as Mike Murphy (41) flapes. Aggies. 'A 
"" ~ Women To Face *Tall' SWTSU 
y BOBBY STEINF1 
Texan Staff Writier 
; no secret. Fdr thel ___ 
women's basketball team to with her sprained ankle. Page 
to. Ht. Clan v.-"; Pm. . Hr. Oan 
• G Ml . Jr. OannyF< Sr. 
- C 6-8 Soph. CharlejDanWs.'^X^oG- ^ Jr. 
F 4^ FrSh. . Timwori«r>y,!l,l!'!;i ; m rr°5r! By"BOBBY OTEWFELD Frances ^eidensticker out learri from-each game,'' Page- ''and wedon!t revolveirou 
g m . jr. . j»m«ssimmoi<« o ,w>. Froth.  t ff it  . with a sinus'.infection and said. a starting fivp 
It's  t. 6  t  Texas forward Cathy Self ' doubtful 
New Mexico JC Beats 
Southwest Texas . State at defense which^was effective 
Gregory Gym it must stop 6-2 against other .'tall teams such 
center Shawna Hicks and 6-0 as Houston and Texas A&I. 
forward Becky Steinmeyer. , With good outside shooting _ 
•" When the teams met Jan: 28 ability. Hicks and Steinmeyer fee's his team will bounce 
SWTSU won in overtime 77-67, are able to take the 15-foot ^ck, 
wwitlr Hicks and Steinmeyer shot while the other rebounds. "We're a team," Page said 
combining for 34 points and "If we can execute the fun-
aost of the rebounds. damentals well," Page said. 
I *lave 10 keep the "we should be able to beat 
|pa?ietba1I,away .from»them them." T . I4 -
, (Hicks and Steinmeyer) and SWTSU coach Judy Rinker l eXCIS fVletl GVITindStS 
h^et the others handle the Mil," said, "We will play our usual ^ , , ,7" m 
i -Texas Coach Rodney Page game, which is running and - Me^co Junlor College, led by Jose Lovato, edged thl 
, said. v shooting " Texas men s gymnastics team 180 65 to 17714 in a dual optioi 
with Texas-; center Knowing that Hicks and /mf®lMonday night w Gregory Gym. -
Steinmeyer are assets to the s 7; L?,vatottwon all-round honors with a score of 45.51. He won th 
team she still-insists that the < scor? of ,9'3 as weUas bar scoring^ttS. Ric 
rebounding will be tough atid1 of Texas P,aced secow In all-round with a scorebf43.5? 
every shot must count ^This meet was very 
"It will be a good^ame and Sl.ng imp^oTment" ^ WaS 1M' 50 ^ ̂  
Texas will compete in .a fodrrteam 'toiirhaiinen^S^ 
Odessa Junior 
•we have to ptay well against 
them with our young team. It 
takes time tov adjust;' but we 
ARN CASH WEEKLY 
Blood Plasma " Donors 
Needed 
Men & Women 
EARN $14 WEEKLY 
CASH PAYMENT FOR DONATION 
Austin 
Blood Components, Inc. 
OPEN: MON. & THURS. 8 AM to 7 PM 
TUES. & FRI. 8 AM to 3 PM 
CLOSED WED. & SAT 
r cn  22  -29  
409 W. 6th SEAHORSiCAR 
' WASH = 
vlAutpmatlc 
6: S«tf-Service r. 
i205 W. Kemi! 
454-3922 
®$3.00 OFF 
" MEN'S HAIR STYLE 
By Appointment /tei 
(fot new customers onlyr pUate) '' ' 
Regular Price 10.50 
OHer good only with Cheryl 
% 
Sebring by El Lobo 













mmmmrn mmM m&Bmasam mwwm tete&jxuzSir 
i^Soliil color. • Mexicjni A shin V . j 
ONTHEDRA 
• f i p i T r ' i r f ' T ^  
After being beateri by ^ ̂ u^ug^ 
season. WehavenojBtars.^ 
West Texas State, 59-42 in uinUo 9nH 
seniors and have m^ch same players that will see ac- jn ^ < -
Uon Tuesday night, Page still Tthe he|Pf ̂ nd eia 
perience of SWTSU. igains| 
the short and inexperienc 
Texas Longhorns Tuesday. 
DRUMMOND 
FURNITURE 
Full line of Unfinished Fur­
niture at Cash & Carry 
Prices 
34th & Guadalupe 'v -
Shoe Shop 







K '-i. '• C i *1«»TH!»S«U* I 
i, ufleoat;.^ Varloul kind*, celsrt - 7S*,p«r W 
Capitol Saddlery 
Austin, Texas ' 
TANGERINES 
That's right - this ,week enlM 
?ebruary m 17'22,. all John Robetfs 
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•limn St«K Hirtp'iijj; Canl jMnSmmtm 
S'"*" ~ *" '» ^Stouffer»lide»in^o score qgqinst St. Mary" 
ILOOSE WOODS & IRONS 
• '.?;?' By RICHARD JUSTICE ' players, especially infielders, 
., Texan Staff Writer because of'the artificial turf. 
. CliffGustaf- "I just have to play a little deeper 
iiy&son ^unvel^^^ here,"- said Texas' shortstop Blair 
?> ̂ ,n?l°y a?ten?°°n as *ar as ex- Stouffer, who was three for six offen-
#/.ceuerlce'gOKes,heitherislikelytohave ' ' '" ' - • • 
• any' serious competition for quite 
sonie time. 
•&%•; Disch-Falk Field, the Longhorns' 
new home, passed its first test of ac-
- tual competition v witlv/jtio-.apparent 
flaws.' 
'': * The Texas baseball team was also 
excellent', overppwerfng St. Mary's 4-
_ 0 and 11-O with pitchers Jim Gideon, 
/ ' Richard WortHam'.v Martin Fibres, 
. • Terry Ray. and Donald Kainer allow-
' ; tag the Rattlers only six hits in 16 in-
;; nings. '" - \ , 
. THIS LONGHORNS'main competi-
•. : tion may be launched only among 
themselves. Gideon'' and Wortham 
fefeach pitched five'shutout Innings and 
^;w|ll probably battles^ach other all 
• season for the teamrs No. 1 pitching 
a position. , ' , 
,v: '.'The outfielders look like they play 
;: ;a little deeper.here, but that's 
, probably because'the cliff in; Clark 
S ' Field made things look a little decep-
.•;••• tive," Gustafson said 
f&, THE NEW STADIUM also had an 
effect on the defensive ~play of all 
sively with two doiaJblM and a triple. 
"You know you're going to get the 
good hop here, and that makes it a joy 
to play on." 
Disch-Falk may also be a good park 
for hitters with its excellent dark 
background. 
TEXAS TOOK a quick 4-0 lead in 
the first inning of the first game off 
St. Mary's pitcher Bob Wagner. Left-
fielder Mike Anderson was hit by a 
pitched ball, Stouffer tripled to drive 
in Anderson and, after a walk to 
Bradley, Mickey Reichenbach, Doug 
Duncan, Wortham and Danny Dinges 
followed with singles. Texas never 
seriously threatened again. 
St. Mary's had only one runner as 
far as third base off Gideon and Ray. 
"You can make mistakes here — 
like getting a curve ball up — and get 
away with them." Gideon said. "I can 
mix up my pitches to lefthanded 
hitters in this park. In Clark Field. I 
had to throw exclusively outside to 
them." 
TEXAS ALSO scored its winning 
runs of the second game in the first 
inning. St. Mary's pitcher Conrad 
Perez walked Stouffer, third baseman 
Keith Moreland and Bradley. 
Reichenback then tripled to drive in 
three runs." 
Texas picked up single runs in the 
third and fourth innings before ex­
ploding in the eighth. 
Rusty Pounds started it with a dou­
ble. Garry Pyka followed with a 
singl.e, Stouffer hit a double. 






















































get to Bradley, who singled to drive in 
Pyka. Ronnie Jacobs then hit a three-
run triple, one misjudged by the St. 
Mary's outfield. Duncan followed 
with a double to end the scoring. 
ST. MARY'S GOT two hits and only 
one runner to third off Wortham. 
Flores and Kainer. 
"It's like I've said before that with 
as many young players as we have (12 
of 24 are freshmen) we just have to 
find out who can play." said St. 
Mary's Coach Elmer Kosub. "Texas 
is a team that'll jump on your quickly, 
and they did that in the second game. 
"I'm just honored Texas invited us 
to open their new park." 
WORTHAM'S FIVE innings con­
stituted his first action since- a near 
tragic accident in a freight elevator 
last fall, and he was in control of the 
St. Mary's hitters. 
"I thought my breaking pitch was 
my strongest thing today," Wortham 
said. I was throwing it for strikes. I'd 
done a lot of thinking about this first 
time out, and I'm just glad to get it 
over with.'' 
Texas may not receive any strong 
competition until the Southwest 
Conference season is underway Feb. 
28. Disch-Falk won't receive any that 1 
quickly. f 
. SPALDING 
|» MAC GJSEGOj? 
1* RAM 
• SOME ALUMINUM 
S H A F T S  < '  - :  
|* SOME LIGHT-



























• 100% NYLON 
• ALL SiZES 
• ALL COLORS 
• E-LASTIC 









AU 1975-5 SAN MARCO AND 
KASTINGER SKI BOOTS 
25% f~- J Off 
1973 San Marco Ski Boots 
1st Quality - Last Year's 
Stock , / rv 
Cristallo .. .. S30 




• Men's or Women's 
• Munsingwear, 
Allen-A, Duofold 
• Cotton & 
Polyester or 
• 100% Nylon 









WHITE STAG • RAY E6NER • ALLEN A 
I >- . • DUOFOLD 
1 LIMITED SELECTION -
~ BROKEN SIZES 
50 PARKAS 50 WARMUPS 
L«0 STRETCH PANTS 125 SWEATERS 
 ̂ 10N6 UNDERWEAR AND SOCKS ARE INCLUDED IN SALE 
\ 
NYLON GYM SHORTS 
OUR.ENTIRE INVENTORY 
OF 1974 MUNSINGWEAR, 
MACNGREGOR/ AND IZOD 
SHIRTS ARE NOW ON 
SALE. 
SHIRTS ARE BOTH SHORT V 
AND LONG SLEEVED. 1975 
l|JVE^JORY IS. NOT ON SALE. 
APPROXIMATELY 300 PIECES 
.SIZES ARE EXCELLENT AND STYLES 
ARE VARIED,^* 
v w&-
> f *-*• $5-
x. ̂  




PREMIER TENNIS RACKET 
I* Open or Closed " 
Throat ,JV :• 
^ ,, " i  ̂ " -V 
Birch/ Hicko rty 
.ndAsh^ 
. t ^ <• JSiSSy 
|« 1973 Las'Veg^s , „ 
Wlnnin^Racket^ 
!• 6 Fiber1 Layers^^,, ̂  
-bonded to ?,plyjUt^ls 
construction', -max 
1 • », f 'i 
|R«g. $36.95 
l( îm.Oniy) , " ' 
l«-5- i i' 
NNIS BALLS 






m&im $£>* f i, ^ 
- tHIS IS THE LAST TIME WE v 
V WILL OFFER BALLS AT THiS ? 
' PRICE BALL PRICES WILL V 
i„ SOON INCREASE 
DRAMATICALLY. ^ 
£ SALE DOES NOT (NCLUdStH^I 
WILSON YELLOW TENNISr, 
BALLS, - ~,sh >"4-: 
ON ,SALE; AR& ^ 
CHAMPIONSHIP GRADE AND ^ 
INCLUDE WILSON WHITE, DUNLOP 















i.. ADIDAS MONTE 
. CARLO 
MONTE CARLO IS A FRB4CH 
MADE ADIDAS1£ATHER UPP6R 
DELUXE TENNIS SHOE FOR 
1ADIES. THIS SHOE IS AUMOST 
NEVER SOU) ON SALE, BUT WE 
HAVE TOO MANY. 
SKIDGRIP 
STOP BY v 
AND SIFT THROUGH ~ CARLO 
OUR JUNK PILE OF CLO .̂ . $1^s 
SEOUT, DISCONTINUED, 
•AND GOOFED JERSEYS. SOME 
'HAVE NAMES MISSPELLED OR  ̂ , 
NUMBERS BACKWARDS. (WE < i 
HAVE LOTS OF MISTAKES.)  ̂
AANY ASSORTED TYPES OF CLOSEOUT 
^AND DISCONTINUED SHOES ARE NOW 
k?N SALE AT BARGAIN PRICEiS,/ 
^ROOSTER ANDREWS ANNUAL SALE 
L WILL LAST 2 WEEKS ONLY ON MOST 
: ITEMS. ONLY A §MALL PORTION OF SALE 




• Top Quality 
• Men's & Women's 
Reg. 9.45 to 15.95 




All Olin skis are now on. 
sale for two weeks only at 
our cost.' These skis are , 
high performance top 
quality skis. We must 
make .room for our inven*' 
tory of next year's skis.' 
Mark I 
tUf.SlM.00 SAIE 
Mark 11,111, IV 
Rn.S1llOO.SAlt .... 
»M *b* OH IB M «u7 
i«$93 00 
THE PENN 280 
Mellow top grain leather up­
per with red suede Brooks 
stripe and full white padded 
heel and collar. Towel sock 
lining and foam arch support. 
Lightweight traction sole 
with blue heel wedge, full 
crepe midsole and rubber toe 
bumper. 
Reg. $17.95 . NOW $10°° 
Tiger Training Shoes | 
• 2 Sponge Wedges for 
Shock absorption 
• Leather Uppers 
Reg. 15.95 .. NOW '12" 
• ROMY Training Shoes 
For Women 
« Leather Upper 








I • FULL SIZE 
n • DEEP POCKET 
• ONLY 48 ^ ^ 
I 
f ;J I 
I 
H <"Z 





"OWEN TIL 9 P.M. SIX DAYS A! WEEK 
tMONDAY . SATURDAY,DURING SALE 
SAlE eNPS FIB.« 
MMEHMI 
tu 
%? \ ¥ 
i:d 
* > ,  
ARMAND LANIER 
<-, -s 
According to the finawiat 
receipts are not turned In. If everyone had cashed to, rebates wouldhave 
been 1.8 percent insteadofapercfent.'nie Board ratioaalixesthat past 
rebatesof 10-14 percent have been too high and partially responsible for 
our current rebates of only 3 perosnt ThisJs an all-tiroe low since . 
despite the fact that the average mark-up on cost of aUmerchandise is 
over 35 percent. Gross profits were over S2 million while rebates were 
less than one-fourteenth of this. The inescapable—any business withthis; 
record volume of sales and the high markups sbpuldbe able to show a 
. reasonable profit •''"••• .A"-. 4 - - ry. W.4; 
Student enrollment has almost doubled in the last ten yean tmt the text :,;^v 
' book department'bas expanded very.little and students have suffered 
with long lines and hours ̂ of. waiting. The CoOp is primarily in the : 
businessofselling books and school applies; however, the recent trend -  ̂
toward expansion of other departments, in my opinion, has been a mis-
take. .There are ways in whifch the bode department could be permanent- r .v' 
ly expanded — or temporarily, for the first two weeks .of class. ;. FSi ; ̂ 
As a candidate for place 1 an the Co-Op Board of Directors, ! propose to v . 
initiate greater Student participation in the. derision-making process. 
There is untapped.talent on this campusin both the faculty and students, 
1) An advanced accounting class; 
quing the financial statements. ; 
2) A statistic class mi^it run multiple regression equations bo a com- >] '< 
puter looking for correlations which could increase sales and rebates.. y 
i) Anadvertising class ortheHighnoonCIubcould contribute .to an at- io­
nosphere of student cooperation with helpful suggestions. 
Our CoOp has beenmismanaged.How can the board members ade- i';0: 
' quately evaluate the busing managers if they have insufficient ' 
knowledge of financial matlera?.! Will not be igtimitated Or awei by the 
management. I will scrutinize and replace them if such action is re­
quired. " . 
PROPOSALS: 
•99 percent rebate 
• Shorter lines 
~W'~ 
• Buy back more used books ; 
• Greater student participation in decision-making 
• Maximum part-time wages and productivity 
• Minimum inefficiency a  ̂''inventory shrinkage'\-^^i^S : ; 
• Investigate possibility of an elevated crosswalk 
• Enhancement of public-relations-imaee. 
QUALIFICATIONS: undergraduate, Latin 




The University Co-Op can and must be turned aroand.Itwasfoundedin 
1926 with two goals in mind: (1) to provide supplies to VTstudents and 
faculty rat the lowiest possible prices; and, (2) to allow for inpot from its 
consumer-public into its decisiob-making prncesnpg- Tt hi rlpariy failing -
to meet thesegoals. Rebates continue to dwindle, while prices are rising 
at a rate which cannot be explained away by inflation Inputfrum its 
patrons is virtually non-existent. 
In recent .years, Ihe Co-Op has dnphasized growth' fdr the sake of>* jr 
growth.eyen when this has resulted in higher prices for those who rtiyfej|s 
. upon it for their .Heeds: Ife Co-Op, rimply gtatnif ha« low wasting 
money. lt operates certain bf iU departments at a loss, forcing " :t 
, ... .„. . ,TheC. 
atso employs too many executive-level personnel for an operation its" 
size. In addition, it spends over *50,000 per year for advertising, modi ofc - u. . 
whirls frivolous. In 1974) it'{mblidied a Cferis&nas  ̂
with pictures of its merchandise, at substantial cost It is doubtful >' ! 
whether such advertising even begin$ to payiavitself4^*; ̂  V :"H 
I. would like to serve on the board to investigate maity'Of these prac-. 
tices, and to change them when they are not in the best Interest of the i ̂  
Students. 1 WOtlld.alsO, like tO make the Cn-Op nwiw» arracrihlA to rtu> 
wishes of its consumers. In short,'! would like to make the Cb-Op a' Vlq 
cooperative again, ;with all that implies in the way of towerii^prices and *? 
becoming more q>en to the wishes of its patrons. 
Endorsed by: faiter-Gooperative Council ;:vi; . v 
^oi^sta^ept of my goals '̂.,-. 1 . 
^end'wasteful practices which result in higher prices -
fallow for greater student input into Co-Op policies 
•work to bring the rebate back* up - i 
*®a'te the CtHOp a true cooperative once again 
, Presently Second-year student, School of Lawf 
Age: 23 
Education: B.A. (summa cum Iaude) from University ^ 
of Houston in Political Science. • ^ ' 1-' 
RsutlrtrPnimH«' isniliua In hniininM m Amm -Background: active iii housing co-ops since beginning 
law;SMchoolj presMitly a member M The Ait College 
4 js a^numperof poiiucaicampaigns, in-
c}udii^gr Coordinator of UH Students for Earenthold,. 
1972, member 6f steering committee^ Harris- County * 
campaign for Farentholdf; member of steering com-' 
mittee, UH Students for McGovern. 
mmgMm 
KEVIN O'HANLON 
* A-CMp is an eatefpnae that is.coDectn ŷ owned and operated for 
metoal beneGL The OoOp attbe DniveTsity of Texas does not fit tbat %,% 
definBon wSL While it Is coQectivtiy 'Owned,- it is nbt'operated tor T 
w—•WMMMIH * 9Tnrirnir'**r?trTitTtTriniTvMrffflrthf pffiir 
%<* the racHMnity it serves. Oars does art. 3be Umversity Go-Op las J ~ 
" "" ffnain •[ ffmf • * 
. It neat not, and should act be that way. The Co-Op needs to.n>familiariae 
. itself with the axmnmity it professes to serve. Now is the time for a 
changeL >bdeBt intenst is Ug> dne to the jfisroOMment ciicr the 
?§decrease in rebates. awH mating wr. 
;• ensê  the 0>^nHBt be gHeO back tolts mantels, the O.T.eaqmnnd-
s process. I advocate m expansion of Cb-Op 
f Oemostobvioos«ostthai bedoaeistheestriitwhmwtt of a food 
...-"operative. Grocejy prices being what they are, an expensibninto feis 
r aiea codd be a boon to the navenity cammanity. I advocate a charter 
-£evuian to allow voting particsialion of employee ie>aeseutatives on flie 
îlBoart of Dirednŝ  Who knows belta &aQe employees («Ao listen to 
~thegra>esofcBstnmeisgWTy<i»ylMtji»' 
>them) jast what can be diaK to improve CoOp services. Many of file 
* .-aqpfareesare Meats thenbdves.Thereneeds to bear critical enlna-
. tion of the Co-Op's fiscal policy to iasore the CoOp's investments are 
really for (he nltiniate benefit of the wiiwisity cocmmmty. Fiscal policy 
needs to be <fisdo5ed folly to those wfaosroart the Co-Op by their daily 
; so tbQr may decide what needs to be done: Hie purpose is to 
~ tare the G>Op so that we together 
-r&'&*£!&?- "• 
-g-' 
The rednction in rebates at the OOp this past year is in large part at-
j trihoiable to the policies set by the Board of Directots in the past two 
years. While this refaction has adversdy affected student support of the 
CoOp. it. and other poticy-decisioBS of the Board are more important in 
Co-Op. The openitto of a cooperative which provides inaxinaom 
benefits to its members reqoires a great investment of time and tboogbt = 
of new ideas. 
LYNN NORIHWAY 
jf: .and respofSiwaiess of ifaê .Board tp stedeafs needs «*
could be affected bjf administering a survey of stidents and 
faculty which deals with all facets of the CoOp's services ax] funrtions. 3 
' ' « •< 
PfOVi^Dg mnrg iwfwmtinn *n . tlmiwilg fiia^fnn  ̂ Inyortailh5: 
decisions, poUcy<fa»ges and latere plans vtucfa iriO xtfect the OoOp.% 
* Better cmmlination of the Board by tiivignn nf ftp mpmhrn irrfn 
Imittees of small size to deal with specific problems. « 
?• v - • t -^4  ̂
hmstigation of an mcentive.pbn for employees of the CoOp to es-. '*""" 
, oo«i age higher productivity and better-quantity service by im|HOvihg-
employee morale. ' „, 
• " " - ; . - - - • 
T'lljImwilBi  ̂ the perioidofthene i the ot two years to devote tiKTtime? 
^neressaiy to affect these and other dtangesl feel are needed for the im-
| pfowunalt of the CoOp. and better fulfillment of its promise of bring the 
 ̂students' store. . "• 
•* d?xi£ -
V. • - » —• 
V A I 
x i . 
• • PLACE 2 
m 
•m 
MY NAME IS MICHAEL SMITH. I WAS BORWIN^ 
AUSTIN IN 1952, THIS IS MY THIRD YEAR AS AN . 
ECONOMICS STUDENT. , 
ss' -1 have livedJn two «w>p bouses. The Homestead now a stadentapart-
ment. The Instead, a c<h>P created by 16 Homesteaders Inow Hire in a>o 
: house, without a name, with six people. A year ago, 1 became actively in  ̂
volvcd (n the orgaafzatlrn'of Austin's second food ohm. a member of® 
Austin Coijununity Project (A.G.P.). Since befoe the time this storef  ̂
opened. September 1974,1 have beenjeqtondble for the daily operations.' '4N 
Through thflr experience; I have come to understand what it takes to ̂  
make a co-oflor (as far as the general economy is-conceroed) a'business. ̂  
.work. This is because I actually do ft everyday. At the same time I have jfc 
learned how superior a business run in the.cooperative spirit brcom- M 
' pared to a business that is moUvated entirely by compeUtion. I see <^f 
number of problems that the board .will need to take into consideration:^! 
cKirst is the relatirtwhip between the CoOp members, almost anyoneW 
- reading ihii article.iiMtbeCoOp, It this store is indeed a coop why 
^so many members Shop elsewhere? And this is an important point to%'S 
v Veep in mlpd when trying Jo tmdentaiid the CoOp's economy. Second Ut^H-
T relationship of tjw workers, to the CoOp. Why do so many people woiktag?#, 
tot  ̂cooperative feel so alienated fnm their jobs? Third th# 
t,'t management-worker relations. ls this just a continuation of the unfllling-17/ 
management-wprkcr hierarchy we see and experience in the general.-^; 
economy? Fourth the management-board relationsj-Brii «»mh«ir» innasS • 
.JTW Unlvertfty fJoO^has the potential to hsalfy become a service'to lls^® 
members, andthe sooner people are elected to the&ard who understand-  ̂
v the needs of people the sooner these needs willbemet. The reason lam 
m using the promise oT higher ,rebates asjmy plaUofm U because It is--5| 
going to take more than two years of a good Board slid managSmwjf toT  ̂
get the Cp-Op out of Its present economic crisis. ' ' 
I 
 ̂IaRFOUk q> os items that are a 
V i ;;a*aMng the rebate by improving 
•IatetaclVwlwIii ii nupluyiu. 
' .sfs. ••Ayr-
mine wfcatwvfces the 0»0p teUfmrideii the 
tostodents and^i&% 
and^^^tetodkei^  ̂
• Dqnrtmests which are not l 
stadd be dosed and replaced bjy 
l a serrtce to Qie stodents 
whicb do serve the. 
«- , ̂  • The stBdentiiilmnliin program should be 
* âperieace for " 
to provide more 
Tbe Uaiversfty of Texas CoOp was created to serve the needs of the 
C stadentsjMdafet hare respomihiepeapte elected to its Bond of Dfaefe-
%;r tors. I will be committed to the board and win actively solicit student in- -






should be paid to them.' 
the stone to redooe omhead and needless waste.-
to shop at fbe.QHOp'tfae highest rebate possible 
the students. 
Evesy effort sbndd be made by the CoOp Board "»< management to 
. provide merchandiae and textbooks at as low a cost as passible to the 
i.̂ V^stad Bts.r 
e{Qiteit|y 
An internshlp program which allows stadents to perform . 
and business rdated surveys for tlie OoOp Aould be started. Hy doing 
this the OoOp wfll.recei*e vahtahle infonnatian and the stodents willfce 
able to receive the experience of wcrtiiig with a reallwsinm lnterac-
1 l̂Uon atlooM be encomaged b^ween emptoyees, stndents and man ê-
ments?tottiie CoOp will respond to the wants and needsof thelMver" 
sity ciwiiiiaaity. • , " "• 
Items that are a necessity to stodents should have a low r̂mark^p on 
them because the lowet pt ice wfll encoutage stndents tobuy the goods at 
theCd t̂iieretviacreashigtbegoods'voimneuidmdduCttelower 
price ffonomicsuy JastifisMe, "PenaiUnents wtfch do not aerve fee 
**ds of the stndents should be replaced with departments thatdol ' 
Hi ĴfteQ^dwuaaerve the needs ofthertadê andif%cted I will 
Voting jrt; the UniversiW Co-Op and Co-Op 
M&hday arid Tuasday.; ftb^uary 17 Wnd,18 Jl 976 
*•i&ws:' X^H pss 
TEXAN 
? *~&~%j j* *~ -a •5 -̂? 
Tenor Persists 
%-< 
By tiEBE MARTINEZ 
. MARKYMcBBIDe 
A political adviser of tbe 
late Chilean President 
Salvador Allende said Monday 
fee Chilean people kne been 
deprived of their haman 
rights since the Allende 
guveiumcut was wtaUuuiiu 
in September, 1S7X 
•Jose Miguel Insula. fanner 
adviser in the MtnisUy of 
Foreign Rdsikns, said the 
terror which follow the 
ousting of Allende continues. 
"EaGHr-TBOUSANDontof 
10,000 people who were-
airested are still in jail — 
Tiwiha told The Texan Haf 
day. One of Allende's staff, he 
said, was released from 
prison after a year and a half, 
only alter the pafcUc led a 
string campaign in feis behalf. 
Host newspapers are dos­
ed, mrlndmg those which op­
posed Allende's Socialist 
government, he said. One 
national newspaper still in 
operation. £1 Mercnrio, is 
sopported by the Central 
tntriljgpiwe Agency, Insalra 
charged. Tfae .owner of the 
newspaper. a ChOeaa citizen, 
ahoisaiicefroMrtiifRy-
si Cola Corp. and has been 
linked with the CIA. he said. 
'"Most people in Chile 
believe there was foreign in­
tervention but are not sme 
what the role was," Tnsnha 
said regarding the rightist 
miliary coop. 
INSULA SAID he had a 
"distinct idea after Allende 
was elected that some foreign 
interests were moving in." He 
knew some newspapers and 
labor anions.; were being 
financed by outside interests. 
Abo, tte United States was 
sallying military aid to 
AOnde's opponents, be said. 
' Tbe Ministry of Foreign 
Relations discussed the 
the United Nations while 
AOende was still in power, but 
no one, metaling the ministry, 
ever "paid enongb attention to 
sac* activity." 
- bsda told a University 
awlieiiw Monday afteraoon 
Hnt be 
taken to salves the nding 
junta to ic-estattioti Chilean 
hnman limits. The j»ntamust 
be brooght down by a massive 
resistance of the working 
class, lie said in a speech 
sponsored by the Latin 
AmeiicanPtiiicy Alternatives 
Group. Small, independent 
grot̂ ss opposed to the jsnta 
mast also be uniQed, be sad. 
. AIXENDPSsopporters are 
trying to c*ose .off foreign 
ports to ptoducts of the junta. 
Also, they age ŝ m ling the 
reduction Of military arms 
sh'niiryt̂  to the inuwutmait 
in power-by te United States,̂  
Brazil and other countrieŝ  
Jose Insulzua, 
former counselor  ̂
in Allende regime 
n 
Conservatives Voice Support 
36 
by Mil M. it if ii . 
pei cent - inflatian rate from 
1973 to 1974, Insnba said. This 
year, the rate is expected to 
go sp anoOer(00 percent 
Because laborers cannot 
strike, wages have increased 
only 100 percent since the 
coqi. 
Uneinpliiyment rose bun 
2.8 pcnot to mote than 15 
percent-
By DAWN O'NEAL 
Texan Staff Writer 
Of the 43 places to be filled 
in the Student Government's 
March 5 ejection, 36 remain 
IWBUI fcr TT nnrhnllfujrd TIT 
the 5 fun." Wednesday fifing 
deadline nears. 
• After the Student Govern­
ment office dosed Monday 
the following people had filed: 
For president: Card Crab-
tree. Bill Ware and Tahnage 
Boston, with no new additions 
since Friday. 
Moore Murray filed for §tu-
-jAenl_Gftyejjiment_ vice-
president in addition to 
previously filed candidate Lyn 
No new candidates .filed for 
senator-at-lirge. General. and 
Comparative Studies, 
Humanities , or "Pharmacy 
senatorial positions. . • 
. Thomas Thigpin is un­
contested for. the one 
Architecture position, as is 
newly filed BDchael Aisup for 
Graduate Place 5, Sam 
Wisialowski and Margaret 
Flynn for Education Place 2 
and 3. respectively.' Stephen 
Cook for the one Engineering 
position and Cindy;-parsons 
for Social and Behavioral 
Sences, Place4; 
In Business, Nelson; Barre 
• and Carl Johnstoo filed for 
Places 2 and 5 respectively. 
Business Place 4 is con­
tested. David Garza and Ed­
die Goldberg both filed Mon­
day. 
No one has filed for the two 
Fine Arts positions, two taw 
positions, five, places from 
Natural Sciences; the one 
Nursing position, four of the 
five Graduate places and 
Humanities Place 2. 
"Many people picked up 
forms but did not return 
them," said Don Wiley, who 
worked in the Student Govern­
ment office Monday. 
Candidates must not be on 
scholastic probation and must 
be registered in the school 
from which they are running. 
By MICHAEL GIBSON 
Texan Staff Writer 
The 1975 Conservative 
. Political Action Conference 
; has unanimously decided to 
- <support the 1976 presidential 
• nomination of Ronald Reagan, 
James Meadows told The Tex­
an Monday. 
Meadows^, tbe Texas state 
chairman of . Young 
Americans for Freedom, has 
just returned to Austin from a 
four-day conference of conser­
vatives in Washington. 
Also attending the con­
ference was Coby Pieper, ex­
ecutive director of the state 
YAF, presently the acting 
director of the University 
chapter. 
- "A conservative thin) party 
is inevitable," Pieper told The 
Texan, "and at least 70 per­
cent of the conference was in 
favor of the plan." 
Meadows explained that the 
Reagan nomination is the cen­
tral issue in the formulation of 
the new political party. "If he 
doesn't get the Republican 
nomination, and he decides 
not to run oh the conservative 
party ticket, there will be-no 
third party," he said. 
In a speech to the con­
ference,; Reagan expressed 
doubts about his goals. After a; 
strong attack on tbe Ford ad­
ministration's policy of deficit 
financing, Reagan stopped 
siiort of declaring himself as 
an alternate candidate: 
Ford had earlier warned 
AMERICAN INDIANS MOW TEXANS 






i Sandwich Seminar: "Thi> 
Media s Treatment of the " UT 
Journaljpm. Professor Don Wright will 







to view about 
126 flownsJs 
Thirty percent 
off on mothers' 
dresses. 




jughlights for 194$|and 1966 Texas Tavern, Recrea­
tion Omi mittee ^ ^ ™ I 
7-y0 p.m. AudirtjWS te- "Camillf> " The Teicas Stu-
dent Repertory Theatreinvitesactors, actresses, and 
tr#w membw^io auditiohfor the play to be produced 
mi AprH. No «Xperience necfessary. Texas Union South'* 
Room 108. Theatre Committee. 
® *>•«"• Chicano Tertulia; "A bailor Cumbias." 
Ponce teacher SanJuanlta Martinez wilt- give a"' 
demonstration of cumbia .dancing. Texas Tavern. 
Mexican-American Culture Committee. 
«w8?° Rll">; "Atoiiicoi Mystery Tour" and 
..Yellow Submarine' Two films shown as part of the-
Symposium.., "Magical Mystery Tour" will 
begin at. 8;30 p.m.; "Yellow Submarine" at 9:45 ; 
both in Burdine Auditorium. Admission for each 
2*" b w Students, faculty and staff; $1.50 for 
the public. Musical Events Committee. 
"..WtdMsday v.- • 
noon. Toco Seiiirnor: **Chjconos and Social Chonoo in Tex* • 
B/'ImXoZoncru, visiting profastorin th* Centsr forMexjcan-
Amttican Studiu, wiS giv* tha firtt lacfur* in th» series. Texas 
Cuttara Room fMnkan-Am*riemJ, M»thointt Studmnt Center/ 
fiMnium-Anmriean CvHvrm CommittN. ' 
1 ̂ 7 PJn. Pocunwntaty: "^Icolm X Saealts." An in-
study of the _ , .black Nationalist leader. 
i -»• ••;r'-- Center Auditorium.•, Free.; Afro-American 
CuHureCommittee. 
The Hospital Company 
.. ••• t* 
Wsvtf be on campus ... 
Fetnsy24.1975 tointeivfew 
camkdates far financial 
management tiaUtag ptogimn 
leadbtgtodieposUonaf 
 ̂"hospHal business manager"* 
1 oroontralec ~ 
S— ;  t  
'InvBed'to Wenfewaitf 
candUates far bar hekst̂ s'-' 
 ̂ s-a, 
r ^ 
g&siefi. 
^and gasket's degrees 
i jnajoifcigfa 
-̂ '̂ orfinanee. 
. - î ind-lnfariimHoh, "wty* 
i Pbuaiieii bficeT 
. - NOW THERE'S AN 
gfiANSWER FOR TROUBLED 
SKlN- AND HALINA HAS IT. 
& 
She knows vtfhot>to do about everything J 
frorh oily or acne-troubled skln 
" to the dry and scaly §Wn burned , 
A1, *  ̂ by the Texas sun. Her special̂ l 
ties Include: deep--
pore cleansing and 
refining, treatm^n  ̂
blackheads and pimi-
f pies, hair remoyqi 
ÎwcKing 6r eiectrb||' 
| Sis, and indivlduai 
hiqke-up. Her tra)̂ ; 
v Ing includes 18 years 
[' of experience in Paris) 
^^WarsaW. and Viehnci! 
• -k- -• v -
X.~ Can «2-^oo | |^  r i  
>%free:sl<indn^  ̂
that the rise of- the third party 
would endanger the chances 
of a Republican return to tbe 
White House in 1976. Meadows 
said. "Ford might be talcing 
us down the tube like Nixon 
did." 
When asked by The Texan if 
the YAF would agree with a 
Ford-Reagan ticket in 1976, 
Meadows replied, "only if 
Reagan is the presidential 
candidate." 
Pieper sees it a little 
differently. "A Reagan-
Wallace ticket is probably un­




A bill which would make sell­
ing assistance in researching 
or writing term papers, theses 
or other written assignments 
a misdemeanor has been in­
troduced in the Texas House. 
The measure, sponsored by 
San Antonio Rep. Larry Vick, 
would carry a maximum 
penalty of six months in jail 
and a $1,000 fine. 
Though it is directed 
primarily at businesses which 
sell help to students in 
professional graduate schools, 
the bill also would prohibit 
selling completed papers to 
such businesses or the 
. business from selling personal 
information (i.e. the name of 
the course and teacher for 
which the'paper was written) 
on any purchaser of its ser­
vices. 
Vick said papers purchased 
from such businesses con­
stituted "a form of fraud on 
the institution to which they 
are submitted and a fraud on 
those students who do the 
work on their own." 
Massachusetts and Califor­
nia have laws which prohibit 
the selling of written school 
assignments. 
One effect of the bill would 
be a realignment of distorted 
professional school grade 
curves. Vick said students 
who buy research information 
gel higher grades and ar­
tificially raise comparative 
g r a d i n g  s t a n d a r d s .  H e '  
emphasized, however, that 
the bill would not prohibit nor-
mal research methods, 
courses in - research techni­
ques. tutorial assistance or ' 
typing services. ' 
The bill has been sent to the 
House Higher Education Com­
mittee. and will be discussed 




Choice of Chopped or 
Ranch Steak, salad/ choice 
of dressing 
& Texas Toast. 
29 
Good wholesome Amiican food 
at right neighborly prices. 
• 5209 Cameron Road : —— 
• 8005 Anderson Square Siop. Certw,#To  ̂
> 916 fen White Blvd. /ustlau^usu^tasmife^H' 
i M 
•j 
We Believe A Stereo System 
Should Sound Better At Home 
Than It Does On Paper. 
If you have $400-500 to put into a stereo system, there are lots of really 
good receivers;and'record players to choose from, but very few speakers 
that hold Up tfaeir all-important end of the system. Which is why some 
systems wmd'up sounding less impressive at home than they did in the 
advertisement. 
,i l • We sell The Smaller Advent Loudspeaker because it turns this sit­
uation upside down.'Not only-do a«$air of Smaller Advents soundas good 
as you (and we) had hoped, but Well beyond unreasonable expectations. 
.There is just nothing temotiely like them. 
The Smaller Advents were designed to sound as good in every re­
spect, including frequency bandwidth, as any speakers of any price. Test 
reports in both High Fidelity and Stereo Review magazines-agree that 
their response ahd overall performance would be noteworthy in any 
speaker, regardless of size or cost. 
To understand just how much of a difference these speakers make 
• in what you actually-can hear for your money, come in,and listen to the 
systems we've built Ground a pair of them. 
m 
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Agents Allegedly Mistreated Man 
A $2 million suit has been 
filed against the Texas 
Department of Public Safety 
by the Texoma chapter of the 
Texas Civil Liberties Union on 
behalf of a Denison man who 
allegedly was treated brutally 
by DPS agents in a "no-' 
knock" drug raid last year. 
Filed on Valentine's Day in 
U.S. District Court in Sher­
man, the suit also seeks a per­
manent injunction prohibiting 
the DPS from making suqh 
raids in the future. 
Mark Brennaman. president 
of the Texoma chapter of the 
TCLU said the plaintiff, 
Walter T. Blacknell of 
Denison. was in his brother's 
apartment when the DPS 
agents allegedly broke in 
without warning, on Feb. 14, 
1974. 
The complaint also alleges 
that Blacknell was told by the 
.officers to get up and run so 
they could "kill a nigger." H 
is also alleged that one officer 
choked Blacknell with a 
telephone cord while other of­
ficers threw billiard balls at 
his groin. 
The officers also are alleged 
to have taken $150 from 
Blacknell without giving him 
a receipt and to have 
destroyed property in the 
apartment. 
Brennaman said Blacknell 
was taken to jail and was held 
for "a week and a half" and 
that TCLU workers were un­
able to find any charges filed 
against him (Blacknell) dur­
ing this time." 
The suit names Dallas area 
narcotics agents Daryl 
Moore, Ken Akins, Robert 
Harden, R.L. Maxwell, Henry 
Harden and* Ricky Silvertooth 
as well as Grayson County 
sheriff's office employe 
Harrison French as defen­
dants in. the case. 
Department of Public Safe-
* * . ty Information; 'Officer. 
Richard Grimmetl of Austin 
>said Monday that the DPS wa s 
aware the case had Veen filed 
but that there was no com­
ment on the case from DPS of­
ficials. ' ;p 'S;- ' 
Brennaman said the DPS 
has spent eight or nine months 
doing undercover narcotics 
work in Grayson County and 
had from 35 to 38 sealed in­
dictments for area residents, 
including Blackrielt's brother. 
He also said the Civil Liber­
ties Union had filed com­
plaints about the actions of 
the DPS agents with the 
Grayson county attorney's of-
fice and with the grand jury in 
the 59th District Court but 
that nothing had come of these 
complaints. 
, The FBI also made an -in­
vestigation of the complaints 
but no action was taken as a 
result of the investigation, 
Brennaman said. , 
M T. H- T t* 
to Affect 
Local Hospital 
_vA Boston court 'decision 
Saturday that found iDr; 
Kenneth C. Edelin guilty of 
manslaughter in performing a 
legal abortion should not haye 
any direct effect on the abor­
tion procedures at 
Brackenridge Hospital, a 
hospital administrator, said 
Monday. - > \ -
Edelin, 36, was convicted 
lor the death of a fetus during 
ilipg 
would < hope- - that our state jggff 
legislators would pass legisla-
non.: prohibiting-.abortions 
soon,"-Ware added. 
State Rep. Sarah'- Wed-
dington, D-Austin, said she 
felt since the case has already -
been appealed, it will- most 
likely .be overturned at the; 
appellate level.;:•<;. & : 'S 
Ed Biershenk,. assistantto 
the executive director^phf 
—T«an Staff Phot* by MlU Smith 
•;f Students visit the past with Beatie memorabilia. ; 
Beatle Exhibit Displayed 
introducing. 
1 SUPER ~ 
SAUSAGL. 
tc 
If you thinkyesterday came 
too suddently for the Beatles, 
a "Trip Down Memory Lane" 
in the Undergraduate library 
foyer wHlbringttiemback, if 
only for a mortient. 
Haircuts that once sent con­
servative spciety into 
hysterics today seem short 
and neat as the Beatles peek 
back at nostalgia seekers 
from book covers, record 
•jackets and lunch boxes. 
. Sanpshots ! of the Beatles 
looking like four English 
school boys, taken to satisfy 
the demands of Beatlemania, 
are part of the memorabilia 
section of the week-long 
Beatles - Symposium, spon- day. 
sored by the Texas: Union . 
Musical. Events Committee. 
On the beach, on stage, the 
Beatles ft) white shirts and 
snappy suits graciously posed 
for a growing number of wild 
fans. 
The collection, belonging to 
Beatles superfan Richard 
Frank, a: junior in fine arts, 
contrasts the * clean shaven 
faces and together sound of 
yesterday- with disbanded 
Beatles on their own. The 
Plastic Oner Band of John Len-
non, Apple records and singles 
by Ringo Starr jolt the' 
Beatlemania exhibit into to-
'The Media's Treatment of 
the Beatles''will bediscussed 
at noon Tuesday in:Biol«gical 
Laboratory ll2. "Slides - arid 
tapes-of an "Inquest Into the 
Death of Paul McCartney" 
will be presented at noon 
Wednesday in -Burdine 'Hall 
106. 
Beatle films showing .Tues­
day at Burdine auditorium in­
clude "Magical rMystery 
Tour" at 8:30 p.m.' and 
"Yellow Submarine'*' at 9:45 
p.m. - • 
Beatle fans cin wallow in 
nostalgia through Thursday 
when the symposium ends. 
TRY IT TODAY 
A SPECI ALLY-MADE MILDLY 
SPICY 7" POLISH SAUSAGE, 
WITH MUSTARD. RELISH, ON­
IONS, AND TOMATOES ON A 
CUSTOM SESAME SAUSAGE 
BUN . Ai A FULL QUARTER 
POUNDOF SUPER EATING! r 
N0.2 
ON THE DRAG 
STUDENT 
•HOUSING 
• '"-.V • •• 
; RENT, BUY 












A University television 
programing class will get the 
. Chance to talk with several 
major television executives 
this week: ' 
Richard Lindheim, vice-
president of program 
, research for NBC, will discuss 
his experiences with the 
network in a a public lecture 
set for 8 p.m. Tuesday in Com­
munication Building A 3.124. 
The television class, taught 
by. Richard Blum, will talk 
long distance Wednesday 
night with iour programing 
executives, -. Warren Murray, 
director of comedy programs 
at NBC; Olen Earnest, 
program executive at 
Paramount;::,andi'.fot,mer 
' manager of comedy.for ABC; 
David Goldsmith; director of 
program development; for 
television movies and televi­
sion specials at MGM; and 
Hal SitowltZi ^producer of 
"The: Rookies"-at Spelling-
Goldberg Productions 
alegal abortion he performed Texas Medical Associailbn. 
Oct. 3, 1973, in • Boston . said the association has an af-
Hospital. The abortion Was firmative policy on' abortions 
done at the request of an 18-
year-old unmarried woman 




ministrator, said the hospital, 
should not be affected because 
"our patients are taken on the 
order of the physician." 
"WE DON'T recruit or turn 
away patients waiting this 
service," Brown said. "We've \ 
been performing about 20 to 25 
abortions per month. 
"We've been pretty much 
limited here to first trimester 
abortions," Brown said. "We 
do in some'cases, of course, 
perform' second and . third 
trimester abortions." 
'Other reactions by 
members of the Austin com­
munity to the Boston court 
ruling were mixed. 
"I feel that the decision was 
extremely unfortunate for the 
doctor," Barbara Duke, vice-
president of the National 
Organization for Women, 
Said. "I really have mixed 
feelings about the case,-and I 
think'you have to consider the 
mother's wishes,; and the 
abortion is what she wanted." 
"ONE GOOD thing that 
may come out of this is that 
we may finally get it clearly. 
spelled out when it is .not 
proper or legal to qbort," 
Duke said. 
Teresa Ware, Right-to-Life 
member said.; .'1 think the 
case has finally7 shown that' 
the unborn child is entitled to 
protection under the law.; I \ 
and guidelines for the patient & 
and physician -. are- clearly 




The< 12-foot bronze: doors 
mounted in a wall of. thl 
UndergraduateLibra rywhi 
the building was construc 
in 1962, were moved Monda; 
morning to the newUniversi' 
System office, at Seventh and 
Colorado Streets. •• : 
The doors which- show 
scenes of Maj. George 
Littlefield's life, have • been) 
placed, in the first floor 
"elevator hall of the : new-
System building,. according, toj 
Maud Armstrong of. the; 
i Richard T. Fleming; CoIIec-; 
tion at the Undergraduate] 
1 Library. ' ^ 
Both James H.'Cbivin, vice> 
president for business affairs,. 
and Mike Quinn,' assistant 
the chancellor, were :un-i 
available for cominent on the J 
matter Monday. ' '';r* 1 
The doors, given! to the 1 
University in 1960, by the; 
American National Bank to be < 
used iii the Undergraduate: 
Library, were supposedly! 
moved out of the library baser 











Tabloid Supplement to The Daily Texan 
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FOR/wi 'AT TNE i.C. FRONT DESK, TSP OFFICE 
&;!!LU?!HT .GOVERNMENT OFFICjL-j 
DEADtlNE: -FEBRUARY 2S?hi if# 1 * 
Orange, 
Root Beer, or 
Hot Coffee J 
With thtrfurthot*-
,of d Toco t- r~, 
f > ' Toitado %-
B«an Burrito " 
. At lh» lUgular Mm .-
°f >-
$1.02  ̂
fib. 18 ft 19 Only' 
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"The Nickel Ride:" prodnced and 
directed by. Robert Mnfflgan; written 
. by Eric Roth; starring Jason Miller 
and Linda Haynes; at the.Northerns* 
Six Theatres. 
By RORY ALTER 
Texan Staff Writer 
.-.Over the last decade and a half, Robert 
Mulligan, has directed such outstanding 
dramas as "To Kill a Mockingbird," "Up the 
D o w n  S t a i r c a s e "  a n d  " S u m m e r  o f W e l l ,  
he had better rest on his past achievements 
for the time being, because his new film, 
"The Nickel Ride," doesnrt quite reach the 
level of qualify of these other pictures. 
To be sure, the acting isn't the primary 
cause of this deficiency. Writer-turned-actor 
Jason Miller (the young priest in "The Exor­
cist") turns in a respectable performance, as v 
do the other members of thetast But even 
the best acting can't make a so-so movie 
great (my favorite example is George. C.'" 
Scott and "PaUon") and it certainly cannot 
make a blah movie good. 
THE WEAK SPOT here is the story ... or. 
rather the lack of one. "The Nickel Ride" 
moves along at a snail's pace, and several 
details (and generalities) are unresolved at 
the conclusion. Miller portrays a street boss 
in New York City who, after many successful 
Motion 
years, is. becoming increasingly paranoid 
about losing his "action" and being murdered 
by killers hire4 by longtime associate?- And 
justifiably so — this is exactly what is in 
store for .him. During the fiim. Miller 
celebrates a birthday and is given gifts, is an­
noyed by a talkative cowboy and fights and 
makes up with his ladylove. So much for the 
plot. 
One of the comparatively better scenes is 
far from onginal but still remains effective-
a dream sequence that appears real to the un­
knowing audience until the sleeper awakens 
Here, Miller dreams that a killer has shot and 
murdered bis wife and is attempting to 
reunite them — by blasting Miller, of course 
I COULD SAY that some good 
cinematography at least makes "The Nickel 
Ride"Jtdlerable, but why he? I could explain 
that all the. fears, anxieties and other 
emotions that accompany Miller's line of 
work are pretty well exhibited, but why 
waste your time? I could recommend that 
you avoid this film like you would the bubonic 
plague — this I'll do. 
. A word about the title. "Nickel" refers to 
the movie's worth, but unfortunately not its 
cost. "Ride" is. what the moviegoer is being 
taken for as he sits watching the screen 
waiting for this picture to get going 
Chicago To. Return 
Chicago, the only group to hove seven albums on Billboard charts at once is returning 
to Austin Sunday. A few $6 tickets are available at both Raymond's Drugs. 
•« "v : 4wt&viivj nuu,axvci uwuijf o v,u^a i d uii iui uiu> |) tuiiv UJ l i  ' # *1 IMi 
Armadillo Slates Concerts ec,ta Ra,se Funds 
Armadillo World Head­
quarters' line-up for the next 
two weeks will begin with a 
Doak Snead concert Tuesday 
free of charge. • • . 
Detfdata -and Elec­
tromagnets will perform 
Wednesday, and Thursday. 
Tickets are $4 in advance. $5 
at the door. 
Friday and Saturday, Ar­
madillo will present Ted 
Nugent and the Amboy Dukes 
and Too Smooth for $3 in ad­
vance or H at the door. 
NAitt-nrwA'g nntprtainmpnt 
will begin Feb. 25 with a free 
concert featuring Steam Heat 
and Easy Money. JoJo Gunn 
and the Blitz Brothers will 
play the following night for $7 
in advance or $4 at the door. 
Feb; 27, Armadillo will 
feature Shiva's Headband for 
a cover charge of $1.: 
The Flying Burrito Brothers 
will appear Feb. 28 and March 
1. Accompanying the two 
original members. Sneaky 
Pete Kleinok and Chris 
Ethendge, will be several 
new members of the group-
Gene Parsons on drum and 
double .• banjo- formerly 
.appeared .Kith the Byrds. Joel 
Scott Hill, who used to play 
with Cold Blood, is lead 
guitarist of the group. Alter­
nating between guitar, double 
fiddle and mandolin will be 
Gib Bilbean. formerly with 
Arlo Guthrie. Erik White will 
perform on the electric stand-
up acoustical bass. 
Cover charge for the 
Burrito Brothers' concert will 
be $3 in advance and $4 at the 
door. 
Armadillo also has an­
nounced that the Pointer 
Sisters and Charlie Daniels 
will appear there soon. 
A benefit recital to raise 
funds for music scholarships 
and a new recital piano will be 
presented Tuesday by Univer­
sity music department faculty 
piamsts. 
Artists Danielle Martin and 
Gregory Allen will perform 
Hungarian Dances for Piano. 
Four Hands, by Brahms Lata 
Guerra will play Etude in f 
minor. Op. 10, No. 9 and 
Berceuse. Op. 57, by Chopin 
and David Renner will play 
Capnccio in b minor. Op 2, 
No. 4. by Ernst von Dohnanyi, 
TO PLACE A TEXAN 
CLASSIFIED AD i 
CALL 471-5244 
Repertory Theatre Program 
OPEN AUDITIONS AND 
INTERVIEWS FOR CAMIUi 
The Lady of the Camrellias 
by Alexandre Dt|mas fils 
., Director - William Burfqrd 
7 - 10 p.m. Texas Union South Room 
108 
February .18, 19 ahd 20 
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A/so serving Lasagna & Spaghetti Is> 
FrL, Sat., Sun. evenings 1 
2801 Guadalupe: 472-3034 s§ 
108 W. 8th fmlhtGodbfyj 472-0000 s 
We start sorving at 7:30 A.M. -
For $1.55 we give you 
2 eggs 
2 slices of Rumanian bacon 
2 slices of toast, biscuit or Kaiser roll 
- Jelly and a cup of coffee ; 
Prices iange from $1.55 to $1.75v |? 
Of course, we also serve those exquisite 
lunches and dinners. 
Come, have Breakfast* Lunch or Dinner 
j with us at 
K 2 : 
Sjanael and (Srrtel 
409 W. 30 and 6500 Airport 
William Race will perform 
Ballade in f minor. Op 52- bv 
Chopin. 
Following intermission the 
program will include "La 
Campanella by Paganini and 
Liszt, played by Nancy 
Garrett; three selections - by 
Gabriel Faure, performed by 
Allen and L'Isle Joyeuse" by 
Debussy and Variations, on a 
Theme from Bizet's 
With a sorority I.D. you can get $.65 high 
balls and $1.65. pitchers of beer Tuesday. 
We're open noon 'til midnight, and we're 
located af 19th and Nueces. Come to 
Smylie's and join the fun. 
SMYUE'S 
19th ond Nvw» 
Serving the finest liquor in Austin 
TUESDAY NIGHT SPECIALS 
(START AT 4:00 PJK.) 
Museum To Survey 
Prinimaking's Past 
•« 7 
Laguna Gloria Art Museum 
will feature a special exhibi­
tion. The Historv of Print-
making. Tuesday through 
March 30 in the upstairs 
gallery 
The exmbilion is a selected 
survey of the historv of the 
print beginning in the 16th 
Cenfurv with Durer and con­
tinuing through contemporary 
American and Furopean 
pnntmakers such as Joseph 
Albers. Hans Arp. Ben Shahn 
and Victor Vassarelv 
More than 50 prints will be 
on exhibit, offering visitors a 
unique opportunity to view (lie 
development of the print 
V a r i o u s  m e d i a  a r e  
represented including wood 
e n g r a v i n g .  e t c h i n g  
lithography, silk screen drv 
point and aqua tint Prints on 
exhibition are from collec­
tions of the Port Worth Art 
C e n t e r  a n d  t h e  H o u s t o n  
Museum of Fine Arts 
T h e r g  l s  n o  a d m i s s i o n  
charge for the exhibition, 
which is open from 10 a.m. to 
5 p.m.. Tuesday through 
S a t u r d a y  u n t i l  9  p . m .  
1 hursdavs and from 1 to 5 
p.m. Sundays 
• • • 
T h e  e x h i b i t i o n  of 
photographs on display in the 
lover of tf'.e Academic Center 
contains the work of Dean Or­
nish. senior I niversity prem-
c>J major The fortv-two black 
and white photographs repre­
sent aspects of life in all cor­
ners ol the world. Locales 
depicted in his works range 
Irnm Tel Avis to Corfu, 
Hollywood to Paris. 
Ornish used a Leica M-3 
camera with a 35mm lens to 
take all the photographs on ex­
hibit No filters were used to 
achieve the stark contrasts in 
his photographic studies. 
The exhibit will continue 
daily through Saturday and is 
sponsored by Hie Texas Union 
Hne Arts Committee-
Carmen bv Horowitz and 
Smith, performed by David 
Smith. 
Admission is $3 for students 
and $5 for nonstudents 
Tickets may be obtained at 
the Hogg Auditorium Box Of­
fice from 10 a.m. to 6 p m 
weekdays or at the door 
preceding the evenL 
The concert will begin at 8 
p.m. in Hogg Auditorium.--
LOS TACOS 
705 W. 24th 
S NACHOS t 
S  3 5 "  -  2 5 e  s  
Limit One Good Feb. 18,19 \ 
3 nixrst exciiiug Jftflhl CCul> 
NJ O COVER CHARGE 
I!'bCAVies; NIGHT: 1 Free Drink'^ 
BOOGIE WITH FEVER FROM DALLAS 
NAPPY HOUR: 4-7 DAILY "2-f6r1" 
HO RE FUN AT THE: NEW, BEAUTIFUL ELl'IS 
6528 N Lamar  453-5676 






FROM UVEHPOOL TO LET IT BE' 
A SYMPOSIUM ON THE BEATLES 
Today: 
Noon Seminar: "The Media's Treatment of the: 
Beatles" 
Discission with Dr. Donald Wright, Dept. of Journalism 










'' ° Wend^«e «»very Tuesday at kifgi's. Two plates of spaghetti for the price of 
one. Get together with a friend (or find one here) & cruise by.̂  
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z SUBMARINE f 
'P ' 9:45 Burdine Auditorium , v< 
iV, Rim $1.00 UT/Students, Facult^ Stoff: ^ 
" $1.50 Others "•- * > ' 
Texcs Union Musical Evont* CommlttMi'/ " '*5 
IS 
t 
NBC Drops xArcher' 
- BjrFHANKS-SWBRTCOW 
" NEW YORK <UPI)>- The 
-big boys finally got Lev 
3v*her. 
« "ARCHER." NBC's new 
'banfioded detective tirdler 
based on Ross MacDonakTs 
• best-sriiing novels, has been 
canceled after tan shows, an 
NBC spokesman said. A was 
one of tbe quickest 
cancellations of the 1974-1% 
A source m the televism in­
dustry said ""Archer"* "just 
died." The source said NBC 
has been aggressive in patting 
shows on the air. and it seenrs 
tbe network also is aggressive 
alpalimg tkeo off. ...... 
Tbe sooroe added, "there is 
a pnvjhtlity NBC dropped the 
show to beat FMI Sherman 
(CBS vice-president of 
programming) before be 
diopped "Khan?'" 
Uw 'Anter is a southern 
California gmskoes whose 
battles witb tbe criminal 
world set the stage for 
modern man's struggle 
agaissLthe decay of society. 
HacDooald. the pom de 
phnne of Kenneth Millar, 
writes in the hard-boiled 
private-eye tradition of 
IWaril Hananett and Ray 
mood Chandler. All three 
have received critical 
NICKEL 
acclaim for thetf craft, wtucb 
raised mystery writing — the' 
stepcbildaf htera tare—to ar­
tistic menL 
Althongh the - ''Archer" 
novels have been successful. 
Paramount Pictures Televi­
sion. the show's producer, 
merely purchased tbe name 
"Archer." Paramount did not 
use any of MacDonald's 27 
novels for the TV show. • • • 
Asked about tHe decision to r 
.drop tbersboir,, MacDonald 
said in a telephone interview 
from Santa Barbara that he 
was "not surprised." 
"I think there were some 
aspects of the show that were 
approvable." be said, "but 
there are some shows that 
come together, and some that 
don't. This was one that 
didn't. But I think they 
(Paramount) gave it a fair 
- try. I just wish it bad been 
better." 
MacDonald did not seem 
dismayed about the NBC deci­
sion. 
."I don't live by film or 
television. What I live by is 
books, and 111 go on writing. " 
- If you how bun inond un-
foitty by a University ad> 
• ••nkliuloc air faculty miinjhii, 
Uniriiit; Ombudsman is 
ovujUbi* Is haip you. Contact 
Jin Oifaecn. Union Bidg.344, 
471-3R25, 10 ̂ .-2 pjn. 
& 
Unite 
i.'.-.T. v.-. By DANIEL D. SAEZ 
Texan Staff Writer > 
No one canaccuse English' actress 
Georgina Hale, of becoming, typecast in her. 
film career 
In Ken Russell's "The Boy Friend/' starr­
ing Twiggy, Hale played a 1920s song-and- . .,.: .. 
- dance girl. In "The Devils," she showed lHaI(J 
, , another side of herself as the sexy, naked and |piewed *or a Part in "Tbe Devils. 
company; had returned to tlje studio for some 
pick-up shots 
"I WALKED OUT back to get lunch, and I 
saw this big lump of glass." Russell and the 
camera crew were beneath it, preparing for a 
shot of Hale dancing from the coffin's point of 
view. 
first met Russell when she inter-
She miss-
* *• - r —T«*ob Jloff Phofo by Mlko Sniltft 
English actress Gebrgiha Hale 
television 
7 He* H**' -< 
9 Assignment America 





36 Pal Boone and the Uftte Ones 
TAQpjm. -'•••• -. ' 
7 MASH .. •; :;T • 
9 The Ascent of Manv 
• 74 The American Mvifc Awards 
36 Movfo f̂Jlo Secret Night 
it&i' 
Qbc INTERSTATE 7?, 
^ _ ; 
.FRIDAY! 
ON TME MAGAZINE'S TBN BEST LIST '''% 
1ST PICTURE OF IKE 
NEW YORK FILM CtBliCS 
JUDITH CRIST - V; 
BEST FOREKaN HUti. 
- . NATIONAL FOARD OF HEWEW^ 
. $1.25 t9 7 pJI». 
£&5Mi25-10-00 
• £v-f 
Caller/' starring Robert Reed, Hope 
Lange, Michaer Conslantlne 
i pJn. 
7 Hawaii Five-O 
fcMpjn. 
9 Woman 
9 , -1-. '. 
. 7 Barnaby Jones ' 
9 Soundstage — Don McLean and 
The Persuasions 
24 Marcus Welby 
36 Police Story 
0 p.m. 
7. 24, 36 News 
9 Lilllas* Yoga and You 
10:30 pjn. 
7 Movie: "Riot," starring Gene 
Hackroan, Jim Brown 
24 Wide World, Mystery - "The 
Double Kill/' starring Gary Collins, 
Penelope Horner . . . 
 ̂ 36 TonlphJ Show . T 
|77>e Legendary 
Masters of Tkrror 
IHRETOPHER LEE/PETER CUSHNG 
later pregnant mistress, Phillipa, to Oliver* 
Reed's Father Grsndier. 
AT THE RIVERSIDE Twin Cinema last 
- week for,.,the: premiere of Russell's 
"Mahler," in which she plays the role of the 
famed composer's embittered wife Alma, the 
petite, 32-year-old actress, though: viisibly 
.tired from her.London to New York to Austin 
trip, responded to questions concerning her 
third film with the mercurial Russell with the • 
enthusiasm of a schoolgirl on her first outing 
in Hyde Park. 
However,- her performance in Russell's 
..-"The Devils".was anything but schoolglrlish, 
and her "Mahler" role has her doing, among 
other things, , a striptease on her husband's 
coffin in one fantasy sequence and unraveling 
herself from the gauzy embrace of a giant 
chrysalis in another.. • • , 
Half the fun of working with Russell, Hale 
said, is not knowing what he'll ask next. 
"He likes to spring things on you, and I love 
him for it," she said with a lilting English ac­
cent. "He likes to see how you are going to 
cope; how you are going to react." 
ONE SCENE in particular that Russell 
wanted to see Hale "react to" was in the cof­
fin sequence. In the film, Mahler, played by 
•Robert Powell,. imagines' that he is being* 
carried to a crematorium by his wife's sup-
posed suitors; Hale as Alma Mahler is sup- • fa murter romX.youSn'tsay 
pos^ to dance on top of the coffin, just can't do that, I've never r 
"Tlift ktt.mUv- 41<a ..... * * . . . l "The bit .with the coffin was the' most 
frightening thinf in my, life," Hale said, 
"because I can't bear heights. I was on the 
coffin in an.actual graveyard with the tombs 
underneath me, and I thought 'terrific' one 
fall and that's it.. Smashed to bits." 
She survived the scene withaut a misnap 
and thought she was through battling her ver­
tigo. DUI one day inree weens later, wnen tne 
ed; her. first scheduled screen test because of 
: a Conflict that arose during a television show 
' she was acting in at the time, but Russell, im­
pressed with her, arranged for another one, 
and she got'the part. 1 
"It's a love/hate'relationshipswith Ken... 1 
mean, sometimes he can be a complete 
bastard, and you just think 'My God,' and 
then a half an hour later he'll have forgotten 
completely what he said." ; f-. 
: • Because of her past work withhim, ahd 
because Russell fought to cast her in the role 
of Mahler's wife in lieu of a bigname star, 
Hale is naturally vocal about the filnvand its 
. controversial director. •> 
"IT'S NOT JUST Ken Russell saying 'this 
is Mahler.' That's rubbish. It's just Ken put­
ting his music on. This is what he sees, this is 
what he feels and this is what he puts down on 
films; Nobody can say exactly what'Mahler 
was like arid what he did:, You can only put 
down what you feel and how it affects you." 
Though she admits that circumstances;in 
• her own life helped her identify to a certain 
degree with' Alma MahlerV frustration at be­
ing upstaged by her husband ("I was involved 
with someone that made me feel like I had to 
walk 10 paces behind him"), Hale doesn't 
believe that the introspective approach to a 
part is a realistic one to depend on., • . 
" "If you play a part where you're supposed 
Well, "I 
murdered 
anyone before.' That's ridiculous.'. 
"I like to think that I'm an actress instead-
of a personality that only does one thing. If 
that's your game, ahd'if that's what you get 
your money for'doing, that's terrific.^But, 
I've been very luckv. and I like to think that I 
can do all sorts of things."' 
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For xSwan Lake' 
Mail orders are being accepted for the March 31 performance 
of Tchaikovsky'sclassic ballet "Swan Lake" to be presented at 
Municipal Auditorium. . v.4 
"Swan Lake," a magic love story in a medieval kingdom set 
to tlie music of Tchaikovsky and the choreography of Frederic 
FrankUn^/will te performed by the Pittsburgh Ballet Theatre in 
its first Texas appearance. • 
; Tickets are J4, $5-and *6 in either main flobr'oiybalcony 
seating locations. Mail orders may be .addressed'to Rod 
Kennedy, Box 5309, Austin, Tex. 78763. They should include a 
stamped, self-addressed'envelope and specify main floor or 
balcony seating preference. Several advance. ticket locations 
will open in Austin March 10. -
SUN11^1W0tS.l-M54jt 
CAPITAL PLAZA 
4S'3-7ft46 • I H 35 KOtTTH 
BAKJAIN MATINHS*1.25 
SUN thru THUKS HP1.30 
* m * SAT M 1:30 
|0,MStcS 
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DAYS! 
BARGAIN M ATS. f VERY DAY 'TIL 1.30 P.M. - M 'J'j 
By TOM MILLER 
, i- Texan Staff Writer 
The baroque-styled 
architecture of San Antonio's 
/Municipal Auditorium, with 
: its high vaulted ceiling, was 
- well-suited for Boz Scaggs' 
...concert Sunday. The 
' audience, decked out in their 
Sunday best, sparkled with in-
dividuals taking the "black tie 
optional" invitation to an 
elaborate extreme. 
. Blues- singer Candl Stanton 
• and her orchestra began the 
show promptly at 8 p.m 
songs of loving and cheating 
. '>with a Motown sound. For the 
>• most part, a mediocre set. She 
performed a walking-biues 
song off her upcoming album 
that seems destined for the 
bottom of the Top 40. * 
When the curtain went up 
for Scaggs, the stage was 
crowded with a full comple­
ment of symphony musicians, 
several fiercussiomsts, three 
female singers called "The 
Secrets." and a rock quintet 
nucleus. 
SCAGGS' SETT began with 
"Let It Happen" followed by 
"Near You" from his 
"Moments" album, with 
Scaggs on keyboard. 
A latent dream of many a 
musician is to have a full 
ensemble at his beckoning 
finger. While Scaggs has 
achieved the orchestra, he 
utilized the additional in­
struments to .create a 
beautifully mellowed textured 
r&und. 
•!The introduction of 
""Painted . Bells" "by- the ; 
-orchestra peaked to a polished 
symmetry. Scaggs and the 
other guitarists blended and 
augmented the string section 
with a harmonic base. 
"We love it . on stage," 
Scaggs said. "It's a gas when 
the strings come up and the 
percussions kick in and the 
girls start singing." • ; 
SCAGGS- CROSSES such a 
wide spectrum of music that 
labels are inadequate. For his 
Oriental-styled' "Can I. Make 
It Last, or Will It Just Be 
Over," Scaggs' picked up a 
Fender guitar turned open. 
"Angel Lady" began with the 
hard soul flavor of , Isaac 
Hayes. "Running--Blue," 
while distinctly Scaggs, was 
taken from B.B.; King's "The 
Night Life Ain't No Good 
Life." That song started with 
some Glenn Miller swing, 
then followed with some high 
foiling licks.'from lead 
guitarist Les Dudek and beat 
its path to a blues eliding with 
B.B. King's words. 
It was all too easy to suc­
cumb to the narcotic effect of 
Scaggs' music and sink into a 
wooden chair. With 
"Moments" Scaggs came 
across like a clean' breeze, 
complete with.. Visions ' of 
meadows and open slues. 
"Dinah Flo" snapped the 
San Antonio, audience to its 
feet demanding . One niore. 
They got "SIow; Dancer," 
which started the '.'black tie 
optional'' at the album's debut 
at Oakland's Paramount 
Theater last year. \ 
"BILL GRAHAM co-
produced the show," Scaggs 
said, "and one of his staff put 
in the ad, 'black tie optional;' 
Basically it was to give style 
to the show." That it. did. 
Incessant howling and 
applause got one more: "I Got 
Your Number," which thudd­
ed to a tribal beat. For his 
final encore, Scaggs sat at a 
grand piano and did his classic 
"I'll Be Long Gone," from his 
first Atlantic album. 
Although the show ad­
mittedly lost money — the 
auditorium was only half full, 
"it wasn't entirely the point of 
the show to make money," 
Scaggs said, but rather J'to try 
out production and experi­
ment. to see how it might go 
over elsewhere. 
, "We came from the West 
Coast and learned a lot about 
what it would take to move 
this show around," Scaggs 
said. Production costs of ap-
Students' Attorney 
The students' attorney*/ Flunk Ivy and Ann Bower, are 
available by appointment from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday 








Cover $2 . 
proximately $50,0fl0 for the , 
weekend, normally keep other 
musicians, such as the Moody.' 
Blues, from touring with an 
orchestra. "If you're not 
headlining, it would be im­
possible to afford all the 
musicians and equipment," 
Scaggs said. 
WITH AN ALBUM in the 
works. Scaggs related that the : 
"black tie optional" was a " 
one-time affair. "It's fun for 
us and should be fun for the 
audience. We may do it again, 
but at this point it's hard to 
say." 
Scaggs faithfully reproduc­
ed his unique recorded music 
within the excitement of a live 
performance. Devoid of 
p r e t e n s i o n s  o v e r  h i s  
successes, Scaggs described 
h i m s e l f  a s  a  m e a t  a n d  
potatoes musician. Although 
, one could hardly derive that 
from looking at his knock-out 
b e l l - b o t t o m  t u x e d o .  / ; v  
[RMOTiiitl 
for old gold high 
school rings, 
graduation rings etc. 
CHARLES LEUTWYLER 
JEWELERS 
; " ~Twmi StoffPhotorby ZodityoN 
Boz Scaggs: a versatile musician 
each 
per month 
NO COVER CHARGE TONITE 
9 best in fee rock and 
1 7 rights a week. 
Open at &00 p m 
* Must begins 8:30 
Happy Hour from 8 to 9. 




Sunday No Cover 






Featuring Live Music by 
STEAM HEAT 
IE BUCKET 23,d„„dP«,d 
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i tm 
'Cascades 
Over 35 years s 
of eiperience • 




Voluminous home J 
study materials # 
• : 




missed lessons • 
444-4485 V^1 Aiganta 
•• •• Oitor* e*i: t 
l u f n  ' i G ^ I  6 n q t^)(Qc-
One block off Bill 
PARAMOUNT INC. 
in cooperation with 
The Texas Commission 
for the Arts & Humanities 
presents 
Houston Grand Opera's 





Wed., Feb. 19. 
8:00 p.m. 
Paramount Theater on Congress 
Tickets: $5. $6, $7 
Available at: Joske's. UT Co-Op, Kara Vet 
(Downtown), Amster Music. 
stUfflHEPBDS: 
• THOUSANDS HAVE ? 
" RAISED THEIR SCORES • 
J Call: Dallas Center S 
• e 
• for information ! 
• re: class locations J 
" .i.wir • 
Piano Faculty 
Recital 
UT Department of Music 
distinguished faculty artists in recital 
to benefit music scholarship students 









Tuesday, Feb. 18 at 8 p.m. in Hogg Auditorium' 
Admission $3 students, $5 nonstudents 
(214) 7504317 
. Bmxki m Mt>or U.S. Crtw M 
Tonight! 
 ̂ THE CABINET OF 
DR. CALIGARI (J919) 
Directed by Robert Weine, 
With Conrad Veidt and Werner Krauss 
"After re-viewing CALlQARI a half-dozefi times ... / 
have gradually come to delight in it as one of the fete 
. perfect works of art the cinema has produced ..." 
, —Dwight Macdonald, 
"My Favorite Movies" 
—PLUS r-
UN CHIEN ANDALOU%mi 
' k 
- The Cultural Entertainment 
Committee of the Texas Union 
ri't \ £ 
* £ 
tk cooperation with Michael Dunham Productions 
presents 
Earth, Wind dhd Fire 
Thursday,' February 27 
^5- r 
8:00 PM Municipal 
Auditorium 
m '' 
• - t  - j  it c" " 
<£, Dfrected by lul$ Bupu*f apd Salvador 
> f """ Tt¥ ')* " WBsb 
^'livr tyrg'an ThMtsr Mv*U Ploytd by, Dltk PHw 
JESTER ftUD.#S 4 V 
special bonus to optional'fee^hoTdeis 
limited number of '$5.50 and $4.5Q seats 
r - i u If £ 
II ^ I iVvA 
AMER'CA S FAVORITE PIZZA 
FAMILY NIGHT 
TUESDAY NIGHT-5:30 pm to 8:30 pm 
All Thf Pizza And Salad You Can Eat 
Tuesday.Night Is Special At Pizza Inn We Serve A 
Delicious Buffet Selection Of Pizza To Please The Taste 
"Of Every Member Of Your Family. 
Noon Buffet • Monday Thru Friday • 11:00 am to 2:00 pm 
J* » , 
\fi. 8319 Risearch '837-0771 3000 Duval 4774751 
M01 BumetRoad ...."451-7571 ,2800Guadalupe 477-3697 
-1710 W.Ben White ..i 444-4655 2209 Riverside 477-6611 
7237 Hwy. 29(f East 928-1504 -









* t * . ' . . : : .  :^}:i^MMw re@Sfta£.~ 
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING ;' 
• RATES -V v ;.v;,-y: 15 word,minimum . 
Each v»ord one Hm*..11. 
Each word 2-4 time*..... s .10 
Each word 5-* times.......... J .Ot 
Each word 10or more times..* .07 
Student rate each time $ .» 
GassHled Display• " 
l col. x 1 Inch one time i..../.M.25 
1 col. * I Inch 2* times...;..;$2.«. 
) coL,y 1 inch ten or more YlmestlC4 
f DtAOUm SCMttUU - .*:-
Mandoy T«nn Friday...........̂ .00 juii.'' 
on M**d«y ...t.'ltiOO ajo.y 
TnaA Twwdgy .TI1»00 oja. 
Thmdty Twan We*mdey iUsOO «jn., 
May TmnTW»rfay......11:00cun. 
'in the «v*nt •< «rrm mock in ore 
vdwrtbwrwnt. hww<iM iwHe* mw»t W' 
9>»wi t th» pwbfchm of iihihiMi tw 
•aty ONI hw»wa IftMrHan. M dakm ht. 
adjvtfgwWt ihnM b* mod* no) blir 
than 30 day* after puttwHw." 
LOW STUDENT RATES 
1$ word minimum each day ..t .80 
Each additional word each days .05 
l cot. x 1 inch each day $2.64 
"Unclassified*", \ line 3 days ,sl.00 
(Prepaid* No Refunds) 
Students must show Auditor's 
receipts and pay in advance in TSP 
BWg. 3.200 (25th & Whitis) from I 
a.m.to 4:30 p.m. Monday through' Friday. .* - ••,-:.••• 
FOR SALE 
:; r;'u ?•' .̂ C'Xvui'. • £*-*7 
FURN. APARTS. M FURN. APARTS. I  FURN. APARTS. 1 FURN. APARTS. SERVICES TYPING 
Mi^Foif Sdle •'£T 
KODAK:DRUM PROCESSOR for/color 
pnnt* never used:,1150. 475466A day. 
iw'WTft-evenlngJ.-.̂ .i ' 
'S-'< 
UNF. APARTS. 
-FREEHALFMONTH rent wlth-6 month 
• lease. $13430; .1: bedroom, Sao- Paulo 
VApartmentsf-"'Shag;- pdol, balconies, 
mahogany panelled, . 'one block park, 
Taverrt, *huttle, 15th Street. 476-5072. 
:SEV£N;ROOMS apt. older, house, five 
; blocks-norjh tf.T. campus. Do minor repairs-.for some of the rent. You can 
; :baraaln for rates at this time: Call ̂ 54-
,WJ4 a!terv6:00 Wednesdays, Saturdays. 
- Sundays-after fcoo p.m. No children. 
' . ENFIELD ROAD. $100 per month plus 
bills. No lease. Call 472-4036 after 9pm or 




1971 FORD PINTO. 4-speed. Great gas 
mileage. Good, clean condition. Low 
-mileage^$V2S0. 447.1166. ' 
*69 "DODGE" CHARGER P.S. headers, 
traction bars, air shocks, AM/FM radio. 
$0?5.447*6094. , > 
'62 ECONOLINE VAN. 68 engine. Good 
condition. Paneled, carpeted, fair body, 
$300. 447-4591. evenings. 
1964 IMPALA. $140. Nothing fancy but 
-dependable school or:work transporta­
tion. January inspection: Call for details 
(day) 471-3926, (night) 452-2174. 
'66 MGB wire wheels, radials, superb, 
condition. 25 mpg. Must see. 447*7833, 
after 6 pm. 
SPOKED 15 Inch hubcaps. Fit any car, 
call 442-5338. • 
FOR SALE: '69 Plymouth Fury III. 
$1000 ($300 below list price) Good condi­
tion. low mileage, good tires. Call 471-
1950 for extra information. 
Motorcyde-For Sale 
WtXOM- FARING and* Hooker" 4-1 
" Headers (Chrome) 472-1494. . , 
HONDA SL17S Trail B1ke. Like new. 3600 
mtfes. Many extras. S45& Mike after 5, 
452-6512. . .̂ v- • ; •'•/-• - \ 
1971 HONDA 350. 60 mpa New battery, 
• muffler, 2 full helmets.Excellent conaK 
TEXAN DORM. 1905 Nueces. Doubles 
4.199 7 semester. Singles $348.25 / 
- semesterCiDaily >mald service, central 
air1; Refrigerators, hot plates allowed. 
; Tw  ̂blocki from campus. Co-Ed. Resi­dent Managers. ;477 î760. 
• NEAR UT« unfurnished rooms, $65 ABP. 
908 West 29th, Barham Properties, 926-
J365 /; '••••, -v. -
• ROOMS IN Fraternity House. One or 2 
' persons. Color TV, CA/CH. 608 Park 
Place, across from Slmpkins Hail. 476-
• 8879, 478-8064. 
LOST & FOUND 
LOST: YOAKUM High School 75 class 
—flng.-. Reward offecedT-Calll293-fl5Q7r-or— 
—Twrfte^afonnMckson, R». 4. Box 47AA; -
Yoakum. Texas 77995. , 
1ST NEAR Eastwoods Park, medium 
:ed beagle type dog. wirey hair. tag. 
^JNOW LEASING 




2 Pools - Covered Parking 
SHUTTLE - CITY BUS ROUTES 
CONVENIENT TO ANY LOCATION 
1 BR, $149-2 BR. $199 
4539 Guadalupe 452-4447 
Come Live With Us! 
CONQUISTADOR 
and POSADA REAL 
NOW LEASING 
Prettiest 1-2 bedroom apartments. 
Water and gas paid. Pool, laundry, 
•CA/CH,. dispotal, dishwasher. 1 
bedroom $135. 2 bedroom $165. 476-2100, 
453-8538. - ' 




, 1 & 2 BR 
,' ~' 476-7688 
EFFICIENCIES 
CLOSE TO CAMPUS 
; SHUTTLE BUS 
-.-.'•.j FROM$125 - •• 
Swimming pool, beautifully furnished, 
double 6r studio bed, all have dis­
hwasher, disposal, central.air and heat. 
•  ̂ 305 WEST 35TH 
MANAGER ?APT: Hft/ 454-9108. 454-586? 
LOS; 
No. 2445. 471 
LOST 'BATCH" keyring Wednesday 
SMatiUlanti Guadalupe. Call 4760226 after 5 p.m. 
REWARD LOST Golden Labrador pup-
.py; 5 months. Lost around San Gabriei-
:22nd. 47H708 Keep Trying. 
REWARD FOR DENA a black shaggy 
cock-a-poo.vShe is.missed. Call 472-7478 
,ot;:4727l2U:'-v - .' • •. 
LOST NEEDLEPOINT turquoise 
bracelet; Feb. IX BEB .150. 477-4780. 
ROOM & BOARD 
HALF-PRICE Corrtessa spring contract 
for female. Full value • $900. Please call 
. .472:9031 sfteir 6 p.m. 
. WOMENi Try cooperative living at the . A  ̂O>Op. ntet*yie. j)»gi* 
or doubtei.Pooi., Apply 2000 Pearl. 476-
3879 or 4764678, 
WE RENT 
AUSTIN 
•Your time Is valuable 





tlon. $65Q. 300 East. Rlvertlde Apt; 337/ 
Stereo-For Sale .1 
/GRUNDIG STEREO amscl* AMUFMJ, 
..multi-band radio. Teakwood cabinet. 
• $75. 836-8143. : ' . ••••;-. ' • 
.SANSUl AMP 90 watts;, set AR 2A 
speakers, AR turntable, cheat). Call Sam 
472-2955. 474-2034. .-• 
. AAARANTZ 1060 amp. 60 watts $155. 
Marantz 105 tuner $115. Must seii. 
negotiable.' 453-3029. 
ADVENT 201 cassette recorder/player. 
with Dolby process, for sale, best 
reasonable offer. H. Kerr, 478-0110- ' 
DYNACO SC80& amplifier;' FM-5 tuner,' 
walnut cabinet; $225. 258-2188 after 5:30. 4 
HALF PRICE what I paid Marantz 2230 ~ 
Duat 1216, RCA B&W portable-TV,,. . ; ; 
Sharpe. headphones..-Top qualify, .less 
. than.iwo years old. <75-1953. : 
BENJAMEN MIRACORD turntable, 
Fischer receiver, KLH 32 speakers List ' ̂  ̂   ̂̂ 
• 5500. Sell $35ft 452-4439-iExcellentcondi-- ' > 
tton * 
1 SET ALTEC l̂ nsing Bolero floor r 
speaker system; Retail $360.' Must»?': 
Sacrifice.4250 47M810 j 
<. FM .EIGHT. track tape player, for car.1--:" 
..Call 442*5046 for more information, . v." 
KENWOOD. TK-66Vreceiver. $120. : 
Garrard SL<95-:.changer, $80. Nancy>: 
(work 397 7368), Home 441-4786  ̂
» x * 
1 1 50% OFF SPEAKERS ~ , 
Air.suspension stereo speaker system: .. ••*.» 
still in' the original manufacturer'̂  car-
; tons and with full manufacturer's 5 yeaf A ; 
guarantee on parts and labor. New ship-ik!/̂ ; .r 
-• ment gives you a choice of 3. different..-
-:sys1ems; Pair of walnut styled speakers. 
• -lust $155; Speakers-include. 10? .heavy . 
-duty woofer, 5* mtdrange. and a 3" 5/ 
":j isuper dome tweeter. Cash or B-Z terms  ̂




2 bedroom duplex for rent In a quiet 
Nbrtheasf Austin residential 
neighborhood. Each duplex offers large 
fenced backyard, covered parking, ex­
tra storage, room.1 Plus washer, dryer 
connections. . Kitchen appliances fur-










-,r PIANO TUNING (if and repairs All 
- iwork guaranteed.- References. ^26-9168. : 
, CaH7 atp1* II am 41pm-Tl pm 4 
• ; .VY ORGAN1774 BK>20.Wittl auto-
•u-.Dase chord system.Autorfwthn). 44 keys< 
•r.each upper eptf lower/Main and rotary • 
vv$peaken*.~ Contemporary: cabinet: PaldA 
$19Sq sell for <1500 258-5926 * 
. MARSHALLIOOn super lead amp with 4*'V 
vi2 s. Like new condition. $1675 or besl<v 
offer 441-0941  ̂ v? 
^ - INFLATION 
GUITARSTRING^ETS 
 ̂ .HOHNER HARMONICASw 
>YAMAHA GUITARS 
^AMSTERMUSIC 
1624 Lavaca , "' 
9- Homes-For Sale 
-••- MOBILE: HOME good cheap- living. 
,.i» Parked on married student's housing lot." 
^Fuiiy furnished. 476^2728. , 
. 'i';NORTH-,OF;UTv3 bedrooms. ]Vx bath. 
. Priced at $16,000. Assume loan. J. W. 
,Bennett and Assoc.-327-1141: David-
J Gray, 452-5626 
. i WANT :a buy 'a old house, subscribe to 
•vthe UT Home. Buyers Report. Oavid 









V ' BROWNSTONE " 
PARK APARTAAENTS 
Are. conveniently, located & priced righ 
i-8. 2 -bedroom. a'partments located ;o 
Misc-For Sale 
-tT Gray 327 1141, 4S2 5626 . - • s - ' . g j ' ' ' — — .  • .  .  .  
Pets-For Sale 
.̂PUREBRED .SIBERIAN .Husky- from 
'. ̂ Alaska,. JO months old^> Great with 
Children $IQ0J0 474-4514 
. 7:>i®UP5! . Mahy : stylesvand colori/ a. 
.';-Kfa*tefu)- ble\ld. of -ihepherd and-
.. Aj?«|rl«»»f, Mil Michael,,45MW5."- v: 
: ^TOP ̂ PLRICEJTrpaid 7or;dIamond$; pld; 
^oid Capitol Diamond Shotx 4018 N 
Uamar> *54^877, /  ̂
TWELVE OLD BRASS beds frorA4200 
-Sandy's Antifloe  ̂506 V^alsh 47Br3346/478-;' 
^BRAZILIAN GEMSTONES/precious. 
h f )  
u 






) 7 - f' 
Wj-
„ EFFICIENCY . 
S139 
ALL BILLS f»AID 
ClMe- to campuv l»ro«. opto beamed 
celling. (ul|y:shag carpeted, CA/CH. all 
bull»-ln k»chen. color .co-ordinated, no 
EFFICIENCIES $115 plot ErAC carpet. 
NOW LEASING 
- 1 BR Furn. 
MARK I V APTS. 
- - < -• : ~ '  ' l̂od ̂ nppHwnv ' • 
V: EFFICIENCY 1 
. .S139 ,. 
^ART CLASSES'  -
FOR CHILDREN 
lExploVin t̂̂  
FURNISHED LUXURYmlnl apartment 
on shuttle. 4l05 Speedway, 
Qp.t. 203. 452-2462,' 476-5940. 





3100 Speed ay 
475-0736 : 478-4096 
SHUTTLE BUS CORNER 
ALL BilLLS PAID 
.Clow 
celllngv foliyjhag carpeted. CA/CH, all 
bulIMn klfcton.' color coordinated, no 
utility company hassles. 4200 Avenue A. 
4S44423. or 451-4333. 
EFFICIENCY 
• NOW LEASING 
Shuttle bus at front dobr, pool CA/CH, 
shag carpeting; all built-in Kitchen, ten-
nls courts across the streets, huge trees. 
4504 Speedway; 453476? or 451-&33: 
EFBieiENCY 
WALK TO CAMPUS 
tHrZ" . eHlclwclesi bullt-ln kitchen . applian6e»;>?C*/CHi tow of 
storage, super location, close to grocery 
and shuttle, bus-at'front, door. Gas and 
water paid. 9.10 West 26th. 472-6S69 or 451 -
V\BEDlROOM 
EFF. APT;,$100 «n,bllU paid. Hyde 
Park. I bJock jhuttle  ̂AC. Atter S, 452-
1 BR - $170 3 BF? - $325 
LARGE POOL • ALL BILLS .PAID 
MOVE IN TODAY 
Beit Rate on the. Lake- ., 
Shuttle Bus Front Door 
,.V» .2400 ToWn.Lake Circle -• 
• •  " •  "  c '  . •  4 4 2 - 8 3 4 0 ;  v •  ; ' 
WILLOW ' 
$119.50- GAS PAID/.eMIciency |u$t 
redecorated; waik jo Campwi? pool. 
iaundry. .709 26ttu.4?$-9170.. . 
NOB HILL:APARTMENTS. Available 
now. Large 2."bedroom>lV» bath: dis-' 
hwasher. dliposal, large patio. Pool and 
laundry; 2520 Lonavlew (across from 
Pease: Park :at 25th and Lamar). 477-'8741. -V:v'V r ' 
$115 UP PLUS ELEC. Furnished, unlur-
nished  ̂ V and, 2 bedroom5. Newty 




SUBLET. 1 BEDROOM apt. Enolish 
Aire, SR shtittleV Firfn  ̂ABP; $190.00 
month; Call 447-5376 after10 pm. 
NEW MODERN. EFF. and 1 bedroom. 
From"$l40 ABpv A thort 4 minute drive 
to a shuttle stop with ample parking. 454-
6903. 454-6811. . vyA v-.\ . • -. 
NEAR UTand^shuttle.'l bedroom fur­
nished apartments Wafer̂  - cable paid. 
$110 - $125. V.adult, no pets. 478-4118,477-
6048. : ' • - ' '• y; ;• :: " 
LARGE ONE Bedroom studio's $135 plus -
eiectricity. Near'shuttle.- campus. Call 
E d d i e .  4 5 1 - 8 3 8 ? .  4 7 4 - 5 7 5 7 :  r V  • : ;  
EFFICIENCY ÎN back*oliai'ge house/ 
, Beautiful nelghborhood-Tarrytown. "r r' 
Four blocks ShuHle. $135.00.' AQP. W , 
;-1934-r;-r:' . V; ̂  
I FEBRUARY1 RENT-FREE. ; LArge-2 :: 
bedroom. 2 bath on shuttle; Large pool; 2 ° -
blocks IrorriiUTv Law School. 3212 Red . 
ting  ̂clay, collage; etCe Creative mover: 
ment a j.a way of responding " 
around, Field.' trips to < 





41 Finest quality, „ r •? . 
* > xeasonabte prices-'"" 
' : Call on us before ' " -'1 
you get dipped/ ' 
THE HAIRCUT 
478-0022, ;! 477-0423 
CAR REPAIR 
You dofor We do 
• Low hourly rates. • A,uto Co-Op 
mechanic • 
• Ail types of repair Including body work 
• American and foreign cars 
CAR-WELL 
. 205 E. Riverside Or,, 
" 0;444-2403. ' 
RESUMES 
swlth or-without pictitirev 
2 Day Service 
472-3210 and 472-7^77 
Reports.Resumes. 
. Theses, Letters 
vV'AII Unlvefsity'and 
•;vV:''1iwinN*';Work' 
• .Last AUmrfsService 
•irnirkw • Open « Moh-Th 4 SERVICE - W Frl-Sat --
TYPING 
472-8936 D'oble/Waili 
42 Doble AAall 
THE CROCKETT COMPANY 
_ the comjpiete secretarial servlce 
TYPING • theses, manuscript*, reports,! 
?.v ... papers, resumes 
„ , ...... v. AUTomatic^TYPING-.': le..,.̂ , 
^vv--",̂ i.-multl-̂  :3i 
•fr*' i KiTi ^c°Plgs"̂ ^00 for,l00.d>piwl GINNY S ^^/iv-^-^'- Vtperoriginals):. >V^; r.l 11>| a ; PR|NTlNG-and COMPLETE - LINE oflj 
y |5530 Burnat Rd.g 
INC. 
Close to shuttle bus ind tennis courts, 
fully -carpeted -̂«lM>uUMn-jatcheA,-
2 BEDROOM 
: ALL BILLS PAJD 
WALK TO CAMPUS 
Large apartmenfs  ̂ fully shag carpeted. 
CA/CH. ail built-in kitchen, each apart­
ment .has Its own -private patio or 
Îcony/poo t̂reei- 1000 West 2SV*. 478-
5592 or. 451-6533.; 
~ Move in Today 
OAKCREEK 
APTS.  
• 1507 Houston 
'. 454-6394 • 
Efficiencies & 1 fir 2 bedrooms furnished 
8> ̂ unfurnished. Vaulted nliings. cable 
TV..private.balconies. \ ~T. 
• •it- '; •; • ' •. -









All Bills Paid 
Walk to Campus 
BucRingham Square 
. 711 W.32nd 
454-4917 
NEED A GREAT 




Share s large wom for $64.50/mo. or 
take an entire room for $112.50 .fur­
nished, all bills paid. Maid service once 
d week.-Bring your own roommate or wtf 
match,you wllh *a compatible one. 
:.>;Thls is economy;-&,xonvenience at Its -
;-\i7best:'ONLY JW. ̂ RDS-FROM. UT* 
CAMPUS 
2910 Red River 476-5631 
a paragon property 
ESTABLISHMENT 
. 4400 Ave. B 
'451-4584 
; LardaE«f.-tlif:50 y. 
Walk - Pedal - Shulilt 
.Move In Today 
TIMBERS 
1307 Nor walk Lane 
" 478-9468 
1 BR - St50 
• ;Walk.-Pedal-Shuttle' ' 
. NOW LEASING 
SOUTHERN ESE APT 
SUMMIT/VtEW APT. 
Go by and see our. 1 bedroom furnished 
apts at 1007 W. 26th and 1714 Summit 
Vtew. Beautiful grounds with trees- pool. 
AC, paneled  ̂Older ; complex, solidly built. $135 plus E. -i.. 
442-9480 • / Keep Trying 476-3335 
1 BEDROOM $137. Efficiency 
$115. .-Very., dose to campus 
and -shuttle,;',completely 
carpeted.? NA/CH, built-in 
kitchen;- optside storage 
.available, pool and sun deck-
Water, gas and cable TV paid. 




-Large efficiency.-Large closets, tuttv 
carpeted, cable, disposal, water, gas. 
swimming pool, furnished. Walking dis­
tance to UT. No chlldren or pets. 610 







Dishwashers-2 Large Pools 
Security' 
MOVE IN TODAY 
1901 Willow Creek 
444-0010 
NOW LEASING 
1 BR-$145 up 




1020 E. 45th. 
452-0060 
Shuttle Bus Corner 
ROOMMATES 
TWO BACHELORS *iiut>are:iMxurious -
4-2 house northwest. Fireplace, stereo, 
UNIQUE OLD -HOUSE., Rejponslble 
female, own - large r room: 163.33 ABP-
Ciose to campus. Call,476^5176. •? 
Sree Parking 
~ A.m. -10 p.m; M-F 
a.m. «5 p.m. Sat. 
47 -̂9171 
GENERAL REPAIR collective .Will (IX . 
anything anytime anywhere anyhow. 
.  4 7 6 - 2 2 9 0 . \ n ,  
FBMALE WANTED. l2» bedroom/m 
bath studio apanTnent;;s62 ABP. 2nd 
stop SR shuttle. 44*r5914.;̂ , • 
TWO L,lBERAL;>Female .roommates. 
Own room, S50 a month plus bills. 477-
1263. . 
LIBERAL MATURE:)ndrvid(ial needed 
to share house with two others. 2912 Rio -
G r a n d e ,  b y  l ? e & - - : 2 t , \ S 6 3 J 4 . —  
mohthly> Floyd or Tom:.47frOT70,. : . 
CONFIDENTIAL CARE for pregnant 
unmarried mothers. Edna Gladrtey 
Home. 2308 Hemphill, Fort Worth. Toll' 
tree number 1-806-79M104, 
STARK TYPING. Specialty: Technical,! 
Experienced theses, dissertations, PR's.S 
minuscrlpts.etc/Prlntlng.blndlng  ̂
Charlene Stark. 453-5218. - ̂   ̂
VIRGINIA SCHNEIDER Dlv«rsHle<fR Serves/ Graduate and-Undergraduate  ̂
KoenlgW 
BOBBYE DELAFIELD. IBM Selectrlc.1 
plca/eiite. 25 years experfefvce. booiis;! 
mimeographlng.442-71i 
' DISSERTATIONS, themiiiAorts andf 
law; briefs  ̂Experlenced. typlst.T "»* .iviiiwi^nwirm i iiw. s. i «: vi BApii is wvM; il »1 
ABORTION ALTERNATIVES! Pr«g- •. jlfP Br!dte P* :̂\ »i.̂ ..n u.|r •. .. Brady. <77^715.;  ̂
your/telephone. Pro-Llle Aivot̂ t.i. 510 - MRS. BODOUR'S TYPING SERVICE.! 
West 26th. 472-4190; Reportitheses, dissertations and books« 
MOVING? We can move you fail:' -
Wjtlwt breaklng l̂t. cheape/thanyou • f!0  ̂think. 454-7846. 472-5713. - -..in. WIlJ. .M
CUSTOM SEWING. Experienced 
' .NEAT, Awrate and prtrnpt" fypji UTAREA2BR,2Bafh.'CA/.CH,laundry•. MOyiNG/Hau|lngSeî ice.Apartmertts;:: ^HMr̂ aT î«^Hy?«'t?iî  
facilities, poof, senioe—pî duate. 477- ' furniture. Lowratesl 258-3678. Anytime. -4581. 476-4767.;KellyJ'̂ ;̂ -... . • . .-'j: .. 1 •' ".'-l ; '••'-.'-"' tto 
GRADUATE STUDENT,' live In qulel 
neighborhood. $100>0wn:room, kitchen 




is'a pain In the^ T , 
i ! ! !  
But Habitat Hunters can 
Help,  wi th  a  FREE 
Locator  .  -Service 
specializing in student 
complexes with access 
to shuttle. . 
Come by or Call 
Habitat 
Hunters 
Oobie Mall, suite 8a 
2021 Guadalupe 
474-153? 
. . .......... . sultants. Innovative.Guaranteed. Alfor* 
jrivlleges.-Oni CJ^ShuHle. Vlylan 928- .:.<Jab|e. Ca|l 447^549. . ;;
. ROOMMATE.WANTED..TWo bedroom :V ' 
house. S75 plus bills/Call 451-5361 or '- " • " ' ---=•• ;-" 
/478-04^7. AsK for.BIII .H.:;̂  t... 
HOUSEAAATE NEEDED; Large luxury 
2>).duplex.̂ 1 blocktoshuttle>Own room 
•. S9a Welec, 476-2524.-after;'5:00.Mlke, „:.. 
ClBERALl'-neaV mature female/ share^ '̂. 
two bedroom;rolder: lov * " " close to.campus; S79.75 
: • Kitty/ 476-2878/ 327-1867, 
VMABYLSAAALLWOOD^TYPING.Lasfl 
minute,; overnlg t̂vayaflab/e.T«ri7 
r Pepen, theses. dlss t̂aHons, ietti 
:vMa*tercharge» BankA*mtlc«rdf 892-0 or 442-8545, -
MISCELLANEOUS 
: TERM: PAPERS; theses; dissertations*4! 
- legal and technlcal. Neat professlona  ̂
quality; 'Reasonable vprlcesr: Appoint̂  
ment please. 836-2467. < - * • ~ ' S 
PROFESSIONAL TYPING ,reasonab 
nbtrcf̂ avaltable.Pap 
aSHARE,HOUSE300 
UT.aill(251-4201.No maintenance duties.' •• 
ROOMAAATE .̂ dojlght housekeeping InV' 
..exchange for cheapef-rent; Large house, --
pool, fireplace. 44r«7777< Billy: - >; . 
ROOM^ATE;.-̂  share ̂ lafge house,.. 
fireplace, pool,-.ABP;;Off>Er-Riverside. 
Shuttle. 1909 Cedar; Rldge.: 441-7777. ail-
ly. » -f v^_ • 
NEEDED IAAMEDIATeUy.MS Shuttle. , 
Oarlene, 472-3616. Nonsmokers need not' iLEARN'TO PLAY"GUITAR. : Beginnef 
. phonel S52.50 pius V  ̂electricity. ,;:Xvand 'advanced. : Drew, Thomason.' 478* 
BONNIE, LOR I 
MARY JEAN, 
;  AND RAE 
NELSON'S GIFTS. Zunl, Navalo and 
Hopl Indian lewelry. 4JII South 
Congress; • <44-3*14..* Closed Sundays. 
Mondays.- . - _ 
Just North otr27th:at : 
- Guadalupe ;̂ ™ 
2707 HenfpHflTPSrk^ 
sow. HOUSEMATE'r>vanted;Share quiet,. 
Tarry town hoittt.̂ Yafd,v; Shuttle.. You ART CLASSES offered by Kim and Ken: 
pay-S75plUs.'Caurd, 472-9999 late'. ;• ..Day or, ̂ venlng.: 454-l23». 7504 St 
MALE ROOMMATE.2bedroom.3 bafh.' C«c«"».--1 
NRi RC shuttle  ̂on Town Like. «l/mo. 
ABP. CA/CH; ,444:2882.;. >, - V iy> 
PASTLI VES. interested? Maybe we can. 
'helpĵ tmryMfr̂ -Forrappointmenti 
II 926^4?* RESPONSIBLE female .housemate; 3 ;H"' 
bedroom, IMSis'.Mm.itMin^eR. Plea- S DATING AND RELATING. Free lec> 
iant _neighborhood. sW;25 plus V. bills. ' " • -
MBA 
TYPING,t PRINTING.BINDING 
477-5577 alter 5.-. r-; 
FEMALE: SHARE;2 l>Mroorn. .l bath 
lures each Monday, Tuesday and Thurs­
day. 7:30 p.m. 7701 N. Lamari Executive 
Towers 100-B. Information. 453-7737 
aoartment. S75 phis VSWlttiSJiurtle, 474- . OVERSEAS.JOBS-Australla; Europe. • 
I» «»»73»SiKSf̂ «BaK,>.;r - >-• Si America, Africa. 'Students alH' 
LIBFRAI. (JfmaiIf ... A PC , J PWf esSloRS and occupations S700 to S3000 
•Rei Shuttle, si -8727. 
;;Free- Information; 
•••i a o«-4«,Corte Madera,, ca. M»J5. 
ALL BILLS 
PAID 
^ Eff. $129.50 
6 Blocks West of Drag E\, 
2408 Leon ,  ̂476-346/t̂  [ 
FOR RENT UNCLASSIFIED 
Office SuiteiS .'? •?& 
^ - A v a i l a b l e  • ' 1  
From $100 ' s 
•— •̂rV^Nouiease. .no deposit s required.:-Sauna.' 
• 4»-a| pool prlvl|eges:.Excellenf location. Am-, 
fl'® parking. Total office plapnlno with": 
ihterfor deslgn services. Custodial staff. 
4S4»2649..447-8370, .7530 North.Lamar.r 
Beily dancing fnitructlon; 472-3344: 
Cash for used b)cyclei 477-3002. : " 
; Kay.Alr'hpcfceyrchajnp.' Tom:. 
Near University T.&.2 bedroom. Furn-
Unfurn. TV Cable. AC. Water. Gas Paid 
4719 Harmon Ave. 
Manager No. TOJ '-V; :• 459*5678 
I 
return for. household help and - light 
.yarifyork..Attractive. modern apart-, 
5 BLOCKS -
[WEST OF ' 
CAMPUS 
;• New large efficiencies, living room, 
offset bedroom &,KIJchen. cable, water* 
4 gas furnished. SliO. 
477 5514 
. Red Oaks'Apfs, 
476-7916 
,'2104 San Gabriel 
* t.: 
> . ' > • 8 ,   d r o o m  s - - — '  
shuttle bus route. 
s From S142 50 
ALL BILLS P<AIP 
5106 N Lamar 454%I4MV 
a paragon properly 
CAS A . 
FELICE ,1 
EFF. $115pIU,E  ̂
Now Leasing for the Spring: AC; 
carpeted, paneled, onshuttle- .v 
4204 SpeedwayM. • - 453-4066"• 
, $129.00 
" HANCOCK IIL ^J 
K APTS. ' C *+ 
Purni»hed luxury-efficiency apt. on city .v. ̂ FREE^RENT and utilities'-for couple In 
bus routej'.walklng distance to shuttle' - — bu 
Available nbw ** r̂ frf\t."327-0018, 
^100 Ave A Call-4gl78» 
• ENFIELD AREA. 1 bedroom with eveiv; * 
extra. Purnlshed or unfiirnlshed.'-Frornfi 
>148.50 plus etctriciiy. 807; west; liynm??. -
.̂ -7794,.; 472-4162.. Barry.: GlllingwAfeiv !̂ 
EFF S120.p|usE.l Bedroorrt <130 pigs E:'t 
Near campus'& .shuf}le. Convenient to v^^^ -̂ Vc I IAA AACTO iki downtown Pool storage 407 W 381h oUAAAAER (N 
4M 7963. 472-4162 Barry GHIIrjgwaler ft̂  EUROPE v 
2^EOROOA  ̂ 2 BATH. «10 ABP Wrv :̂„̂ pno^®aSl fî Day bdMnce^yment: 
nished.. Full.kUcherv. laundry and;pool;-̂ /equfred.- U.S. Govt approved TWA 
lw3iS»cair5PV?/J-eZ™* 8«Wes t̂i >4giniAm.Transasle707iXalltollfree 1 472^480/̂ 472-4)62. Barry:,Gn|lngw«ter \ 800-32^867i Co ji> 
.,1965rMustahg't450. 451-2596 after 5 30 
Fjmderr;Sti>att̂ 20p. 451r1267,Qan , 
^ap -̂.yat̂ tihfVOtfytGordOr Layra  ̂
Po^m îg<;̂ 472^6ir 
^African.achlld».-459*7269, Oavid; ̂  ̂
Effi S80 ABP. 477*3836, 476-3832. , V 
: I love you Junle;Atoon »'Masked Mano 
Whhlll t |ove you/;PJC. >. 
•• Dating and relating. 453-3727. 
Apt for rent 135<rmo 6 blks 476-08a5"~^~ 
•12 string Yamaha' S125 451-4335 
JBt/ylng US stamps 475-7063:; :. * 
Yamaha Guitar FQ160,$13S 476-0231 
Memory: Ca!culatort40 472-J980.V 7~ 
CONTEMPORARY; APARTMENT*  ̂
fJa^J'.̂ Elflciencies and T: bedroomi.̂ ; 
15l5PaimaPlata>474-4322iShUttldt)US->> 
corner r 
The General's Aldes. 474-H63. 
BeltyHmiyou'vegol.'em.NleU 
Excellent.5 speed. 45J-4703.. • 
HappyBlrthdayRoSIILuvDavld. ~ 
Happy.Blrthday Joanrl I Luv."Ganfl7 
KLH 36 speakers, >75, pr. 458^07 ~ 





472-3210 and 472-7477 ^ 
WANTED 
WANT TO BUY «0-300mm tO0ITl' lens. 
(P.fefer;Roklt6r.) 476-3Hltor#"i ' price;. -
HELP WANTED 
JREAT'yEandcoiisclehllous; 
dl »lduafj who are lnl̂ *st«d Ji " 
mankind.' Extensive teaderihi 
.Tavaiiabte. CaU Hazei weekda1 
w«i*>8o.caitd 
y».1#! OrUB^BrMs;, shops ;«or •# 
lrlbutdfeWere*d' earrlnds;'costMir,. 
lewelry; i.Hbrns.Key; rlnaS! AwtlnOTl̂ i|O%comir|ltslon:M«rkV0 
?L" c&510. vantage, San AntonlS Tgxai ̂ 330, 1-341-3865. " " 
- CREATIVE Conscientious first 
teacher.Prlvateschool. Halfdayorfi 
diy;. Oeflree. Apply loo west 3tflh. 4 
' COOK for, Mexican restaurant.- , 
nights 3pm - (lpm.:llpm -7ant 47t 
• NEED'EXTRA CASH?-Seli;i„ 
v.iKn„,.,D.y. Make HO.. IS),' 
• • • 
PAR1>TIME^Secretary, a/tttvr M 
Won.-Prl. 3816 S. 1st. 444-ttW.-
GOOD JOB, own .hours. Aver* 
M/iwur. Call 4754109 or MMS37. FuO part tlm. % 
LUNCHEON WAITRESSES er Wal$ 
. in Austin's new.it st.ak restau 
i 
Apply between 1:00 end 4:00.71 laBu 
-, Rd. Steak.Oiit Restaurant 
• COOK PART TIME. Start M SO/W." 






i 2122 Hancock Dr. t 
?.:>iext to Americana Theatre, walking dls  ̂
,. jfance.to North LoopvShopping Center 
,and Luby's; Neat• shuttle'and Austin 
-̂ transit. Two bedroom flats. one and two • 
y- - baths; Available one 3 bdrm. 2 ba. wlth 
. new ihag carpet. CA/CH, dishwasher. * 
-:disposal/ door- tp door garbage pldcup. 
' »rla. 
r QUIET LIVING 
, 3 BLOCKS FROM CAMPUS 
T. Large one bedroom apts. (130 to sISO 
i ratei). Pool,..laundry,:-free Cable The--
Grand©116' 47J.1m' West 17th at Rio 
FREE HALF MONTHS rent with «.[ 
month .lease. 1144.50 one bedroonv-iSao : 
rau|o Apartmenls. ihap. pool, 
Daiconlcs, mahogany panelled, one 
?i»ck park. Tavern, shuttles 15th Sire*** 476-5072 476*4999 
TUTORING HELP WANTED 
Aji. Mifliu»cr;vicaitueairea. wasnareri  • BLOCKS .•TO' CAMPUS '̂  
compiex.See own6rs,Apt.il3 orcaiî PROMSlSSAUL l̂LL^PAip 
v 
1 *2 r̂oom effl&en '̂r̂ uli icitijfien;, 
# i a i  m i  m j L  r largeWalk-inxlosets:Oriental ; ,j5135 ^^$152v50 4 peaceful; courtyard 
-r-  ̂ i*®L; \ Be 
T o  k t R i a c e  ^  
. b l ie .
rli 
. MW . 
WANTED; Apartment m«r\efl«rsy 
Prefer.,student.couples. Send.R^sumH<-« 
Sox 1668 Ausllrt Tx 78^67 
WALK, TO, UT. OId Maln Apartmenls;.-
Efllclency.aparlmenl/,*125 and up  ̂Ones 
bedroom, S140 end up>AM bills paid. 477r -
m»2bolhplusv 
— -,5y| 
FJRENCH STUDENT fNatlVt) will 0|V» 
<*»•» TSti 
•totorlng In French for all classes Call ><• 





COZY TARREYTOWN 21 Split level V 
LAWYERS 
>*s V' A; We Offer a Wealth of 





BONui&oOM. 2 bedrpL 
- ganelled den.From STOSABP-'TheS6ulh 
,'y'S>A olfers a unique opportunity tor pedpleori.nted lawyers seeking etperlei 
bills. 0r. .Spellman <76-1935, 471-7111, e cbance lo Jpeciail.29 In law pertaining to housing, welfare; ball tmdV#ttl 
. crv»'"'M »v»  i i wiii««v;nBr,.|iwjwvin .1 ... 
Short. 300 E Riverside Dr?444-3337 •i'-jj-' >C? 
ONE BEDROOM on shuttle. 1142 50 un £''?:> A 
fornlshed,:s162.50 furnishW-syvepay^atl ytiinies. The Brownstone, 5104 N t-
Lamar 454 3496 
art ad/ 
. droorri 
 ELCID& . AS 
,4EL DORADO ^ 
, -453-4883 - J 472-4853 
"f - ^u£!y7,VS.8.y.S CORNER .. J CHECK OUR SUlVWER RATES) 
f| 'Vilshlngs Peaceful c rty r  with U o
> P«f-Only steMto .hopplng Y EXTRA .SPACE you MN 
.. 4,2 ,',47 «5 6atfSW1 ' bedroomh batti on Town U 
. <• />< , , . . r <72-4162 ABP Mailable furnished br 
affords vTwo i 
. Batry Gjilipgjvaler Company•" 
/ i iv. 
^ oth La He frpm s W 
^vsii l fur i  or̂ nlUrnlshed. 
Tl«:Soylh Shore. 300 &;iRlve l̂de'Oi',̂ -
•444 3337 ft % 
TA PLACE A ; 
"•'i counieTlng,.legal education, and legtal reform." "" " 
\wts l̂*ws(»rt«i'<!ewf l«w school̂ graduates. practldng atforneyt anil retired ttmiS8 
„J1or one year volunteer assignments In Texas and across tM 0 S ' Sgffi 
; *,IS,hl» Js a cfiane»io.work With people who need 4he protection of the law tlle mosf, ar̂  
•sailo demonslrat* how the law can be a poslllve force In, Solving th.lr.problems 1 
'f.;We need applications now. For morelnlorfnetlon see ACT.ION RECRUITINO bft J 
i«,Weit Mall and In the PhcemenJ Offlc* February 17,111? sSl 11 
% 
>fc£U-
• NICE r BEDROOM • apartment very 
near UT 2721 Hemphill Park Shag 
cajjjeĵ jooy !29 » water, gatpald. 476*; 
ONE BEOROOM homey; spacious, lotsa 
rf̂ ,̂ Wto»*»t;4hu»le-, 370B» C 33rd *J50 
-Muibjiis 476-2J!8eyehirtgrmornlngs,' 
3 BEDROOM, 2 bath apartment. Ideal ̂  * r  ̂  ̂  ̂ i 
for young family Convenient w UT i 
Fftetd.for a family budget.. J205 • $215 i ̂ %  ̂
wn'wnlshed, ABP S240 furnished j* ABPj>Tlu)Sflii(KAhnni«1AA.e>'Drtfî «ii<ftV;!H 
JNURSES - RN's/LPNX 
;'Weneedcreat1^ekihnbV.&tlyepe6p;^ 
abp he south shoreT:3oo  ĈLASSIFIED ' f f ' challenging volunteer asslgnmehts.: f 
or. 44. i»7 1 •fsiu -xi V l Peace Corps and VISTA jefed VofynJeers -wKh^nuri Of. 444-3337. -
EFFICIENCY with sleeping alcove 
jveyooking Town, Lakey Convenient ' 
£& ' jSVoii /nroh^ work^wlfh xnlflrlsrtts m"GJIorado.or sst.ob a ro 
if - i.; i tieallh cllrtfc in^t-Kj^W'rf^ a. \>_, 
• 700-: - - V- Diltiwaiher, dlsposaDstiag Carpet, fi 
U E C E S  * < 0 ° -
UT--̂ AREA;,1119.50 'plus,electricity 
Olsh sh . Dos lvih o ulL 
400 W ffi
i®hiCra,̂ 3 '̂MdiJM53 Riverside 3337 
ENFIELD AREA >100 pluî ectrlct.on 
/A«T6 .west 6th LARGE ONE^BEOHOOAlUiWillK \o -̂—'-ippeted^aisposarr 
CA/CHr-ttUMryJ 
** efficiency cystem fprri, All 




p^reanpoWnfl *1« plui e TJEARCUT, as sabrlel 
ONE BEO^O6MAPT,W 








, ky STEVfe MILLER > 
Texan Staff Writer "\j'~ 
A small group of Radical 
Student; Union; .members 
picketed Monday in front of. 
the" Governor's Mansion to 
protest Gov. Dolph Briscoe's 
regental nominations of Dan ' 
Williams, Walter-Sterling and: 
Thomas Law < 
.^eThe picket,->which-began at 
f? .rioon, drew the attention of the 
news tnedia and a few 
RSU spokesman ^ 
Wilpon said the group's)! 
purpose is to- educate people 
and make: them aware — the 
governorIn. particular — of 
the deep, dissatisfaction iwith 
the new University Board of-
Regent nominees, ' ; ; 
. : Briscoe's assistant press 
secretaiy. Chick Morris, had 
ill 
"-K'sStl: 
Coomiltee of the RSU,saicl4r| 
the organization opposes the ' 
appointees because they 
represent the "corporate, to­
il ustria 1 arid financial 
aristocracy which rules Texas 
m general, with no regards - .• 
whatever for. the opinions of 1 
"no comment" on the picket, ^"working people. 
Briscoe is in Washington, DC #> Labeling all the nominees as* 
'J "* ~ being interested primarily in-
Jjhe "wealthy, flriailcial and in­
dustrial "elite,'V; RSU cited 
iSierlirigaS;a particularthreat 
•to the University community. • 
^Before retiring, the 73-year-
fold Sterling was a financial of-; 
ficer for the Houston Com­
mittee for a Sound American 
Education. 'Wilson said this 
for the annual midwinter
Nationals, governors 
Confereencefttf~f. ~ 
- Wilson, a methbter of - the 
In ten laai'iGo'o r d 1 natjng 
*-«>4 
,••: •.w? wh '.<>>5?•;£?.•.• campus briefs 
* f fin a a&&t$ZnpoiamMeew&ii''Mglwceti> -
V, - w jSSweontinuingrsegregation," a 
fiAii ( Wnif'klie • jik^l|l?Wgh|-viflijK^ij«l.IU«i -:.wh!ch 
rOl VUfTipUS VfOUP 5 controlled the Houston School 
k- V \ 




• The deadline -for campus' 
student organizations to 
register for this semester is 5. commit™ win tponwr chicam t«t-. 
p.m. Tuesday An authorized- ^'nl,aAM^S??mWT!l^ 
representative must" file the7 " in the Texas T«»«rn 
forms in the Student Act 
***«-£ *#:-^(rv*po«»r th« film. "Magical 
;'<.JkAy5tery;T6yr'.'.it.8;30 p.m. and th«, 
: Burdini; 
Admlnjon it $Vfor: 
^  > * •  "  . . .  
Academlc C<n^»iy ^fhrovflh Solur- ^ "Wc dofi^fctfeel he will (iff 
' anything and.we don't 
^  i i S  • . . . 1  . . .  . . . . . . — — p h o t o  b y  I M  M .  U a t a r  
-RSU metftbers^protest in front of Governor's Mansion. 
Visiting Executives Head 
tivities Office in TexasUnloii i 
: registration may not', be' . 
!i reigister^for si* monttsIft®|ii®Jt. 
vwant the University to provide 
a 'Sound American Education' 
hke fifth grade," Wilson said. 
RSU is sponsoring a petition 
that calls for the regental 
' nominations 'to be .rescinded 
by Briscoe or rejected by the 
^State Senate. The petition also 
AcnoN-rKMi': pean/wtA repre.. 
..taHvM wriVjt.ti^OA fhaw^t IMI| . 
In tfon'tMM<tfwi, BUiirwivEconomlc*.; 
i BuHdlhtf through Friday recruiting -
: Voiontiers. 
amoscAn bvftiMnB Union pin spon-
- /ior B)H XtmbtedlKvtilno the death 
penalty at 2 p.m. Tuesday In Union 
soumm 
MFAtTMNT OF ASTWNOMT will sponsor " 
, .Or. Thaddeus Matured speaning on 
f'Carbpii;,Ignition in 44 M Start: 
—•——^u6Wrtovji^^nr^r!mi«?">n4 prn 
• Tueiday In Robert tee Moo^e Hall. 
. IS.2MB, :-VU-; .:-r—: ' 
owAwmmi orcttMtsTK? nsmommo 
VBITINO UCTUmSttBS wlU present 
P.rol. Orvllle Chapman, UCLA 
organic chemist, speaktng on ''Low 
. TeMperature iPhbtochemlstry, ll," 
at .3:30 p.m. Tuesday,In Welch Half 
: 104W. •--. v 
TIXAS MUtS STUDCNT VOONMinSB is 
accepting :applicatIohs through 
j Wednesday forTexas Relays Queen. 
Applications are available at Bell-
. moht Hail 230P.or Main Building in-
•V- n fofmatjon desk. 
T1ACMNO CXCRimCK.AWAKO spobsored Tony Pulsenbfcrry wili^peak on 
by Student Governi'nentH ecceptlng - "Vital Signs Monitor," 
. nominatloni. Forms are available at tgus in>Tr tTUOWT gjMJJUIltl uulii 
, *h« Academic Center ; reference meet at 8 p.m: Tuesday In Bellmont 
- desk, the Student Government office Hail 220 
South and In^the TSP . *vocmUaiy tMntOVUMNr*. sponsored 
. - Building. Nominations,are open un- by Reading /and Study Skills 
til Feb. 25. Any tenured professor. Laboratory <r" ~ 
% untenured jSroressot or teaching noon Tueiday 
Z scmnais 
, - # UIMN.MUSICML cvam'^oMMtrnf' 
» v 4 . . . . .  /  t ^ c a l l s  l o r  t h e  a p p b i n t m e n t  o f  
Pf^°ns m?re representative 
, . ^ _ (Df the,people of Texas and the 
investigation ;'of Oiajjcellor 
,'Qiarles -L^MaiStre's Vecent 
-actions. RSU has collected 1,-
200 . signatures and hope to 
have 1,500 before nomination 
hearings are conducted by the 
Senate Subcommittee on 
nominations. Hearings ten­
tatively were set for 9:30 a:m. 
ig^t^Sruwda f, In' tlMCT«xas TaverrC 
"h'SMHiweirConlerencehlghllahti W 
IMi Will b«(:f»alured.i : 
TDua.uNioN TMATM^oowMimi win; 
: iponior aiidllloSj^rtr the' play' 
"Caml 11e" fr(Kn 7tol0 p.m. Tuesday 
and Wednetday lii Union Sooth loa. 
The play It lo be.prt»)uced tn April. 
AMBBCAN MAIKITMO' ASSOCIATION will 
ipeet al 7:30 p.m. Tuetday at Hansel 
and Gretel on WBt.30th Street, fx--
cAKficMota aaoiMAnoM ataa wiii 
^ meet at il ».ny.'.fuetday in je»ter 
\i <lent»Valoallo«. I^venieltf.ltj «tuS 
• ; denf orgahliattwiti fitt. 
TIXAS UMON IM MII OOMMTTB wlllf 
iponior an enhlbltlon or ptiototrapht" > 
oy Oean Ofnlth In the<<oyer. 
center Aii5A taprewn»a workihop Tuesday . but have-been-4n-
on Dec.sto~ vak.-B-. itwill meet, definitely postponed. : 
If the-Senate rejects the ap­
pointees, Briscoe will have to 
make new appointments. "We 
will have two spokespersons 
at the hearings. u 
"TheHadical Student ynion 
does not consider itself 
... representative enough to pick 
p,m. Tuesday In Codtrell Hall J.'OC 0„r own fegental choices, but 
•any situation in which we can 
get somebody not white and 
not big-business would be 
good," Wilson said. OAe of 
"RAssu^wm'nMt'a', ; long-term projects .'is 
iy :in j«ter A332.f '^.'rrthe placement of a student or 
faculty member on the Board 
of regents. 
•W-r 
More than 40. business 
leaders are speaking ^at the 
University this, week-as the 
College' of . Business - Ad­
ministration stigeis Its'^£BA 
• Week." • 
' The series of programs; 
which began Monday and will 
continue through Friday,;pitts 
business administration 
students in direct contact with 
visiting executives,:: such a 
King Ranch director,., a Wall 
Street stockbroker, a propo­
nent for the minority 
1 businessman and an .'airlines 
vice-uresident - » — 
lecture will focus on Weil's 
proposal for a Federal 
Securities Board which would 
play a role in regulating 
securities similar to that of 
session is required ill 
Business-Economics Building 
65-E. f 
• Thursday, 10:30 a.mi 
Business-Economics Building 
the federal Reserve.Bo^rd in 151, "Agribusiness: Can 
banking. - 'V,.-' America Feed the World?" by 
at3p.m. TuesdayJnJesterCenterto 
present a -worKsbop on "Resume 
Critiquing' 
CKASAD House will meet.at 7 p.m. Tues­
day at 111 E. 3H» St., Apt. S06, tor a 
.: discussion of. Jewlth rand Chasldlc 
phllosophyj •>. 
OH n»AIATIOMS sponsoffej by. Reading 
-and Study SKllltv^aboratb^y -
(RASSL) wilt meet at 4 p.m. Tues­
day in Jester Center A332 
•d stUOtHI UANCH^III meet at 7:30 ' 
; with Dr. Don Wright, loumallsnv 
: professor, dealing With "The 
Media's Treatment of the Beatles." 
at noon Tuesday. In. Garrison Hall 
309 
H8g|b in Pratein- ĵow'in Cdories 
lithcnanicis|| 
^nperi©r 
1  D A I R I E S  
so is the product 
Mo«t •conomical forMiads 
and main dtehM , 
CBA Week also^places 
professionals in charge of 
business classes to present 
lectures related to course con-' 
tent. 
> 'i 
Highlighting the. weeik will 
be three public lectures and 
two, career-oriented presen­
tations, which include * the 
following': ° IsesrtKS-
» Tuesday, ia:30 a m., 
Business-Economics Building 
151, "Wall Street Perspec­
tive" by Frank Weil, chair­
man of the finance committee 
of Paine, Webber, Jackson & 
Curtis brokerage firm. The 
•' Wednesday/'j'il a .m 
.Business-Economics .Building 
151, "Developing Small 
Businesses" by Walter 
Durham, chairman of a 
government-licensed agency 
to aid minority businessmen. 
• Wednesday, 8:30 p.m., 
Alumni Center, a discussion 
on human and social costs of a 
corporate managing career by 
Duke Walserr retire'd ex­
ecutive vice-president of 
Tenneco, Inc. .Advance sign­
up for this career-oriented 
By SANDY FAILS 
Texan Staff Writer 
•v Members of the Beta Alpha 
Psi honorary accounting 
: - organization will give two lec-
. Jtures on the preparation of in-
; come tax forms as an expan-
•| >sion of the income tax ser-
;, vices they have provided in 
: - past years. 
The lectures, to be held in 
Business-Economics Building 
• . 251 from 2 to 4 p.m. Feb. 28 
'•"-and April 11. are designed to 
•'aid persons unfamiliar with 
tax forms. Students are ad­
vised to bring W-2 forms with 
them to the meeting. Tax 
forms will be provided. 
"The lectures are basically 
to give whoever comes the op-
• portunity to walk through the 
forms with me. If they bring 
their financial information, I 
\ should be able to tell about 90 
percent of them how to Fill out 
their forms completely," said 
instriictor Mark Wolfson, a 
graduate accounting student. 
• The program also will focus 
on assistance to the public and 
to mcomerproducing patients 
: in state hospitals. 
•••: Students will' man two 
• Belton Kleberg Johnson, an • 
owner and- director of the 
King Ranch and a leader in 
the agribusiness field. 
• Friday noon, Business-
Economics Building 150, a dis­
cussion of management , aiid 
. marketing problems in the . 
airlines industry .by Russell: I 
Thayer, vice-president of cor- I 
- porate. and market planning—| 
- for Braniff International. THp' j 
University Transportatipli :'J 
Club is co-sponsoring the lefev-J 
locations to help Austin 
residents: Newberry's 
Cafeteria in Capital Plaza, 6 
to 9 p.m. Thursdays and 10 
a.m. to 2 p.m. Saturdays, and 
East First Street Community 
Center. 1619 E. First St., noon 
to 4 p.m. Saturdays. 
In addition, the accounting 
students will aid about 150 
patients at Austin State 
School. Travis State Hospital 
and Austin State Hospital in 
preparing tax returns. 
Approximately 60 advanced 
accounting students are in­
volved in the program, with 
graduate students Suzanne 
Schooler. Scott Ikenberry and 
Wolfson acting as coor­
dinators. 
The program. Schooler said, 
is designed for the benefit of 
both those who need help with 
tax returns and the accounting 
students themselves. 
"It serves that dual pur­
pose. It does help us. But the 
initial learning should not be 
on someone else's tax return 
— you should know what 
you're doing when you go into 




Move forward  ̂
with Peace Corps 
and VISTA 
Use your college degree in a creative, meaningful way. A 
year in VISTA or 2 years In Peace Corps will adda tiniaue 
.dimension to your life and to the lives of those you'll be 
helping. . 
Peace Corps and VISTA offer more than 700 choices of 
volunteer assignments in the U.S.A., Africa, Asia, Latin 
America and South Pacific. The programs are In French, 
business, engineering, nursing, architecture and many 
other fields. . 
Silling around h nowhere. Find ouf if you can nml ^Iw 
challenge. Set the Peace Corps/VI ST A recruiters an campus on the 
W«l Mall A tkicement Office on February 17, 18, 19, 20, 21. 
WAX DIPILATORY 
The fast new way, to arch eyebrows 
remove unwanted facial hair. 
Call today for Billie Stout our specialist in 
this service. 







ABANA UNISEX HAIRSTYLING 
1910 E.Riverside 442-7924 
[ THE BRUSHY CREEK 
j for Family Sty/e Bar-B-Que 
I Ham, Chicken, Beef 
j Sausage & Ribs, Beans, 
I Potato Salad & Cole Slaw 
$3.25 ~7 







Monday-Saturday 11 ;OOa.m.-9:00p.m. 
Closed Sunday | 
call for reservations: | 
255-3253 j 
111 West Main Street: j 
In Round Rock . J 
IH 35N to 620. Right on 620 at signal | 
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CLIP AND MAIL TODAY! 
* WRITE YOUR AD HERE 
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Words 
Times Times ^*5* i- r 







Cost pef word ;un .20 ^40 ;̂!,70 1.40 
; . 3.00 6.00 lOSk 21.00-; 
3.20 ' 6.40 11,20  ̂ 22^0 t 
T>i rm&sttk 3.*0 6.8D, »r.w :23.W 
rkm :f3:M 7.20 12.60 •4S».1 
























VJE ALWAYS USE 
THE DAILY TEXAN CLASSI­
FIED ADS. THlY REACHTHE 
VAST UT MARKET QBSD-
SET FAST RESULTS 







' Number of Days _ 
Mail To: / ^ ^ 
DAILY TEXAN CLASSIFIEDS > 
P.O. BOX D - UT STATION 
AUSTIN, TEXAS 78712 
NAME ______ _ 
Texan Classifieds Reach 92% of the University gaggi 
Market-With a Circulation of OVER 37,000 Each *̂$13 
Monday Thru Friday. Put This Salesman to Work For YOU! 
Auyi 
ADDRESS 
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"5.  ̂ v r̂ «- x>u  ̂ -• - - „ -» r̂,  ̂
K . 4 *FREE CHECKING WITH ABSOLUTELY NO REQUIREMENTS. 
AJ CAPITAL NATIONAL BANK, FREE CHECKING REALLY MEANS FREE. 
'-'NO MINIMUM BALANCE, NO AVERAGE BALANCE/NO^AVINGS 
" -BALANCE, NO MONTHLY DUES, NO CHARGE FOR CHECKS. " 
\ALL YOITNEED IS CAPITAL. i-'. • ir '•"••>•: .,:; •liisj!"-'•>i': •. • •' -- .".  ̂rr^ ^ 
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